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It's true some radio parts are hard to get —
but there's no shortage of helpful service
information. With these valuable Mallory
handbooks, you're assured of a speedy
answer to 'most every problem that pops up.
Servicemen everywhere are depending on
these comprehensive reference works to
speed up work and to save valuable man
hours. Here are some of the subjects covered;
jVI. Y. E. Technical Manual — 408
pages packed with information on radio
practice and theory. Covers Loud Speakers
and Their Use . . . Superheterodyne First
Detectors and Oscillators ... Half-Wave and
\ oltage Doubler Power Supplies . . . Vibrators and Vibrator Power Supplies . . . Automatic Timing ... Frequency Modulation . . .
Television . . . Capacitors . . . Phono-radio
Service Data . . . Practical Radio \oise Suppression . . . Vacuum Tube Voltmeters . . .

1 Mckase...

Useful Servicing Information . . . Receiving Tube Characteristics. Available from
your Mallory distributor. Price 82.00.
4th Edition Radio Service Encyclopedia—Complete information on servicing all types of controls, condensers and
vibrators. Circuit references, original part
numbers and recommended replacements.
A book that will pull you out of many a
light servicing spot. Available from your
Mallorv
v distributor. Price 95 cents.
P. R. MAUORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOUS 6, INDIANA
P. R. MALLORY & CO.. Inc

Approved Precision Products
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RECEIVING TUBE TECHNIQUE
Oldest manufacturer specializing
on radio receiving tubes — the
originator of the now standard
BANTAM GT — Ilytron has
been developing skill in highspeed, soft-glass receiving tube
technique since 1921.

SPECIAL PURPOSE ENGINEERING
Ilytron engineers originated
BANTAM J K. hearing-aid tubes
—popular IJ-II-F types IIY75,
HYl 11B, 11Y615—instan t-heating beam tetrodes HY65, HY67,
HY69, 11Y1269—and mimerous
other special lubes.

m

THE ANSWER
Add A to B, and you have the answer Ilytron is able to give the Services when ihey demand special purpose and transinitling tubes in
staggering quantities and at econouiical prices.
HY65 Typical of Ilytron's instant-heating beam
tetrodes for mobile eommimications, the HY65
combines higli-spe.e.d techniques with a thoriated
tungsten filament and special r.f. design features
whieli gave the Services a rugged, pow er-conserving,
all-purpose beam tetrode. (Cf. JAN-lA spec.)

1616 Consider a few examples. SuhsliltilinK soft
for hard gla^s. a mesh-lor u rihhoa filament. Tlytroii
heat the promise hy months on requirements for the.
high-voltage thermionic type I fi! 6 rectifier—through
application of mass production methods. Result:
The Navy's, ' Well done!"
0D3/VR-150 Ilytron engineering refinements include new starting electrode, lower starling voltage,
painstaking processing. Add to these still-increasing
high-speed manufacture. Result: "When we think,
of the OD3/VR-150, we (hink of Ilytron."*
♦Quotation from expcdiler for one of largest
electronic equipment manufacturers.

2C26 Ilytron solved a problem for the Services by
designing'a lube capable of performance and high
ratings never before achieved in soft glass. Produced at receiving lube speed and priced at less than
a fourth of the cost of tubes replaced, the little 2C26
delivers 2 KW of useful r.f. power under intermittent operating conditions.

U HA T ABOUT POS T- Ui R ? Hytron design, development, and production
facilities now serving our lighting men, will be yours to command. The A plus B of
Ilytron's know-how will supplv answers to your special tube problems.
. ..„,0
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M
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Ask him fthout your wartime semciag capacitor tequiromanls. Be sure to order a supply of these Victory capacitors. Ask ior latest catalog —or write us direct.

jesrM
INDIVIDUALLY TESTED
AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A. • Sales Offices Ih All Principal Cities
Export; 13 E. 40 Sr.. New York 16. N.Y. ■ Cable: 'AI^UB, • In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., Hawiltoh. Ont.
4

Key Radio Dealer Market
N'cruifccfurers' News
Merchants for the Home
Radio's Pulsebeat Across
the Nation
Radio-Appliance Dealer
Today
Ffoorplan for Tomorrow
Know Your Overhead Costs
Wartime Alibis Are Oat
Glamour Sells Discs
Dealer Airs local Talent
Records Top In Sales
Substitute Lines Gain Trade
Factory Branch Facts
Radio-Electronic Servlcers
Beating the Repair Bottleneck
Tube Conversions
Service Notes
Appliance "Selective Service"
Radios & Appliances a
"Natural"
Television Talk

R/,ADIO & Television RETAILING, September, 1944, Vpi. 29, No, 9. 25 cents a copy.
Published monthly by Caldwell-Clements,
Inc., 480 Lexington Ave., New York 17,
N. Y. M. Clements, president; Orestes H.
Caidwell, treasurer. Subscription rates United
States and Latin American countries, $1.00
for one year, $2.00 for three years, Canada
$1.50 f«r one year, $3.00 for three years.
Ail other countries $2.00 for one year, $4.00
for three years. Printed in U.S.A. Reentered as second class matter April 21,
1944, at the Post Office at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879. Member
of Audit Bureau of Circulations. Copyright
by Caldwell-Clements, Inc., 1944.

0 These ore Victory Capacitors. Available in
voltages and capacitances selected to meet a
wide range of servicing reguirements. Indeed/ the
numbers listed, used either singly or in groups,
can service about 90% of the usual capacitor replacements, while much critical material and
labor are being conserved lor the urgent needs of
our fighting men. Therefore, use these Aerovox
Victory Capacitors for Victory!
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INSPECTION ON THE LINE

MAKING HISTORY

IN COMMUNICATIONS

Inspection before assembly, quality control.. . more than that... team
work from material dispatcher, assembler, inspector, to the girl on the
packing line . . . have made possible the fine achievement represented
by the Army and Navy "E" Award presented to the men and women of
the Universal Microphone Company.

FOR FINE

In production of military microphones before Pearl Harbor, Universal
had the necessary "know how" for immediate war production. The
engineering experience and production efficiency of war production will
be reflected in the electronic voice communication components offered by Universal to consumers in the future.
Until then-BUY WAR BONDS.

ACHIEVEMENT
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
1NGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA
FOREIGN DIVISION. 301 ClAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA •• CANADIAN DIVISION: SSO KING STREET WEST, TORONTO 1. ONTARIO, CANADA
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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ITS THE CROSI.EY refrigerator, il's llie Shelvador*—u patenhKj exclusive
added convenience that, a woman appreciates more and more every lime she
opens her refrigerator door.
Opening the Shelvador* is like opening luo ordinarv refrigerators at once.
For the shelves on the inside of llie door double the amount ol front-row
food within easy reach. There at her finger lips a woman puickly finds just
what she wants—without any juggling, or stretching, or handling ol other
foods. Time is saved. Door is closed sooner. Less cold air escapes. Electricity
is saved. Food receives hetler protection.
Like every other Croslcy product, the Shelvador* matches other refrigerators feature for feature. Hut. over and above quality of iiialerials and precision of manufacture, in every Croslcy product there is always a phis—a ])nceless extra which is a result of the Croslcy policy of product development.
In all out postwar devclopmenls you will find this Croslcy policy expressed
in products of extra utility and excess value—a user-plus you can actually
see,, or hear, or feel.
Mnr. i:. I'jtt. on.

CROSLEY
T HE CROSLEY C O l{ C O H A 1' ) O N
C ( NCIN N AT I . OHIO
I'mretimc manufaclurcrs of Croslcy refrigerators, radios, other household applianres and the (.rosier (ar, // oin e of K Lff , The Nation s Station.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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Presto Recording Corporation, New York 19, N.Y., U.S.A.
World'' largest Monufaclorert of Instantaneous Sound Recording Equipment and Disc
IFalter P. Downs, I,id. in Canada
RADIO & Television RETAILING
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When General Eisenhower said, 'We will win in 1944 he wosn'f
guessing—he knew! Ancl because we know that he knew, we are
making plans and perfecting production designs right now to
bring you as quickly as possible the finest Howard Radio Receivers and Radio-Phonogrqph-Recorder Combinations ydu eyer
saw and heard.
Naturally, we are continuing to devote 100% of our skilled crafts-manship to Uncle Sam and will do so until complete Victory-is ours. But like Peace itself, Howard
production for Peace is "just around the corner"
As always, you can count on Howard to
you the finest in entertainment radio.
BUY MORE WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

mm
CHICAGO 13
HOUIDRD RflDiO COmPflRV, 1731-35 Belmont Ave. ILLINOIS
RADIO & Television
RETAiUHG • September. 1944
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FREOU£NCY;iCrCC£S PER SEC

XXore is Number 2 in the series of practical, instructive
Monographs prepared by nthe Jensen Technical Service Department. The title.

Impedance

Matching and Power Distribution in Loud Speaker Systems," suggests the scope and
treatment of a subject iVi which everyone concerned with loud speakers and the
reproduction of sound, is vitally interested.

The reading material is supported by

twenty-eight drawings and tables. More than a score o£ questions are described,
illustrated and solved. One of the problems is that of a comprehensive sound system
for a military installation,

Like Monograph Number 1 — Loud Speaker

Frequency-Response Measurements"—Number 2 is offered by iensen in the interest of
• improved sound- reproduction. Get either copy, or both, from your jobber or dealer, or fill out
the coupon and mail it with 25c for each book, to:
IMPEDANCE MATCHING and POWER DISTRIBUTION in
LOUD SPEAKER SYSTEMS.:|The second of a valuable and
im^ortCint series of treatises on the selection, insloilation
and operation of loud speakers.
FBEh 10 men in the Armed Services end to Ubranei^ and
Technical Schools.

en^en
RADIO WANUFACTUR1NG COMPANY
6617 SOUTH LARAMIE AVENUE^*-^
■ 1 ^
CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS^,
i**

. oN0\0.
..Ml
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BATTLE!

Radio, too, has grown in the war years... telescoped
a decade of normal development into the period of our
country's critical need . . . expanded in experience and
production methods to meet the myriad communications requirements of men who fight in plane and tank
. . . aboard ship, afoot and in jungle shelter.
When radio puts aside its "battle dress" Fada engineers will turn immediately to their Post War File for
the list of battle-proven electronic developments that
will mean exciting improvements in the sets we will
produce in Peacetime. Then, you will have an opportunity to measure the miracle of Fada's wartime growth!

PLACE YOUR

£

OF

THE

FAITH IN THE

K

£

FUTURE

Sutce 'Sxoad&Mtuta

FADA RADIO AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
RADIO tr Television RETAILING • September, 1944

w Sylvania Radio Tube "Firsts'
mmmm V

SYLVANIA
POWER MEASUREMENT TUBE

New Sylvania Power Measurement Lamps provide a simple and more accurate means of measuring radio frequency power.
At present there are six "lamps" in the Sylvania PM series. Resistances range
from 40 to 310 ohms over the useful ranges of the curves.
9
!S

7 r*

A PM Lamp, used with a meter readily available to most radio experimenters,
eliminates much of the guesswork that prevailed with old methods. Sylvania
PM Lamps, which are no longer restricted to military use, should be useful to
radio experimenters.
The research and development of the PM series is just another example of
how Sylvania engineering succeeds in solving radio problems. Like Sylvania
Radio Tubes, criterions of quality, the new Power Measurement Lamps are
manufactured to one standard — the highest anywhere known.

Sylvania was first to introduce a line
of 6.3-voIt radio tubes and to propose their universal use in not only
automobile but home receivers.
This contribution standardized
radio tube voltage, simplified service and stocking, and eliminated transformers in AC-DC sets.
■VfJVfSVJIffB

Sylvania was first to introduce a line of 1.4-vok tubes, which
made the portable camera-type radio possible. This radio
tube halved portable radio battery weight — a boon xa war
and in the peace to come.

Quality that serves the war shall serve the peace

MM
-

mm

\ ^pbhujh, PENSSYLVAKIA
\

SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC,

WOlfl TUBES, CATHODE SAT TUBES, ELECTRONIC DEVICES. FLUORESCENT LAMPS. FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES, INCANDESCENT LAMPS
12
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• Every future-minded dealer wants more than
the opportunist's volume and profit from the
immediate post-war market. He wants a sound
business foundation for the future. That's what
we at Farnsworlh want, too —it's the basis of
our dealer policies.
The Farnsworlh line will be distributed through
healthy, protected dealerships—protected so that
each dealer has a real opportunity for profitable
volume at established prices and proper margins.
Farnsworlh phonograph-radios, radios and
television will'go through leading distributors to
outstanding dealers, who will understand and
appreciate a protected opportunity to cash in
jon the ever-growing public acceptance of the
great Farnsworth line.

A copy of "Tbo Sfory of Eledronfc Television" will be sent upon request

Like the sound of that? Then build your
post-war plans around Farnsworth protection—
and you'll profit.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September. 1944

Farnsworth Television & Radio Corporation, Fort Woyne 1, Indiana. Farnsworth
Radio and Television Transmitters and Receivers; Aircraft Radio Equipment; Farnsworth Television Tubes; the Farnsworth Phonograph-Radio; the Capehort: the
Cape ho rt- Pa namuse.

FARNSWORTH

he

ipper

Ships

Had

No

1849:
Sailing alone and unprotected the
American Clippers la<icn with val
uable cargo from every port in the
world were subjected to frequent
and unexpected attacks by pirates.

Radios

1944:
Today, our huge convoys safely
sail the Seven Seas, guided and
protected by radio against
attacks by enemy planes, ships
and submarines.
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'Radio- Since
920
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I V-v .k protection
♦■ioafforded
Z' i -r» our
/^\i • *- armed
'"I r" rv^ 4» forces by instant comThe
munication with each other at crucial moments is best measured
in terms of lives saved and battles won.
Sentinel is proud to have contributed the results of its years
of intensive research and production to the vital role radio is
playing in modern warfare.
The added knowledge gained by Sentinel engineers in
satisfying the demands of war—developing and perfecting the
equipment of modern warfare—will mean Sentinel radios with
finer tone, unequalcd performance and outstanding new features.
More profitable Sentinel Radios for Sentinel dealers.
SENTINEL
RADIO
CORPORATION
2020 Ridge Avenue, Evansfon, III.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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. . ;r;The electronic automatic pilot, pioneered and
developed by Minneapolis-Honeywell, is one of the
most significant advances made in aircraft science.
Developed lo keep bombers on a straight course
in their bombing run, the electronic automatic
pilot promises safer and more efficient flight for
airlines . . . and, because this device must operate
with com])lete reliability at all limes, MinneapolisHoneywell uses thousands of kaytiieon tubes.
The special wartime experiences of Raytheon
Manufacturing Company in devising and producing advanced electronic tubes for the war effort,
means that you will be able to offer your customers
the best tubes for all applications. Because you
have the best tubes, you will have better customer
good-will, faster turnover and greater profits.
Raytheon Manufacturing Company
RAD tO RECEIVING TUBE DTVISION
Nevion, MasaachusffltH • Los Anpeles • New York • CHlcago •Atlanta

SlAYTHEON
All Four Roylheon Divtstoai Hove Been
Awarded Army-Navy E" Plus Stars

/ftp A ftc/e&tp

1
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
DEVOTED TO RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURE OF TUBES FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS
15
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WEBSTER RECORD CHMKERS

are

dependability

Smooth

with

Hondl

ng

of

ALL

Trouble-Free

Record^

Service

The standard 10 and 12-inch records you sell have
measurable, and often wide, variations in thickness
and diameter. A good record changer must be able
to handle all types . . . as Webster Record Changers
will—quickly, quietly and dependably.
Postwar Webster Record Changers will have all
the features you would expect from the pioneer manufacturer of record changers ... but, above all, they will
be simple and dependable—requiring only an absolute minimum of instruction and service.
There's Real Dependability, Too, in
U. S. WAR

BONDS

Buy More Now . . . and Hold Them

WEBSTER

PRODUCTS

3825

CHICAGO

16

W. ARMITAGE AVE.

47,

ILLINOIS
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BELMONT RADIO
LABORATORY
WAGES

WAR

ON

m

k.

chemical compounds, the menace is checked. But in
the specially equipped biology department of the
jit perfect condition on Sunday
—-worthless on Monday. That was the disheartening
report on many shipments of electronic equipment in
the early stages of the Pacific War.

Belmonc laboratory, the fungi are still the subject of
relentless experimentation.
The research staff of the Belmont laboratory has
collected and examined a variety of fungi. Belmonc

The cause? Microscopic plant life, called fungi.

scientists seek more knowledge of these strange organ-

Attacking even the plastic and metal parts of precious

isms—in order to develop a true fungicide—a chem-

electronic devices, fungus growth rendered essential

ical agent char will destroy the plant life before ic can

equipment useless in the space of hours.

attach Itself to valuable equipment.

Millions of dollars worth of vital electronic weap-

Success in this endeavor will mean not only increased

ons were destroyed by the deadly fungi, until the

efficiency and heightened morale for American fight-

members of the electronics industry, working under

ing men, but ic also will enable Belmont to produce

die direction of the Signal Corps, devised fungus-

peacetime radios that will serve their owners longer

resistanc coatings to protect vital parrs.

and better. Belmont Radio Corporation, 5931 W.

Now, by means of coating and impregnation with

V

Dickens Ave., Chicago 39, 111.

Belmont1 fa

TERLEVHSROIW
HL AL
JK
*
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THERE'S no place in postwar radio merchandising for guesswork and "maybe."
And the exhaustive customer survey we've
just had made—it covers 5,000 radio-homes, scientifically apportioned to every stage of the market from top to bottom — should put Old Man
"Maybe" out of the picture for keeps!
This5,000 radio-home survey brings home clear
as a bell the buyers' tremendous insistence on top
quality in radio equipment. They expect and will

A 66 WORD PRE-VIEW OF THE POSTWAR
STROMBERG-CARLSON DEALER FRANCHISE

seek out the very best... and back up their insistence with plenty of cold cash.
The distribution of your radio sales promises
some important changes, too. Changes in the ratios
between radios and radio phonographs, between
consoles and table models. Changes and improvements which people want, and which will
be reflected in all postwar Stromberg-Carlson
equipment... a pretty pleasant prospect for every
Stromberg-Carlson dealer!

W' It

I
STROMBERG-

W© will have—soon after Victory—a fine line
of Stromberg-Carlson FM and AM radios,
phonograph combinations, and television receivers in. a wide range of prices.
We will have a policy of distribution planned
to give every Authorized Dealer a good profit
opportunity on the Stromberg-Carlson line.
And the Stromberg-Carlson name will be evep
more widely and more favorably known than
ever before.
20
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ROCHESTER 3, NEW YORK
RADIOS, TELEVISION. TELEPHONES,
AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
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Your Panorama for Profit — 1375 Homes —
Mr. Key Radio Healer!
Twenty thousand established "key radio dealers" throughout
the United States (who in the past accounted for 85 per cent
of the radio business in the nation) have come through the war
period and are already in "on the ground-floor" for postwar
merchandising.
Because of past friendly selling relations with the people in
their respective territories and because these dealers have been
rendering desperately needed repair services to their customers
during wartime, they will continue to control the bulk of the
radio business when selling commences.
Who are these key dealers whose main business has been, and
again <zvill be, radio sales and servicing, and who will be prime
factors in the merchandising of television and FM receivers?
They are—
1—RADIO-MUSIC DEALERS—selling radio, phonographs,
records, pianos and other musical instruments, with the bulk of
cheir business derived from radio.
2—RADIO SERVICE DEALERS—consisting pf thousands of
neighborhood sales and service shops whose business is divided
between servicing, maintenance, sound equipment and the sale
of merchandise when available,
3—FURNITURE) STORES—-natural outlets for radio and
allied merchandise, usually in sufficient volume to be departmentized.
*
4—RADIO DEPARTMENTS OF DEPARTMENT STORES
—having "buyers" who, in most cases, are entirely independent
of other departments and whose sole interest is in radio sets,
phonograph combinations, record players and records.
5—ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY DEALERS^featuring washRADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944

(See Also
Pront Cover)

ers, refrigeration and other appliances as the major part of the
business. This group is therefore classified separately.
(The first three outlets—all non-electrical—will again become
an important merchandising factor in the sale of household appliances. They probably represent 25 per cent of the potential
volume for refrigeration, washing machines and other major
appliances.)
6—OTHER OUTLETS, including hardware and automotive
dealers who are important in selling the farm and small-town
market; large credit-jewelry houses in metropolitan areas (whose
Importance will decrease as the sale of FM and television increases, owing to their greater need of proper installation and
servicing).
These 20,000 key dealers, since they have priceless local goodwill as immediate and liquid assets, have an excellent bulwark
against newly-conceived selling organizations, mail-order, chain
and syndicate encroachments upon their domain.
Each of these key dealers holds the key to the lion's share of
the postwar radio business in his community.
Estimating conservatively that 14 million radio sets will be
sold the first 12 months production is resumed, at an average
retail price of $46 each—Each key dealer will sell 600 sets, total value $27,600.
He will also sell 1,500 tubes, total value $1,850.
He will also sell parts, batteries and supplies totaling $2,550.
In addition to this $32,000 of radio sales, he is also the outlet
for 25 per cent of the electrical appliances sold in His community.
This is Mr. Key Radio Dealer's rich market—supplying the
radio and electrical needs of 5,500 people living in 1,375 homes!
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ELECTRONIC CONFERENCE at Chicago, Oct. 19 to
21, will be held at Hotel Stevens, with meetings of
special interest to manufacturers, distributors, representatives, and trade executives. Early registration
indicates attendance over 1,000. (Don't confuse with
"electronic engineering conference" scheduled two
weeks earlier at Medinah Club, Chicago, Oct. 5-7).

WPB CRACKS DOWN—Suspension order has been
issued against prominent Eastern distributor, prohibiting him until October JO, from accepting any radio
tubes or other electronic equipment except on A-i-a
orders. WPB claims distributor ordered JO.gjS tubes
in June, 1943, and 625 more in July, on certifications
later found false. Also charges distributor accepted
1830 tubes, though entitled to only 1298,
$5,000 ALLOTMENTS for experimental home-radioset fabrication, granted by WPB, may not be used to
purchase assembled receivers or transmitters—though
parts-making may be farmed out.
33,716,000 RADIO HOMES in XJ. S., is National Association of Broadcasters' 1944 estimate—zvith 1.4 radio
sets per home, making 46,300,000 sets. In addition,
there are 9 million automobile radios, and 4,700.000
other radios in places of business, institutions, etc., a
total of 60 million sets in all.
YALE & TOWNE, of lock fame, is still another manufacturer reported to be looking into both major and
traffic electrical appliances.
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS are «otc authorized
by WPB Radio Division to use A A-5 or better ratings
for obtaining idle and excess radio parts and components
from prime war contractors. New ruling will speed
distribution of needed parts.
"KEjECTED" COMPONENTS can be purchased from
war manufacturers without priorities under new order
PR-13. That such "rejected" components have no
military value, must be attested by Army and Navy
inspectors,
ROTARY CLOTHES DRYER — The gas-appliance
manufacturers will have a new-type rotary clothes dryer
to go into the kitchen or home laundry along zvith
automatic washers. This is one of a number of moves
in the gas-appliance field aimed to offer the home a coordinated gas kitchen-laundry,-—just as the coordinated
modern electric kitchen was available before the War.

Musfc,

BENDiX will be new name in home radios and phonographs, as Baltimore plant reconverts from its production of military radio, now running $200,000,000 annually. Bendix home radios will be sold through retailers
and distributors, with adequate promotion, announces
W. P. Htlliard, G.M.
SERVICING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT will in
future require special apparatus not common on the
average radio repairman's bench. For example, instruments for measuring high values of current, light
intensity, motor speed and other quantities, will be
necessary in order to do a job in keeping the electronic equipment in many plants operating satisfactorily.
ELECTRIC RANGES, many believe, will be the next
new big-seller soon after the war is over. Reasons:
Gigantic new home-electrification projects promised
. . . flood of new houses which will have adequate wiring, and many far removed from existing gas mains
. . . prospects of reduced electricity rates, and the question whether utility companies selling both -gas and
electricity will be willing to sink much money in new
gas mains.

QUEST for good dealer representation is on. Manufacturers' and distributors' salesmen, realizing the importance of the retailer as "advisor-extraordinary" to
the home owners in his territory when it comes to
the purchase of radios and appliances, are putting
in long and busy hours these days trying to sell King
Retailer their respective bills of goods.
RADIOMAN TWEED, who for 2^2 years on Guam
eluded the Japs, will have RMA's help in entering retail radio business there, announces Prexy R. C. Cosgrove. Certainly Tweed may be expected to have developed necessary stamina to zvithstand sniping of normal
radio business activity.
HANDBOOK ON RADIO-APPLIANCE selling is being completed by Department of Commerce, for study
by soldiers who desire to enter radio retailing postwar. This office gladly helped supply material. Other
handbooks in series range from shoe and auto repairing, to beauty parlors and real estate!
RR CONSPIRACY to suppress use of radio signalling
and communications, is one of the charges brought
against the 47 railroads in the big billion-dollar suit
filed against the roads and their banker financiers, by
the U. S. Department of Justice.
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HENRY KAISER, shipbuilding tycoon, who is one of
the professional forecasters' favorite "speculation
sources" when it comes to postwar manufacturing of
about everything, is now rumored to be working on
an automatic washing machine that will "revolutionize" the home laundry field,
CORDLESS ELECTRIC IRON-—Bane of women's
ironing days, ever since invention of electric iron, has
been the electric cord. A number of "cordless" irons
were placed on the market, only to be withdrawn later
on. Now the Eureka vacuum-cleaner people have developed a "cordless" electric iron that is designed to
answer all problems. Heat is transferred from a stand
or rest to the iron proper. Correct temperature can be
set for various fabrics.

TODAY

TWO BUSHELS of frozen food at "22° to 32' below
freezing" (10" F. to Zero F.) is the capacity of builtin freezer in new Admiral home refrigerator, planned
for post-war delivery. Ultra-violet sterilizing lamp
will be another food-preserving feature.
AUTOMATIC WASHER—Hurley Machine Company, maker of the Thor, one of the first washers to be
placed on the market many years ago, is putting finishing touches on an automatic model for the postwar
Period.
RADIO-FACSIMILE may find important use in railroad signalling where written train orders are required by law. Already, near Chicago, the Rock
Island is carrying on extensive experiments.
D€A LtR

CORDLESS VACUUM CLEANER is another new appliance that at least one manufacturer is now working on.
PRESSURE COOKERS, STEAM IRONS
two
appliances, placed on the market just before the War
started, which made an instantaneous hit with women
and benefited from "back fence" publicity. Naturally,
therefore, many old and new manufacturers will go into
these two lines when the war ends.
JOBS FOR EX-SOLDIERS with Signal Corps radio
experience are urged by Ben Afarams of Emerson,
who asks radio dealers and city officials to help place
skilled technicians as mustered out. Mr. Abrams
estimates half a million men now in uniform have
radio training which the trade and industry needs.
421,500. ELECTRIC IRONS will be made by General
Electric under the WPB program, delivery of which is
expected to commence this month. One model will retail at $5-70 and another at $8.55, both including tax.

"M-DAY" stands for "Merchandise Day," the day when
civilian merchandise will again be in dealers' stores,
ready for the public's purchase. Merchandise Day
will be a heyday of selling for retailers^—and will be
like a veritable "Christmas Morning" for consumers.
For small radios, M-Day may be figured as "V-Day
plus 60"; larger sets, "V-Day plus 90."
1750 DISTRIBUTORS—our answer to recent
request for jobber statistics. These include 1000 radioset distributors, and 75° Ports jobbers.
SPECIAL DESIGNS for "interim" products after Vday, are recommended by Ruth Gerth, distinguished
industrial designer. "Keep employment going by
special designs to utilize existing war-production
equipment," says she, "until plants can be re-tooled
for post-war products."

RABIO MANUFACTHRERS' WAR OUTPUT STILL GOING IP!
Aetunl and estimated military-radio-radar deliveries to Army and
Navy will exceed quarter-hillion dollars per month, for rest of 1944
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"• Frank L. Gerry and Walter E.
Slocum, radio specialists, own and
operate Gerry & Slocum's at a busy
intersection of Edgewood, Rhode
Island, which is really a suburb of
the city of Providence.
Primarily interested in cultivating
the native householder in their locality, Gerry and Slocum originally
chose the site for their business with
this in mind. Today they are rightly
proud of the fact that they are now
doing business with some of the
"second generation" of their clientele. Occupants of the summer
colonies nearby also provide good

If&l

IIP
-?■ -7::^
A, Gerry and Slocum believe expert precision in the alignment of sets calls for the best in
equipment, f Below, the partners talk over technical problem of a push button mechanism.
mmm;
>lftV\CE

seasonal business. Another advantage in their on-the-fringe-of-town
location is that there is less electrical
interference- "Out in the suburbs it's
quiet, electrically speaking" they explained.
Precision Mtepatr
Currently Gerry & Slocum repair
radios, recondition sets when tubes
are available, but prefer to do a perfect job on repair than to see how
many sets can be tossed across the
benches.
No service is handled for other
dealers. "We believe in building and
maintaining our own reputation."
Service tviih Priority

24

Priority on service is given to the
armed forces, however, and this pair
do a lot of work at the Navy's air
base at Quonset Point and for the
Scabees at Davisville.
Tubes, of course, are their worst
problem. They have been able to
obtain only 200 tubes since January
1st.
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Regarding prices on repair, this
firm has always used "manufacturer
standard repair prices" and continues to do &o. Gerry and Slocum

Design

lor

M_IV^

Slocum claim that price is important in their business, and that the
public should be educated by all
dealers to want a good job and to
expect to pay for it.
When peace returns these partners
will erect an entirely new building
and go in for electrical appliance
sales—both the large and small units
—and radio. They plan to have a
complete sales force headed by a sales
manager, and to really get to work
on selling.

Netv Building Planned
With 2500 square feet of floor
space, Gerry & Slocum are eager to
New Store Plan
expand and to put in many improvements, but the help situation at present, and the urgency of constant curCustomer lists
rent repair work, will not permit
them to carry out this plan just now.
In selling sets on anything but a
Good Will
cash basis, they have found that
financing through the local banks is
the most convenient and practical.
Sets carried by them were Zenith,
L ^
Stromberg-Carlson, Emerson, General Electric and Stewart-Warner
claim it prevents argument, and they
Gerry & Slocum also handled refigure the factory price has a Jot to frigerators of the Stewart-Warner
be said in its favor. Both Gerry and manufacture, and Electrolux; MagRADIO Cr Television RETAILING • September, 1944
Good Location

Frank Gerry (center! and Walter Slocum
fell one of Radio tr Television Retailing's
_ editors about their current activities and
i plans for "M-Day" ^—the day when
I civilian merchandise becomes available.
■<< At left, their store is located at busy intersection of a home-owning community.
ic-Air vacuum cleaners, and small
appliances.
In partnership since 1932, both
these gentlemen have had extensive
backgrounds in the radio and electronic fields and bring much valuable
experience to their present operations.
Early Training
When still in school, Gerry
worked for radiomen afternoons,
later became service manager of a
Stromberg-Carlson distributor's firm,
has been in the service department of
a Philco distributor and has had
factory repair experience.
Walter Slocum has done research
engineering for Ceco Mfg. Co., has
had department store repair training, and has been with the radio
research laboratory of Electromatic
T raffic Signals. Jointly their experience has prepared them for a
maximum of efficiency in their present set-up, and for business expansion to top-flight operation in the
postwar radio and appliance sales
market.
•"M-Day," the postwar dale when merchandise will be available. See also caption above.
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Radiomen Maintain Good Reception Standards by Ingenuity, Co-opt

ROYAL OAK, Mich.—Gas rationing, the car shortage, and other problems of wartime delivery mean nothing to William 1 home, proprietor of
the Thome Radio Repair & Sales. He
doesn't own a car, lie doesn't even
own a ration card, but he does have
a Shetland pony. For twelve years
customers within a j-mile radius have
had their sets picked up and delivered
by pony express. Thome, with the
help of his son, Harold, ami of course
the pony, finds it easy to cope with
the busy repair situation in this way.
BALTIMORE, Md.—Even though
their boss is gone, the staff of the Gencral Radio and Record Shop, 3 Howard St., carries on the business without him in a sound and efficient way.
Proprietor Renjanun C. Glass is now
a Marine, and when Uncle Sam called
him he left his business in the competent hands of Mrs. Gordan Robinson, manager, and Reid Lane, radio
specialist. They have placed a service
pledge in the window which reads:
"We give expert and prompt service,
We charge fair prices and itemize all
bills, and we guarantee our work."

GREENSBORO, Ociv^Richard Cuipepper and his wife, who operate the
Electric Shop, have found a way to
keep their business going and assure
themselves of postwar trade, by the
addition of a unique sideline. In the
rear of the repair shop, Mrs. Culpepper operates a small cannery. She
buys a great deal of surplus vegetables, which she cans and sells for a
handsome profit. One afternoon each
week she holds a canning demonstration to teach housewives how to use
the electric canners. Her husband is
concentrating his efforts on the sale of
electric appliances, and repairs to
serve farmers.
MINERAL POINT, Wis
Dale
Cline of the Cline Electric Co., is
sharing his store during wartime with
Charles Ritter, milking machine sales
and service dealer. This arrangement
works out very well. Part of the
store is also rented every Saturday by
a jeweler who travels from town to
town spending a few days at each
stop. Mr. Cline, with the aid of a
boy who helps him after school and
during vacations, handles a variety of

HARTFORD, Conn. — Squad car, focal point of riot control at the recent great circus
fire, is equipped with a 3-way sound installation by Matioy's of that city,

-POLICE
SAFETY CAR
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radio and other appliance work, speclalizing in refrigeration. Cline also
repairs all the electric motors for Kitter on his milking machines, and services other electric motors for farmers,
With this start, Cline expects to do a
considerable appliance and service busincss in postwar,
DUBUQUE, Iowa —The staff of the
Appel-Higley Co., normally consisting
of 28 men, has been cut in half. Fourteen persons, among whom arc some
high school students, are now employed to handle the appliance sales,
service, and electrical contracting,
However, according to W. F. Appel
and H. A Higley, the firm is able to
handle most of the work that comes in.
China and glassware gifts have
been added as wartime sidelines. An
extensive line of bird baths made of
concrete has also been stocked, along
with a collection of wooden bird
houses. Newspaper ads on service arc
published regularly.
ttj auu
Mbw vr*Dir u v
NEW YORK, N. Y^—Ed Abbott, the
proprietor^ of the Abbott AppHance
Music Store, at 2101 Grand
Concourse, Bronx, has installed a system of Self-SCrVlCe record counters,
bearing placards alphabetically arranged according to artists. This eases
the help shortage, and encourages
sales. Abbott has also started a "record club," through which customers
receive "bonus" records free of charge,
when they have purchased a certain
number of discs within a stipulated
time. This dealer's postwar plans include building a complete record library for children, the discs to be displayed in age groups, just as children's
books are today.

CHICAGO, III—Selgrad Radio
Shop, 5957 West Irving Park Road,
is doing a fine business in records.
Located near a theater, ail popular
hits are sold as soon as they're in
stock.
RADIO & T«t«vi*ion RETAILING • S«pt«mb»r, 19*1
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ntion, and Hard Work. Plans for Approaching M-Day Running High!

HOUSTON, Texas—M. A. Frost,
Jr., owner of the Frost Radio Service,
2013 Fannin St., is giving radio repair service that averages one to two
days. It's not a miracle, just strict
adherence to a policy. Frost explains,
"If you keep a customer's radio for
several weeks or several months ordering parts or hoping to get parts
that you seldom get, this customer
will never be a friend or appreciate
what you have done. He will think
you were simply stalling around . . .
so if I can't fix a radio within one or
two days, I just pass it up. I do turn
down an average of three out of every
ten sets brought in. But I give fast
and good work on the other seven sets
with the result that many of my customers are my boosters and they send
me a lot of business."
OAK PARK, III.—Despite the fact
that TEXArkana Radio Shop, 128
Madison St., has been opened only
about three months, it is averaging
approximately 100 repaired sets per
month.
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ST. PAUL.
I
Minn— Dealer Schunemnn takes advantage of tie-in magazine publicity.
magazine's timely article about the show to display "Carmen Jones" album, Decca
FAIRFfELD, Ala.—"Now is the Uses Life
1
No. 35S (see May Radio b Television Retailing, p. 42i. Simplicity and characteristic design
time for a radio shop to lean over make
for a traffic-sfopplng appeal.
backwards in the fair treatment of
the public," says A. R. Elwell, operaTwo decisive moves
tor of the Elwell Radio Service, from radios, Mr. Elwell offers to MESA, Ariz
Elwell is confident most radio shops give 1them back to the customer. Most to go into effect after the war are
people don't want these old parts, but now being planned by E. A. Porter,
are being fair and square with the peopl
that such a gesture builds 256 W. 1st Ave. He intends to
public, turning out honest work and he finds
fi
change his business from a radio and
making a reasonable charge for it. good will.
sound service trade, to one that speBut he is equally sure that there are
some who are taking advantage of the ST. IPAUL, Minn.—McGowan's, on cializes in the full scale merchandising
fact that shops are. overcrowded, with St. Peter
f
St., is featuring a window of auto and home radios, and eventuwork, and are therefore charging ex- displ;
display of record accessories. A record ally, television sets. First, Porter
orbitant fees for shoddy service.
rack is arranged in the store so that would like to take on a top grade
To avoid such suspicions from it
It car
can be seen by passers-by, and forms radio line as his specialty, and then,
falling on himself, Mr. Elwell care- a background
bac
for the window. One fit up an attractive salesroom in a
fully itemizes his invoices, detailing disph
display features books about records more desirable location, so that these
all the work done. Elwell tries to and record making, and is set on sets can be shown most advantagebuild confidence in the customer's small table racks, also for sale. Prom- ously.
mind. He may invite him to watch inent
At present, Porter's shop is known
inently shown are posters listing new
while an old transformer is removed recor
records the shop has in stock, and as one of the best radio repair shops
and a new one coupled in. Also, after tying in albums and automatic record in town. The walls are jam packed
removing bad tubes or other parts cabin
{Continued on page 103)*
cabinets.
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-< Appliances have
good representation Ik
Radio Centre's window display.
^ Precision repair by top-notch
technicians moves at a fast pace, under
the supervision of Louis. Zamel. extreme left.

Former Sales Expert
Renders A-l Service
TodaH
Louis Zemel, co-owner with his
brother Herman, now a radio technician with the Navy, has the complete management of Radio Centre,
160 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.
Covering the held of radio, appliance and record sales, commercial
refrigeration and radio and appliance
service, the Zemel brothers started
10 years ago at No. 160, which
building they own.
This location is a good one, due
to downtown traffic. Believing competition the life of trade, Zemel
pointed out that the fact his store
is located near other appliance dealers is a distinct advantage. "It gives
the customer a chance to 'shop
around' without getting too fat
away to come back and buy our
stock!" he explained. In fact, business has been so good, these brothers were enabled to open a branch
store at 325 Fairfield Ave., in
Bridgeport, Conn., only a year ago.
28
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< Attractive self-aervice layout tor disc and
album sales, Y Below, laundry equipment In
pfentitul display In pre-war days, forecasts the
return of future sales.

Pre-war operations lined up somewhat like this, dealer Zemel dedared; Radio sales represented about
55% of the business; appliance sales
ranked second, accounting for about
25%; records made up 10% and
commercial refrigeration and radio
and appliance service constituted
the remaining 10% of the dollar
volume.
Today finds these percentages
considerably changed, however, with
service leading, representing 30%;
records secontf, totaling about 25%;
commerdal refrigeration accounting
for 20%; and radio and appliance
sales doing about 25%.
Allocation of stock throughout
their three-story building has also
changed with the times. Formerly
Radio Centre's basement housed
small radios and the service department. Today, the basement is completely given over to service on
radios and appliances. The street
floor formerly held appliances and
records, but is now devoted entirely
to the retailing of records. Second
floor formerly held radio consoles
and some major appliances, but currently holds the few remaining
radios and appliances Zemel has in
stock. Third floor is for stock
storage,
For the duration, Radio Centre
expects to concentrate on service. At
present it has 16 servlcers, of which
five ate on a part-time basis. Repair
in the shop moves at the rate of 15
to 20 receivers a day, not counting
{Continued on page 103)
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Warner, has Angeles Merchant, Makes Sure He*l
Carries on Trade with an Eye to Postwar cm*
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Don Womer, and hii ion and "fuhjro partner" In front of their pretent (tore.
• Don Warner, who runs Don's Dependable Service, 3309 W. Florence
Ave., Los Angeles, CaL, is doing business at the old stand, but plans to be
doing business at a new one when the
war is over.
In the meantfine, he not only
marks time by putting in long hours
keeping, the sets playing in his locality,
and selling records, but somehow or
other he manages to squeeze in time
enough to plan for tomorrow's business ; for a new. store and new
methods.

And don't think for a minute that
ir as
Don Warner's situation, as far
as
tubes, parts and manpower are concerned, is any better than it is in
maj._
other parts of the country. As a matter of fact, if anything, the condition
iition
is worse in Los Angeles.
Warner's foundation for his postwar success is a two-sided effort on
uThis
his
•_
part. First, he handles every repair
omer
job on the premise that the customer
War
will want to do business with Warsec^
ner when the war is over. And, sec' rtv
ond, he has purchased the property

next door, and is now at work on
plans to erect a story-and-a-half building there, where he will be able to
try out certain merchandising plans—
the results of his twelve-year experience in this field.
Since Don Warner says "the block
I am in is pretty bare now," the merchandise-minded person will naturally want to know why Warner plans
to. keep his present location as the
scene of his ambitious postwar project.
Dealer Warner has the answer to
that. He says: "A careful examination of the immediate vicinity reveals
the fact that it is a growing district
and big business is starting to make
postwar plans for it, and buyers are
interested in adjoining property for
theatres, markets, etc."
^ Warner's guess that the neighborhood will grow is correct, his new
st:ore
will be in on the "ground floor,"
an
^ not only l11'^ business will increase, but so also will his investment.
Pfcmtied Business Methods

Because Warner's is a one-man
shop now, his new business will have
t0 start rom
f
scratch from the employ66 standpoint but he will have a
customer-list because he's laying the
groundwork for that now. He plans
to pay good wages, employ experienced
people whenever possible, and
K|ty
The record trade is good. Hot jazz and rare, discontinued numbers are Warner's specialty.
to keep down unnecessary overhead,
mgap
Here's how his prospective emgfj ployee list shapes.up:
He plans to staff his business with
six persons, using extra help on busiIplll est days, such, as Friday and Saturllp day. Since Don Warner has sold radios and appliances for some time he
has learned the Importance of keeping
the records straight — of "knowing
■
I iBiil where he stands financially" at all
times, and of keeping his credit accounts liquid—hence his postwar set".'3 i..up will include a good bookkeeper
and a good credit man.
The proposed new store layout, as
!>:,■.
illustrated in this article, shows the
gjlsk; building, 30 feet front by 40 feet
{Continued on page 104)
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"TOMORROW"

Het a Big Piece of that Coming Peacetime Business,
las Flaws for expansion Already Drawn Up.
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Warner's store ot tomorrow will feature an island display
counter easily seen from the street. The record department and sclt-servicc counters will occupy the left portion, with listening booth privileges limited- The repair
shop, under the meizaninc to the right, will have a side
entrance to facilitate easy entry and removal of the

U
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larger repair jobs. In the other rear halt, boy on d a partition, he plans to build the stock room and receiving
department- Fluorescent lighting will be used throughout.
Warner also feels that any greatly expanded postwar
setup must include a good credit department. Property
for this store has already been purchased.
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Careful Study of Turnover and Expense Needed
to Help Keep the Wolf from the Retailer's Door

• The successful merchant must be
a good buyer and. a good seller in
order to prosper. He must be able to
choose merchandise offering a suitable margin of profit, and he must
buy merchandise his customers will
accept with the least possible degree
of resistance. He must display and
advertise his wares.
Overhead Far tor
But in between the retailer's buying and selling operation there is a
factor capable of making or breaking
him. That factor is overhead. No
matter how large his spread is between his cost and selling price, and
no matter how frequent his turnover,
his costs of doing business — over-

head — will result in one of three
things:
1. He will show a substantial
profit if his operating costs are
low enough.
2. He will "break even."
3. He will lose money.
Since the dealer is in business for
one purpose — to make money — it
is vitally important to him to have
figures pertinent to his financial affairs at his fingertips, and to be able
to interpret these figures so that his
future operations can be governed
accordingly.
In order to be able to make drastic
cuts in overhead, where necessary, he
should not allow his business to be-

come unwieldy, but should keep it
in a resilient state, so that he will be
able to chop and prune expenses
whenever and wherever necessary.
Right now costs of operating radioappliance retailing and service stores
are up to new highs because merchandise costs more, taxes are higher
and wages have skyrocketed.
Turnover Rates
A typical case of increased overhead in relation to increased business volume is seen in the chart accompanying this article of retail
radio-appliance businesses whose operations are broken down between
1939 and 1943. The chart below
also illustrates approximately how

COSTS OF DOING BUSINESS ARE INCREASING!
These Figures, Token from Records of Represenfofive Rodlo-Zlppllonce Sfores, Compore Recenf (1943)
Operating Costs with Costs for a Previous Year.
Store A
$51,000

Averaga Yearly Grass Volume
(opprox.)

Soles ond Service Wpges Per Cent
to Sales ;
General Selling Expense Per Cent to
Soles
Delivery Expense

Store 6
$29,000

1939
90% Sales

1943
60% Service

10 %

17 %

1
2

1.2
2.4

Total Selling and Servicing to Safes
Administrative:
Executive and Office and 6% on
Average Inventory
Occuponcyt
Rent, Taxes, Interest, Insurance,
and Depreciation .... .v.........
Advertising

13

Total Operating Expense ..........

41 %

32

1941
20% Sales
8 %

1943
80% Service
10 %

1.7
1.5

1.9
2

20.6

11.2

13,9

17

13

13

12

8
3

9
.S
. 43.1 %

'

Store C
$45,000

6
3.2

8
3

33.4%

36.9%

42 %
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UNKNOWN

i0VV

WATCH

OUT!

much it costs the average dealer
in our field to do business. A study
of tin's chart reveals the importance
of knowing just where you stand at
all times.
hi addition, the study of turnover
is most necessaryi and the dealer
handling diversified lines should be
able to determine why some items
turn over rapidly and others slowly.
He should be able to determine the
degree of obsolescence in slow-moving lines, and should know whether
the rate of turnover is normal or subnormal to particular items.
Some household appliances and
supplies move slowly and still are
considered "good sellers" because
they are staple, and do not obsolesce in a short time. Hence, in
stocking such items, the dealer does
not have to make drastic mark-downs
in order to move them, and can maintain his just profit on them. The
smart dealer should be able to differentiate between these lines and
other merchandise which must be
speedily moved out of his store.
On the other hand, merchandise
subject to continuous model-changing by the manufacturer, and competitive price-juggling, should never
be allowed to warm the dealer's
shelves for long periods of time. The
dealer must be able to differentiate
between healthy and unhealthy turnover rates in diversified lines.

The reta{Icrj-(^<ir}g
should no/

w«wov«l

11
m

p
■

B "poHMKN® ]

tors, but which
obsolescence, shoum^"' expe^f 'tBoipS
to move, and may^often find dftygfl&P
the following reasons a coturolf|jjwf^
1. He exercised poor judgment^^S
selecting the line.
2. He refuses to mark-do^^^fifr^
merchandise.
3. The line is not acceptabl^fro
the rank-and-file customer.
Just as the ability to buy advantageously is a necessary successful
dealer qualification, so is the judgment and backbone necessary to chop
down useless expense, and the chief
obstacle to doing this is often due to
the fact that the dealer is in a rut,
and refuses to snap out of it.
"PersoMttd" Divitientls

Often a dealer will ktiow where a
certain overhead factor is too high,
but will have some reason to softpedal it, hoping that It will work itself out, being unwilling to take the
bull by the horns and make a decision
which would result in additional
profits.
"Deadwood" personnel in dealer
organizations is probably responsible
for more figures in red ink than any
other one factor. Frequently the
Dsa Logic dealer doesn't want to hurt the feelings of a person or persons—often
The merchant having lines which veteran employees—whom he knows
should, by comparison with competi- to be inefficient and unprofitable to
tive dealer sales, turn over rapidly, him. Sometimes he employs unsuitand which do not, can generally see able help because they are relatives,
one of the following factors to or because someone with a "pull" has
blame:
mdde a demand upon him which he
1. His mark-up is too high, or he feels he is unable .to deny. The dealer
indulges in some wishful thinking that
paid too large a price.
2. His trade-in offers are too low. the parasitic help will "improve" or
3. His business location is not ad- "change."
Faced with a situation like the
vantageous.
4. He does not use sufficient ad- above, the dealer should remember
that the unproductive employee on
vertising or display.
5. His sales methods are in- his payroll, !f such employee possessed
sufficient intelligence and integrity.
effectual.
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would have done one of two things:
Tried strenuously to improve himself
or quit the job. But if he "hangs
on," and continues to balance the
ledger unfavorably, the dealer should
go to the mat with such employee; attempt to make the individual go to
work on himself or fire him then and
there,
•
"Cheap help" Is another often deceptive practice indulged in. As a
rule, and particularly during these
times, "cheap help" Is often the most
expensive. There is no use throwing
away even a little money in paying
people who are unable to earn their
salt. Truly "cheap help," from a
business standpoint, is help unprofitably employed, regardless of the
amount of salary paid to it.
jK'cetlless Expense
In scanning your delivery expense
does it appear feasible that you can
cut it down somewhere ? Perhaps by
careful planning you can rearrange
schedules to gain more efficiency.
Perhaps you can limit delivery to certain days only, thus saving wages,
wear ami tear on equipment and precious fuel.
In cutting needless expense from
delivery and pick-up services, you
must eliminate waste motion and insist upon careful operation of the
vehicles you maintain.
Maybe the rent you pay for the
location you occupy Is "eating" your
{Continued on page 1O5)
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"Public 6Fed'Up9 with Hachneyed Excuses," Says Sutton
of Fort Worth, Texas, Who Believes Customer Is Right

♦ "We try to maintain a peacetime
smile under wartime conditions, and
we never forget the fact that customers today are getting fed up on
excuses and alibis," says Bill Sutton.
This radio shop owner elaborates.
"Just a little extra time spent in
explaining things to a prospect and
in being perfectly frank with customers enables us to sell most repair
jobs at a profit to us and to the
complete satisfaction of the customer
—and in the same way, we are able
to weed out the few customers that
would be indignant and displeased
with our sendee charges."
Volume In Car Radio
Bill Sutton operates the Bill Sutton's Radio Hospital, 1202 Commerce St., Ft. Worth, Texas, a shop
where he is averaging 1000 repair
jobs monthly in home and automobile
radios. He does more volume in auto
radios than in home sets, for he gets
a good out-of-town business on auto
units. He does no sound equipment
work, but does handle Juke box repairs for one customer. He is a
strong believer in specializing in one
field. After Victory, Sutton expects
to continue with radio work exclusively.
"We have to make most parts or
change and adapt them to fit the
unit," says Sutton, "and we repair
or adapt most tubes.
"We find that most customers are
concerned mainly with keeping the
radio in service—we never turn

down any set and we claim to be
able to fix any radio if the customer
is willing to pay the price. We don't
give free estimates, but by checking

He speoiolfzes In auto radio

but we also show this customer that
we don't break up the original sockets
and tear up a set. We adapt tubes to
a socket without rewiring and redrilling so that the owner may again
use the size tube originally intended
for this set as soon as the tubes are
available again,"
One thing that Sutton does which
makes friends of the military men is
to try to keep a few new parts and
new tubes available for the men of
tiie armed forces who are generally
in a hurry for their radio. Sutton will
install a new tube from his limited
stock for the man in uniform at regular price.

He praises woman repairer

ftepalrHiomon Vscs Mngenuity

SUTTON
IS
SHCCESSFIL
He turns out 100 fobs
per month

a radio, we can tell a prospect just
about what the job will run, but we
never give a flat figure. And in most
instances, we explain that after fixing one riling, we may find other
trouble,
"We certainly don't believe in
robbing a customer; but we certainly
don't feel like sending out a repair
job that is only half right. If the
customer wants us to do the job right,
we are usually able to turn it out
within a few days. We may have to
substitute and build parts, but we
will make the radio work,
"We tell the customer that we
may have to use $2.00 worth of substitute parts in building and adapting
a tube in addition to the time. . . .

Radio Hospital has drive-in facilities which lit thei# days of nondeiivary makes It convenient for customers to pick up largo sets

One repairwoman and 3 repairmen
assist Bill Sutton in his shop. One
of these men, along with the boss,
has the reputation of being one of
the best radio men in the Lone Star
State. The female member of the
crew, Barbara Byrd, fills a definite
place in the shop. Although she is
confined to limited services on radios,
this shop owner finds that women arc
excellent detail workers and they are
good at touching up the appearance
of a radio.
"Appearance is very important,"
says this radioman. "When we finish
a set, we run over It with polish—use
plastic wood to fill in any breaks
in the cabinet, and we see that the
knobs are uniform in size or if there
are different sizes, vvc sec that they
form the right relative position to

BUI Suttoiv—at his favorite job—makes an automobile radio
adjustment and Installation after repairing the unit.

is

-

make the owner realize that he has
a radio that is almost new in appearance.
"The average layman judges a radio, an automobile or any such article
largely by appearance . . . and although the average radio repairman
is concerned only with the mechanical
part of the unit, my female worker
and myself see that every set goes
out looking just a little brighter and
nicer than when it came in."

m
■

i
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Location a Real Factor
Bill Sutton's Radio Hospital occupies a building with drive-in facilities at the corner. Bill likes automobile radio work, and finds that
this work comes to the serviceman
who makes it easy to park for a
quick inspection or to leave the car
if necessary. Bill began installing
automobile radios back when the idea
was just a plaything and special adaptations had to be made to fit the car.
He has continued this policy of finding a way oir making it, finding a
part or making it.
This dealer has all the volume that
he can handle at a profit, and if he
can't make a profit on most jobs, he
prefers not to handle them. But at
that, Bill Sutton keeps up his advertising. He has a newspaper advertisement weekly; and he uses radio
spot announcements. This advertising
not only brings in much local business, but it brings some good profitable business from distant small towns.
"I recall when radio service was a

BHI iutfon, foreground, own*f of the GUI Sufton Radio Hoipftal, Fort worth, wrltw up a Htno
ticket aij'a repair Job.;. In the chop are J>b three ropalrwiofl and one ropalrtrowan, Barfear* Byrd,
who oiwa fham • new an ale on ooHchlna «et»
highly competitive business," says
Bill, "and I know this day is approaching again. We are trying to
build solidly by giving service today
that is as near to peacetime standards as possible.
"We take a little more time, a little
more patience, but we get paid for
our time and we believe that we
won't have such a hard time getting
Customers into our shop after Victory.
The very least any radioman can do
is to show some interest in the prospect's personal problem. We only

FUdioa ant impectod while yon waif, and if necassary, astoi can
b* left ovemiaht. Umqua aervlce idcaa bring in mot* trad*.

get 6 sets of batteries per month—
we could sell 30 such sets.
"But we never dismiss the farmer
or battery set owner with a curt
'No.' We take the trouble to explain
our shortage and we tell the visitor
a half dozen other places where he
might try to locate batteries.
"We may not have just what the
prospect wants, but we make this
prospect know that we appreciate the
call and that we are interested in
helping him to keep his radio in

Radio Hoapliafa owna* BHI Sutton asyi
evoryfhlng y'»u can pu
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Popularity of Stars Offers
for Record Promotions
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Radio-Music merchants Schmolier-Mueller in Omaha, Nebraska
Quiet" a real occasion to "go to town" on window display with
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Andy Russell. Caoltol's
singing star, is seen
Jiefe-HrT the midst of
■-i
■many fans, Wtu ail
but broke up sHupCdt
Haynes-Griffin, oi^ of New York's most popular music and
radio stores. Shop's ^president, George P. Lohman, second
front left, and recoro department manager
Krausbaar, at Andy's left/^flWnHHI^P«^s scoop.

».

* The full entertainment value of
records continues to be acknowledged
by progressive dealers who use to the
greatest extent the tie-in value of record artists and their attendant glamour. The aura of popularity that
surrounds these personalities can
double a dealer's record turnover, if
he is alert to harness the selling force
of this popularity whenever he can.
Now, with the market going full blast
throughout the summer, and better
conditions fast approaching, disc manufacturers predict a lively Fall selling
season.
Current releases for Decca are;
"What a D iff re nee A Day Made,"
No. 23354) featuring Corinna Mura
RADIO O Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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Discs
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Maximum Opportunity
and Displays

*

found Victor's disc No. 30-0824, "Milkman Keep Those Bottles
pitchfork, milk pail and lantern, AND resultant increased sales.
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Ethel Smith, new recorder for Decea of Latin American music
on the orsan, is a new star fast gaining popularity. Her latest
appearance in pictures is in MGM's colorful "Bathing Beauty."

.iWj /gmjl
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of "Mexican Hayride" fame. "Come
Out, Come Out, Wherever You Are,"
No. 18620, stars Charlie Barnet and
his orchestra. These were, released
September T4th. Discs readied for
j ,
September 2Tst are "Too-Ra-Loo-Ra1
Loo-Ral" (That's an Irish Lullaby),
No. 18621, recorded by Bing Crosby
with John Scott Trotter and Orchestra. The Merry Macs on No. 18622
star with "Let's Sing a Song About
Susie."
Decca promotions offered include
the following artists and their recent
discs: Bing Crosby, Volume II, 10"
» poputar srfist llkt Frankio Carle.
dflht.^ylilts.-hit own homex 20", buff, black, raw sienna ; Contown', the occasion calls for plenty t>f fanfare. Cotumbla's pianist with the
rad Thibault, "I Spoke to Jefferson
golden .oii^h increased the Outlet Co.'t ;disc sates to top jjptck-figures when'tu
autographed ■Vet^rds for this store's emtonytre-recently in Providence, R. 1.
{Continued on Page TOO)
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Window display of Beer's Music Store stresses sale of records and musical instruments.

Airs

Local

Taient

Shows

Progressive Pennsylvania Dealer Ties Broadcasts in with Sales of Recordings
• Through the use of records and
radio to promote the sale of radios,
records and musical instruments, the
name of Beer's Music Store at 118
North Third St., Clearfield, Pa., is
well known throughout the western
end of the state. Over the past 14
years this house has built up a reputation for having in stock at all times
anything the customers may need,
from a piano or radio to a fiddle
string.
Ansel C. Beer, member of the
National Association of Music Merchants, has built up a series of amateur shows in collaboration with the
Roxy Theater of Clearfield, and
broadcasting station WCED in Du
Bois, using newspaper and radio announcements to prompt applications.
Having his own recording apparatus
made it easy to make records of initial auditions in the store on inexpensive paper discs, and these have
proved of great value in shaping the
programs.
Talent Programs
Half-hour broadcasts of seven or
eight numbers present varied bills of
one or more vocalists, harmonica play38

ers, tap dancers, violinists, accordion
and trumpet artists.
For these showings of talent the
theater stage has been available at
3 p.m. on Saturdays in consideration
of the benefit of studio time for which
Mr. Beer paid. Audience response
both in the house and on the air has
invariably been good, and each contestant, even if eliminated, has had
a personal letter of thanks and congratulation from Mr. Beer.
Thus a record of the amateur's appearance on the stage and airwaves
remains for future reference, whether
he ever again entertains publicly or
not.
Popularity Spreads
Selection of finalists has been on
the basis of post card voting by the
public, and more than six thousand
votes have been known to come in
for a given show. The last finals ran
an hour, presenting 12 acts and earning the winners awards of $50, $25
and $5 put up by the music house.
Mr. Beer is certain of the direct
benefit of this activity to his business,
because on personal trips over the
territory, radiating a hundred miles
out of Clearfield, he has found the
RADIO

ice broken for him with new prospects who recognize his card, and remember the broadcasts.
Until the requirements of Selective Service broke it up, the male
quartette known as "The Hillsdale
Hill Billies" was sponsored on the
air by this music firm. They were
all local boys and their act made a
specialty of request numbers.
Another use of the air which has
been profitable to Beer's Music Store
is the lending of records in lots of 50
to the broadcasting studio in Du Bois
to be used for sustaining programs in
return for consistent plugging of the
concern. Direct results have been
checked in the store through customers' calls for the selections on loan at
the studio.
Broadcasting Profitable
Record business is now running
about $5,000 a year because of radio
advertising, and a good stock of
standard discs and albums built up
from year to year. New releases go
out just about as fast as they come
in, and this is helped along by circulating a disc manufacturer's record
reviews, bearing the store's imprint,
{Continued on page 106)
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When the new Recordios are offered to the post-war market,
they will continue to maintain
their present leadership and
standard of high quality. The
Recordio franchise will be a valuable asset to your business.
■

miCBI BSVCOBPDflllllOn .

WILCOX-GAY
IMF

CORPORATION

CHARLOTTE, MICHIGAN

Manufacturers of the Recordio, Famous Home Recording-Radio-Phonograph Combination
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Embassy's fronf
enfrancc stfesses
record display.
Chicago Dealer Spirals Disc inventory from $50 to $4000
• Since the day the Embassy Radio
Shop^ 3946 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, installed a record department,
its customers have been steadily increasing in number. Today the department does a big business.
Peter Van Diggelen is the genial
proprietor of this progressive radiomusic shop. Three years ago he invested $50 in a stock of records. An
inventory recently completed showed
$4,000 in discs.
A factor in the rapid growth of
this shop is Peter Van Diggelen himself. He docs business with the customer from the point of view of the
customer, and this method of operation has shown excellent resultsHelps Select Discs
Van Diggelen makes it a special
point to be helpful. "I have found
that many people come into the store
with no idea as to the kind of record
they want.
"Only recently a woman walked
in who wanted 3 records for her son
in the service. She didn't know just
what to get. Here was a case calling
for helpfulness on the part of the
record clerk. I suggested several
numbers and, after listening to them,
she purchased 3."
The record clerk, Van Diggelen
points out, governs to a considerable
40

extent the success of a record department.
The installation of the record line
was the result of a search for additional merchandise to boost the shop's
profit.
Van Diggelen is kept quite busy
with radio repair work. When the inflow of sets to be fixed becomes too
much for him to handle, he farms
out the work.
The shop has been at the present
location for the past 15 years, and
is next door to a theatre. Van Diggelen tries to keep in stock the musical hits featured in various motion
pictures. In the past he has been
successful in obtaining these recordings. These go so fast, however, that
he cannot get enough stock to supply
the demand.
interior
The interior arrangement and construction of the shop is attractive.
The general over-all material used in
the construction of the interior is
knotty pine, an expensive wood which
is now unavailable in certain localities. The 2 listening booths are made
of this material, as well as the
counter and the rack holding the
albums.
Material for the construction of
booths, counter and rack cost the
RADIO

proprietor $350, Van Diggelen furnished the labor, "Should I enlarge
in the postwar period I'll use knotty
pine again. I've had a lot of comment on it," he says.
Sells Sheet Music
For the convenience of record purchasers, the shop carries a full line of
sheet music. These are in racks provided by the sheet music publishers,
and occupy a prominent area at the
front of the shop.
The good features about sheet
music, said Van Diggelen, are the
Cooperation and return privileges
given by the distributors. They keep
tab on which numbers are being absorbed by the public and this watchfulness is both to the advantage of
the publisher and dealer.
Numbers which are not hitting the
public are returned and replaced by
titles which are popular.
The proprietor of this shop has
done well since the installation of
records both popular and classical.
His taxable income for 1943 amounted to $ 18,000. Looking to the future he will in all probability enlarge
his present quarters by taking the
store next to his. When that day
comes he will expand the record department in addition to reconversion
to radio and appliance sales.
& Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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"Buyond any shadow of a doubt, my PHILHARMONIC surpttsscs tiiiyiliing 1 have heard, in regard to tone ijualit), reliability, desijiu and all arouml siinplicity of opcralioii. If a
bcttci radiu-phono^raph lias been made, I have; yet to sec it."
— David Hai.i., author of 77k Record Booh,
momimeiiml rccordrce 11 lector's rd'erencc book
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EAR-MARKED by

lop

Record

Authority

for

Unequalled

Performance

THE unsolicited endorsement of the

is creating an enormous back-log of desire for

PHILHARMOMC Radio-Plionogra].1) by

the PHILHARMONIC, Appearing continu-

prominent music and record critics . . . the in-

ously in outstanding media, it will be coupled

stant elJect of its purity oflone ami range on your

with elaborate promotional malerial fur your

patrons . . . these will assure profitable sales.

own distribution. Our highfy trained represen-

Top (jvahh rop resell fa (ion in your comin unity is

tatives. too, will be available for the instruction

now being pltiiniril. Distribution will be limtied

of those who serve your patrons,

to quality music and radio dealers. To them, will

A PHILHARMONIC reprcscniafive will visit

go an exceptional product of proven and out-

you shortly to discuss our postwar plans, and ex-

standing quality, and a practical postwar program

clusivefrauchisc distribulion.

to make the PHILHARMONIC exclusive franchise a truly enviable one.
National advertising in leading publications

PHILHARMONIC RADIO CORPORATION
524 East Seventy-Second Street, New York

RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH
PMlliiifiimftMk t
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ME SPREP P OF TELE m/OR

This first television network is an
example of how Philco research is
working to establish transmission
principles which can extend chain
television broadcasting from coast
to coast. At the same time, Philco research is improving the clarity, sharpness and detail of the television picture ... so that future television sets
will have the greatest possible sales
appeal. Thus in two ways ... by helping to broaden the market for television, and by designing a more
saleable product for that market. . .
Philco leads toward the goal of television as tomorrow's "billion dollar
Industry"... bringing television closer
to your community and your business.
And this is one more item that makes
the Philco All Year 'Round program
. . . radio, phonographs, television,
refrigeration and portable air-conditioning ... the most valuable all year
'round franchise in the appliance field.

WITH PROGRAMS LIKE THESE,
PHILCO TELEVISION STATION WPTZ
HAS PIONEERED IN TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Since 1932, Philco has owned and
operated its own television station, a
rich laboratory of research and experience for television progress.

The Philco station has televised football, boxing, wrestling and other
sports as well as news events direct
from the scene of action.

Radio Hall of Fame Orchestra and Chorus,
Tune in Sundays, 6 P.M., E.W.T., Blue Network.
BACK THE ATTACK — BUY WAR BONOS
Movies, variety acts, dramatic sketches,
illustrated news talks and civic programs have been televised from the
Philco studios.

42
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ANOTHER
IN

THE

MILESTONE

PROGRESS

OF

I i
NiW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

✓^HAIN television is here ! With the recent dedication of the new Philco
Relay Transmitter at Mt. Rose, N. J., the first television network is in
actual operation today, linking Philadelphia, New York and Schenectady.
Now Philadelphians enjoy clear reception of programs from New York
through WPTZ, their local Philco television station. Thus a technique is
being developed that will make television nationwide and will enable millions
of Americans to witness events that take place thousands of miles away !
And Philco is in the forefront of developments that will bring television
to your community.

A

PHILCO
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INSTRUMENT

DELIVERIES/

American Instrument production is catching up with
the needs of our armed forces—closing the gap be
tween too little and enough. Caring for those needs
has expanded Triplett production lines unbelievably

w

far beyond previous capacities. And the experiences
of war, added to more than forty years of instrument
manufacturing, have bettered the products coming off
those lines.
Now—instruments—better than ever before—are ready
for general use. Better place your orders, at once, with
Triplett—headquarters for a complete line of instruments made to one fine standard of engineering.
O'Arsonval Moving Coil D.C. Instruments Electrodynamometer A.-C.-D.C.
Double Iron Repulsion A.C. Instruments R.F. and RectifierTypes; Sizes2"through7"

★ Greater Production
Capacity
★ Better Instrument
Quality
★ Complete Line of
Instruments
★ One Source of Supply
★ Prompt Deliveries

Triinlett
(MMl
BLUFFTON ,
44

MTRIIMMT CO.
'V

u

★ SEND YOUR ORDERS
TO TRIPLETT NOW

ft/ J OHIO * • ♦
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If you, as a radio retailer, are interested in the profit
aspects of Television, as well as the scientific, read the
enlightening paragraphs below.

TEMPLE TELEVISION will reflect not only the skill and forward thinking of Temple engineers, but also practical, down-to-earth planning—of both merchandise and merchandising —
that has you, the dealer, and your customers in mind.
TEMPLE TELEVISION will be engineered by top-flight electronic engineers who will combine Television and radio into a complete fine of instruments that the radio dealer can sell with
confidence and profit — instruments not merely designed for studio or exhibition purposes, but
produced to deliver full value and performance to his customers.
TEMPLE TELEVISION will be built of highest quality materials by quality-minded craftsmen keenly alive to insure complete and lasting customer-satisfaction, as well as to minimize dealer service problems.
TEMPLE TELEVISION will enjoy the advantage of being housed in Temple-designed,
Temple-built cabinets — furniture that is bench-made, not "bunch" made — providing not only
extra outer beauty and extra variety, but extra VALUE, as well.

YES, IN TELEVISION, TOO, IT WILL PAY YOU TO "TEAM UP WITH TEMPLE"

FM . . . . TELEVISION - . . .
RADIO-PHONO' COMBINATIONS

TEMPLETONt RADIO
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 194^
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mean Finest Made

COMPANY, Mystic, Conn.
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Electronic tubes are as sensitive to lint, dust and minute
particles of" foreign matter, as a hay fever sufferer is to pollen. Unless the most stringent precautions are taken to keep tube parts free from
impurities, trouble is sure to follow. Troublesuch as noisy receivers . . . discoloration or
spots on the screen in cathode-ray tubes . . .
power failure in transmitting tubes.
A model of cleanliness, is the National Union
cathode spray room, pictured above. Not only
clean—it's hospital clean. No fuzzy sweaters or
lint-shedding dresses are worn here. There is
no dust, no dirt, because it's air-conditioned.

T&m

Humidity and temperature are precisely controlled. The whole room is washed from ceiling
to floor once a week. Then, to make sure, the
individual manufactured parts are sterilized —
some in boiling water—others in special solvents—still others by hydrogen firing.
Even should other factors be equal, the cleaner
tube is the better tube .. . better for the public to
buy . . . better for servicemen with a good name
to uphold, to sell. Remember this—and count on
National Union.
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION, NEWARK, N. J.
padories: Newark and Maplcwood, N. J.: Lansdale and Robesonr'a, Pa.

NATIONALS UN ION

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC TUBES
Trammitting, Cathode Ray, Recehins, Special Purpose Tubes • Condensers • Volume Controls • Photo Electric Cells • Panel Lamps • Flashlight Bulbs
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Building a quality product calls for skilled engineering, superior materials and
extra-fine craftsmanship.

Building a quality product in quantity calls for all

these things, plus a plant laid out and organized for maximum production,
efficiency.

The streamlined and efficient assembly lines which have poured

forth unrevcalable numbers of the SCR 299 and 399 Mobile Radio Stations,
Mine Detectors, Aircraft Radio Receivers and transmitters and other equipment
arc International Detrola's promise of great quantities of the best in radio,
television and electronics for a world at peace.
i* a

i

r

Most of tbc many hundreds of
Octrois Radio Oivisiott workers ore
women, working under most modern conditional Shown is one
assembly line in the main building:. i
11
m&m
Buy War Bonds—and Keep Them

DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL DETROLA CORPORATION . 8EARD AT CHATflELD, DETROIT J. MICH.
C. RUSSELL FELDMANN
RADIO & Television RETAILING * September, 1944
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War Shortages Cause Dealer to Turn
Sidelines Into Business Mainstay

Section of store formerly used for record playing booths, is now transformed Into alcoves and display shelves for pictures, pottery, and other items.
• Wartime appliance restrictions
forced the Win. Hardt Co., Winona,
Minn., to adopt some radical measures to stay in business at a profit
during wartime. However, conversion was done so well that last year
the firm had a very profitable year,
and the volume still shows signs of
climbing in 1944.
Wm. Hardt, owner, who has been
in business in Winona as a musicappliance merchant over 25 years, is
a versatile man. Pre-war his firm
sold radios, washing machines,
vacuum cleaners, refrigerators and
small electrical appliances. Considerable space was used to display all
these appliances, and when war broke
out and appliance stocks became depleted, replacements were needed.
Here is how Mr. Hardt remedied
, the situation;
1. A paint department was installed, Placed near the front of the
store, paints began to sell well from
the very first, due to the quality line
handled, good window and interior
display, plus newspaper advertising
and enthusiastic store selling. Today

the paint line attains a fine volume
for this store and undoubtedly will
be retained in the postwar era, according to Mr. Hardt.
2. Picture framing facilities were
increased. The store has always had
a picture framing department, and
when war broke this business was
expanded. A service shop at the rear
of the store was enlarged. Mr.
Hardt bought numerous paintings,
and these were framed in the shop
and then placed on display in the
store. They began to sell very
readily.
Alcoves Invite Sales
Mr. Hardt and staff then made
fixtures for one section of the store
which created open alcoves out of
old-type record playing booths. With
the aid of the shop's machinery, this
was not difficult. The transformation was made and some very attractive four-shelf rounded ledge displays
were also attached to the outside of
the wall partitions, between the
booths. The open booth area was
filled with merchandise: pictures,

1

1

mirrors, figurines, cameos, glassware,
gift pottery and other items.
This kind of a display and stock
arrangement made a decided hit with
women customers.
The new alcove arrangements make
it possible for several parties of
women, to view the entire stock with
considerable privacy. This setup
naturally makes for increased sales.
One alcove contains quite a large
display of religious decoration pieces,
crosses and similar items. The store
has found that these sell quite well
many months of the year. People
who purchase such items, too, are
often in the market for framed pictures, mirrors, etc., to display in their
homes. Thus the two lines are allied.

Modernized Oispluys
3. Modernized the record department. This store also cashes in on the
current record buying trend. The
record department was remodeled
and brought up to date. Modem
display arrangements for records
were installed, and this department's
sales began to climb. It is now a
very fine profit maker and builds
store traffic.
The store's former washer and refrigerator showroom has been given
When pre-war
over for the present to a display of
household apmirrors and small pieces of finished
pliances became scarce,
furniture- These two lines have done
this dealer
very well and also are good traffic
remedied a
builders.
trying situation
"I am very pleased at the way our
by creating a
profitable subnew lines have worked out," says
stitute line of
Mr. Hardt. "We are making many
furnishings for
new contacts with people who will
the home.
he in the market for large and small
Hardt finds his
customers reappliances after the war and that is
turn for other
an important feature. We believe we
household
can retain our new lines in the postitems he
war years and also cash in on the
makes available.
appliance business."
RADIO fr Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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Radio

presents

a

great
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show

you

can't

It

take

with

yon

EVERY SUNDAY
OVER THE MUTUAL NETWORK
COAST-TO-COAST

a sensauonai new program oasea on me smasn nit Broaov
Millions of people have roared with laughter over rhe ant
of the Sycamore family and their zany household. Yes, "y
can't take it with yoiris an American institution and millic
of people will listen avidly to see what happens next on r
show.. .where anything can happen.
Millions of people, your neighbors, will hear on this progr:
the story of tomorrow's new Emerson Radios.and w
respond to the suggestion to get ready to be among the fi
to own one through the history-making Emerson Preferer
Delivery Quota Plan...the Emerson PD.Q. Plan that is hui
ing business for Emerson dealers... noic.
"Yon can't take it with yon" is another factor that makes i
Emerson Radio Dealer Franchise worth more than ever befe
Aik your la//er\oii Di a rib/a or for Delaih of thi- P.D.Q. Plan
FOR TOMORROW...A THEATRE IN EVERY HOME WITH EMERSON RADIO TELEVIS

GREAT ENGINEERING IDEAS IN SMALL PA
RADIO & Television RETAILING • Seotember. 1944
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Provides Centralized Control
Thickly Populated. Areas

• There are a number of good reasons to support arguments in favor of
the existence of the three present
methods employed to get radio merchandise into the hands of the retailers. And, since no practical substitute
plans have evolved from, years of
study by business men and professional
economists, it appears certain that the
three time-proven channels listed below will continue to be employed during the postwar period.
Experts predict that there will be
no marked shift from one plan to another when the production of civilian
goods is resumed, but that the present
ratio of distributorship set-ups will be
more or less maintained.
Merchandise Sources
The radio retailer gets his merchandise from one or all of the following
sources: r. The independent distributor. 2. The factory branch. 3. Direct
from the factory.
Broadly speaking, the manufacturer, who often employs all of the
three methods of distribution, predicates his choice of outlet upon a number of factors, foremost among which
are population, location and unit price
of the radio receiver.
Since the bulk of the business is
done through the independent distributor, the manufacturer lays great emphasis upon the independent's importance to him. While many independent jobbers operate in our larger
cities, a great number are established
in places where the business potential
is too low to support a factory branch,
and in these more or less isolated localities the manufacturer is able,
through the independent, to get the
desired coverage.
independent's Value
In addition to the value of securing
representation for his products, the
manufacturer realizes that the independent is important to him as a link
between the factory and the dealer,
and that this distributor can handle
small orders, contact the retailer and
carry on unusual financial arrangc50

ments of models and parts for the convenience of its dealer customers, and
can keep the dealer posted on current
manufacturing trends, new-model
schedules, and repair techniques of its
products.
■nma'
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This Is Otte of a Series
onliistributiott
The July 1944 issue of
this magazine carried a general article on various
methods of distributing
merchandise in the radio
field. The August 1944
number featured the "Independent Jobber's Place in
the Sun". And coming issues will contain descriptions of direct- to - dealer
techniques, proposed reform of radio wholesaling^
arid distribution improvements suggested by leaders
in the field.
ments with the dealer more economically than a factory branch can.
Thus we sec that the independent
is often appointed by the manufacturer upon a location basis, primarily,
and that population is not always a
factor.
Where the manufacturer is confronted with the problem of getting
adequate coverage In some of our largest cities and their immediate trading
areas, in certain cases he sets up factory branches, considering this method
more economically sound and efficient
than the appointment of a number of
distributors.
The factory branch gives the manufacturer centralized control over operating policies and permits the branch
staff to work closely with the factory
sales group in selling and advertising
campaigns.
In thickly-populated areas, where
the merchandise demand is great, the
factory branch can carry large assortRADIO

Factory Branch Benefit
The factory branch has proven valuable in large cities.
It offers complete lines, complete
parts, and factory liaison facilities.
It has financial stability, insuring
its continuance in the field. It frequently offers a manufacturer financing plan to its dealers. The factory
branch has adequate promotional facilities and maintains efficient and
speedy serviceIn addition to the factory branch,
some manufacturers have set up
wholly-owned subsidiary distributing
groups, which function in a fashion
very similar to that of the factory
branch, except that they frequently
sell, along with products of their own
brand, the makes of other manufacturers.
Each Performs
Function
To offset certain obvious limitations
such as divided executive authority
and operation more or less by rote,
final analysis of the factory branch
shows that in its particular niche in
the distribution pattern it performs
certain functions with the utmost efficiency, and can be considered a collaborator rather than a competitor
with the other accepted forms of
wholesale distribution.
In the radio field, it must be
pointed out, only three or four manufacturers now employ the factorybranch plan of operation, and this
only in the large metropolitan centers.
By far the largest part of radio
merchandise is distributed through independent jobbers. Hence, in studying the various methods available, one
must still consider the extent of development of the several plans, both
pre-war and as the picture will probably present itself when M-day rolls
around.
& Tefevlsian RETAILING • September, 1944
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What's

in

the

name...

Why does this name—MajesHc—ring the bell of recognition
with 88.2% of yoor future customers?
Surveys by the Ross Federal Research Corporation proved it: People
know Majestic as one. of the great names of radio! In 17 cities, men. and
women selected at random were shown cards bearing the single word.
Majestic. Asked what product they associated with this name, 45 out
of every 100 replied—"Radio." On further quesrioning, 43 more our
of the 100 said "Yes" when asked if they had ever heard of Majestic
Radio.; Thus, out of every 100 persons interviewed, 88 (the exact
percentage was 88.2%) were familiar with Majestic!
Why this striking recognition of the Majestic name? It's one of
the dividends on an invescmenc of between 60 and 75 million dollars
in the advertising of a single product—Majestic Radio!
Will you collect dividends on this tremendous investment
in a name? If you're a Majestic dealer,you will!

readers, and by describing the finer radios and radio-phonographs
Majestic will offer after the war. This advertising is making the Majestic
name even more popular by keeping readers posted on leading radio
programs—telling them twice a month how their favorites rank; in
nationwide favor.
Will you benefit from: this consistent, effective advertising?
If you're a Majestic dealer, you will!
What's in the name . . . Mafestic?
SALES for the Majestic dealer are In this magtc name of radio ! Just
as FULL PROFITS for rhe Majestic dealer are in Majestic's unique
Controlled Distribution plan.
Write us. Let us tell you all the reasons why . . .
Majestic Means Business...and lots of it.'

Why do 24,5% of radio prospects have an especially
friendly feeling for the name Mo/esfic?
In the same surveys, 24.5% of all those intervIcvtzA—practically one out
of four—said they either owned or had once owned a Majestic Radio.
Here is a vast backlog of goodwill for Majestic, plus a great immediate
market of those who will want one of the new post-war radios as soon
as possible, and, having found a Majestic Radio a good investment
once, will naturally be inclined to buy another Majestic.
Will you profit from these "natural" sales to a lug, loyal,
ready-made market ? If you're a M ajestic dealer, you will!
What is being done now to make the Mo/esf/c name
even more familiar and more popular?
In key newspapers from Coast to Coast, Majestic advertising is making
the Majestic name even more familiar by displaying it to millions of
MAJESTIC RADIO & TEUVISION CORPORATION * CHICAGO 32, ILL.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • Septemlwr, 1944

IS-lltm TKLKVISIOA ELECTRONICS

Above, Ottenberg's work bench equipped with
various testing devices. Right, Jerry Oftenberg with the shop's mascot. Mike Pascucci
and Miss Alexsavieh are seen repairing radio
equipment.

Connecticut Technician
Repairs Mndustrial9
Rome and Aircraft Radio
Equipment
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RADIO-

ELECTRONIC

• In business for himself as a radio
technician since 1929, Jerry Qttenberg is still doing a fine job, despite
today's difficulties in operation. He
has also sold receivers of all makes
for cars and homes, but now his stock
is entirely depleted.
Currently specializing in repair,
the J. L. Ottenberg Radio Service is
located in one of the Hartford,
Conn., large garages in the business
section, at 175 Chapel St,
The repair shop is small, but Jerry
and his three co-workers have a definite system of. routing work through
that permits the best possible use of
space, and of each individual's time
and talents.
His system is to allot a slip to
every set, which lists name, address,
date, make, and owner's description

SERVICERS

of trouble. Work is handled in order
Drder
of date received, but the bench is kept
clear by alloting a portion of it to
"fast" jobs — weeding them out
it to
avoid clutter of small parts.
Employs S Technicians
ians
Ottenberg's chief assistant, Mike
Vlike
Pascucci, with him for some time,
specializes in auto radio work, and
Radio & Television Retailing'ss reporter found J. S. Dzennis changing
the output stage on a record player.
ayer.
The third technician is a young
oung
woman, Miss Ann Alexsavieh, whom
diom
we found working on a; set's circuit
rcuit
changeover. Ann, a high school grad?raduate and just out of her teens, already
■eady
has three years' experience in radio
radio
repair to her credit, obtained while
vhile
RADIO

doing actual repair for one of the
large local distributors,
Jerry Ottenberg also specializes in
electronic service, including maintenance, on industrial sound systems and
construction of test equipment for
some of the war plants in the area.
He is doing an ever increasing amount
of the latter, much of it of a confidential nature. Manufacturers in
the section seek him out for these
jobs.
Services Plane Radios
About a year and a half ago, Jerry
Ottenberg started doing service on
plane radios at the Aviation Service
Hangar at nearby Brainard Field,
Today he has a service branch there
where he does much work on Civil
Air Patrol planes.
& Talavbion RETAILING • Scptembar, 1914
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That's easy...jus 1 pul up this sifin note. Xalurally. there
won't he any iVeferrcd Type Tuhes tu rrdl till after the
war. but it's not loo soon lo lei people know where they
can come to get them when they are available.
This is the latest step in KCA s continuous program of
tncrcbamiisiug to support KCA distributor.-, dealers and
servicemen during the war. Pre-war. many up-Lo-tlie-rnimite
KCA sales aids helped yon sell and expand vour nuirkel?,..
displays, indoor and outdoor -signs, RCA clocks, and mam
others. After V-dav. look for an even greater RCA merchandising service to direct sales >our way.

—

New, full-color 40-inch by 28-inch display easel (shown
here in black and white) to help you maintain your identification with RCA, and to sell the Preferred Type Idea
... which means greater profits for you in the future.

euy
m

A

WAR BONDS

Meanwhile, hard-hitting KCA advertisements In top magazines are doing the same job ... huilding toward an even
greater radio and flee Ironies husine-s for von after the war.
And tins display, now available to you, helps set the stage
for a prolilahlc postwar boom in your sale of RCA Preferred
Type tubes.
Remember, the Magic Brain of all electronic eyuipmcni is a
Tube... and thefounta in-h cud of modern Tuhe development is RCA!
RADIO & Tetevision RETAILING • September, 1944

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION • CAMDEN, N. i.
LEADS THE WAY... In Radio... Television... Tubes...
Phonographs,.. Records... Electronics
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RCA PENICILLIN DEHYDRATOR
Speeds the Saving of Lives
in war or Peace

|.

m
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M

It dehydrates PeniciHm
instead

in

30 minutes

of 24 hours!\_

ANS\V i;HLN(: the i^Icsis of sickrooms all
the v orki, an entire,step in the production ot
life-savinjj; Penicillin has been speeded up by
the spccialb.-developed RCA dchydriuor.
This newest contribution of'RCA electronics
ranks with the RCA i'lectron Microscope as
\-i mighty weapon for mbiding a greater,
sp-onger, healthier, more eflidient nation.

LISTEN TO RCA's radio program, "The
vtusic 'America- Loves. --Best" . . . every
Sunday, 4:30
NBC Network

RCA's role in postwar television will include the manufacture of trans mi it nreceivers for homes and theatres, tubes, studio
and associated equipment. Most important
to you is the fact that RCA will produce
home television receivers in quantity and
a/ prld'S u /tbhi the reach of millions.

YOU

IN

WON'T

A

RADH

SEE

THIS

CITAIOGUE

yet it helps make finer radios, phonographs,
ana television receivers for you to sell

NOT until VVraerican scientists found ways
to produce Penicillin in large quantities^
was this new Wonder drug in a position u
save thousands of lives. With mass produc
lion achieved, the crying need then was for
speed—and m<|>re speed.
Familiar with the ways electronics had!
helped solve similar problems, RCA scieni
tists, with the/collaboration of F. R. Squib!?
Laboratories,, developed an electronic system which Completes in 30 minutes tlje

evaporation process requiring 21 hours by
conventional methods.
Obviouslv, this is not consumer merchandise. But bv telling the public about these
achievements, anjd of its war work supplying
radios, radar, .sui?niarine detectors and other
electrtjnic ecjuip nenr for tanks . . . planes
. . . ships . . . s tbmart ties . . - RCA is constantlv building greater value and greater
demand for the RCA radios, phonographs
and television receivers you will have to sell.

Phe pre-war RCA radio-phonogt/aphs below give only a hint of finer ones to
/tome. Postwar models will be notable for their beautiful cabinets and technical excellence, including the marvelous'icnc .i[ui static-free reception of RCA Super FM.
The instruments themselves, ami the powerful merchandising support put behind
them, will be additional rea/ons for the increased value of your RC A line.
/

/
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LEADS THE WAY . . In Radio , . Television . , Tubes . , Phonographs . . Records . . Electronics
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Research gives TELEVISION new

• TELEVISION RAYS—like liumaa sight—do
not "bend" far beyond the curvature of the earth.
They travel in a straight line to the horizon—and
from the horizon off into space. In preparing television as a service to the public, research has sought
ways to extend television's program service by
radio relaying from city to city,
A solution to this problem has been perfected
by RCA engineers: the radio relay station—capable
of picking up and automatically "bouncing" tele-

k

horizons

vision images from station to station. With such
relays supplementing a coaxial cable, entertainment, sports and news events could be witnessed
simultaneously by Americans from coast to coast.
Today, RCA's research facilities are devoted to
providing the Allied fighting forces with the most
efficient radio and electronic equipment available.
Tomorrow, these same skills and energies will
continue to serve America in developing and creating new and finer peacetime products.

;i
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA LABORATORIES • PRINCETON • NEW JERSEY

RCA
lends the way In
radio—television—
phonogr op h s—ret o rds
—tubes—elettron i cs

Listen to RCA's "The Music America loves Best"—Sunday, 4:30 P.M., E.W.T., over the NSC Network -fa BUY WAR BONDS EVE3Y PAY DAY ^
:6
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C L. Clark, manager of the service department of Famed Radio Service, is shown here in his workshop, which he fries to keep dear of excess
repair fobs.

Beat,

ng

the

Bottleneck

Alahuma Radioman Refuses to Use His Shop for a Warehouse. Releases
Repairs He Cannot immediately Handle, Finds This is Good Planniny
• Many radio shops are so cluttered
up these days with sets awaiting repairs that a customer can hardly get
in the door. This is a bad condition,
according to C. L. Clark, service
manager of Farned Radio Service,
Russellville, Ala., and here is how
he averts it.
Those radios he can't fix immediately for want of parts or tubes, he
urges the owner to hold and to check
with the shop occasionally to learn
when the essential part is at hand; or
he may be able to get the set repaired
somewhere else in the meantime.

several reasons. For one thing, customers lose patience when forced to
wait for service, even though they
know it is due to the shortage of help
and the increased volume of work.
He doesn't want to accept this burden of ill will when he is not responsible, and he reasons there is no
need to have a radio around if he
can't fix it immediately.
His shop is small and he just hasn't
room to run a warehouse. Furthermore, he doesn't want the responsibility in case of fire or theft. He expects the time to come when he will
be able to handle all comers and so
does T. E. Farned, the firm's proprietor.

3 or 4 Days for Repairs
Of the "can fix" radios, Clark
takes in those he can repair in 3 or 4
Overcomes Scarcities
days—and no more. He tells other
customers to bring their radios back
Radios from 4 or 5 counties come
later, making an appointment with to Clark for service, including many
them. Once or twice it has been battery sets. He estimates that 20
necessary for him to put an ad in the per cent of battery sets are not playpaper to the effect that he could ac- ing now for lack of 1A7 tubes. Batcept no more radios for a stated time. teries are also scarce He is re-using
Mr. Clark thinks it bad policy to a 35Z5 tube when one filament seclet receivers stack up in the shop for tion is burned out by putting in a
RADIO Or Tateviilon RETAILING • Kept em bar, 1944

No. 44 dial bulb, and shunting with
a 25 ohm resistor. He has recently
received a number of Signal Corps
batteries which he uses for testing
purposes.
Warns Afjalnst
T inhering
Mr. Clark has resorted to every
known method to keep farmers' sets
playing. But the effort has taxed
him almost beyond his strength, and
even long hours at the bench fail to
keep all the sets moving. That is
the reason he put into effect the rules
to keep from stacking 'em up in the
shop.
A word against home radio "tinkers" is spoken by Mr. Clark. They
have caused him considerable trouble, he said, in wiring sets incorrectly,
switching tubes, etc Also, he added,
that many cases of burned out tubes
can be attributed to these "tinkers."
Therefore, he would like to see a
campaign by manufacturers and dealers to discourage owners from attempting "home repair."
57
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The following is cjuoled from a letter marked "Somewhere in Ubya"
signed by Captain Charles A. Koppe, 57tb AACS Group, USAAF:
"The writer just spent a year in Persia. Most of the time along the
Persian Gulf where it really gets HOT ! We operated one of your
HT-4-B Transmitters near a place called Abadan. The transmitter performed very satisfactorily under the most unfavorable conditions. 1
doubt that your engineers ever dreamed that one of your rigs would be
called upon to perform in a place where for 5 days and nights the temperature never dropped below 117 degrees and in fact it got up to 134
degrees during the daytime, that is "in the shade" temperature, the
humidity was high and the air salty. Actually the transmitter got much
hotter than that as it was installed in a brick building and no air conditioning, not even an exhaust fan. The HT-d-B was used on voice and
gave very little trouble. One day the piece of bakelite under the phone cw
switch caught on fire but this was easily repaired. During the so called
winter season, the temperature actually got as low as 3d degrees one day,
we had a little trouble with mice crawling under the rig, which was set
up on two 4x4 wooden sleepers. It seems the mice liked the heat and
they would crawl up under the transmitter and get lodged in between
the rectifier sockets and the frame when the operator switched on the
transmitter the mice would fry, usually a fuse would blow but no other
damage was done We never did figure why the mice liked the Hallo
crafters best. There were several other transmitters in the room but they
always seemed to pick the HT-4-B ; guess they were pretty smart mice I"
fust one of hundreds of real life experiences of Hallicraflers equipment.
Out of this valuable experience uill come your peace time short ware radio.
★ BUr A WAR BOND TODAY!

hdlI

crafters

RADIO

• THE HALUCRAFTERS COMPANY - MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT • CHICAGO 16. U. S. A. •
>8
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When a signal corpsman goes into action, the tubes his
unit must depend upon for communications are the tubes
that were issued to him back at the base. They have been
jerked on trains, handled in and out of ships and tumbled in trucks before they even get to him. Then he gives
them a long rough ride in the set on his back. Tubes
have to be good to stand up under this kind of treatmentLittle did TUNG-SOL Engineers realize that the many
design and construction features they incorporated in
TUNG-SOL Tubes long before there was any thought
of war, would assume a new importance in our nation's

A

FOX HOLE

battles. Then TUNG-SOL
Tubes were built to withstand
^
the synthetic abuse we called
•t gim
"Vibration-Testing". Now they
*
are called upon and do withstand the real thing.
Yes, TUNG-SOL Tubes have been "WAR-Tested"
far beyond any requirements of civilian use. Thus
TUNG-SOL Wholesalers and Service Dealers are
assured of bettor than ever tubes including many new
types as soon as WPB control of production and
distribution is rescinded.

THE SPRING DAMPER BAR developed by TUNG-SOL

TUNG-SOIL
The TUNG-SOL Damper liar construction is positioned to hold the fi In mem tension spring to one side,
thus taking the whip out of the filament above
the mica disc. This whip would allow the filament to vibrate, the cause of low frequency pitch
known as "howl".

ELECTRONIC

TUBES

TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF MINIATURE INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ALL-GLASS SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHT LAMPS AND CURRENT 1NTERMITTORS
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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More Circuits, Data and Notes on Using
Available Types in Those Empty Sockets

• Tube shortages are in the "revolving" stage and many jobs call for
substitutes for substitutes.
A circuit using a 12SA7 in place
of a 12A8 (the. latter type now being scarcer than the former) is shown
in Fig. 1. This circuit is not recommended for any but straight broadcast receivers, as short wave complicates circuits too much.
No, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 terminals
on socket are left alone. No. 6 is
oscillator plate in case of 12A8 and
is cathode in case of taSA?) so lift
lead to No. 6 and connect to grounded end of grid coil. Disconnect
tickler coil B plus leads and tape up.
Connect this free coil lug to cathode
(No. 6). If oscillator grid resistor
is not over 40,000 ohms, it may be
left as is, but otherwise, use a 25 or
30 M resistor instead. If cathode resistor and shunting capacitor, or plate
coil resistor and bypass capacitor are
used in original 12A8 circuit they
may be dispensed with. If circuit
super-regenerates a bit at high frequency end of dial, or lacks punch,
shunt a 2 M or 3 M resistor,
watt, across the tickler coil as shown.
Grid cap clip is not needed, so this
lead is shortened as much a possible
and connected to No. 8 on socket

and the job is done. Realign oscillator trimmers.
If screen circuit has no dropping
resistor m original circuit, add a 40
M resistor bypassed to ground (as
shown) by a p. 1 mf - 400 volt
capacitor.
The resistor shunting the cathode
section of the oscillator coil, should
be as low as possible, and where
values of 2000 to 3(XX) ohms are
sometimes used, actually, with a
good qsciilator improved performance
is obtained with values: around 600
ohms. Without the resistor, .the cathode coil inductance reduces the sensitivity of the detector input circuit,
being higher than a standard cathode coil originally designed for a
T2SA7. Also if a screen resistor is
used in the original 12A8 circuit,
this is shorted out.
Using 0SF5 Tubes
If the 6SF5 or 12SF5 tubes are
available, these may be used in the
untuned stages of six tube AC or
DC receivers in place of the 6SK7,
12SK7 or 6SG7, 12SG7 types. Fig.
2 shows the connections to the 6SF5
and 12SF5 types. Follow directions
as follows:

Fig. I—Tube conversion circuit using 1ZSA7 to replace 12AS. Tickler shunt resistor R should
be between about 600 and 3000 ohms, adjusted for best results. Suppressor should be connected
to pin 1.

Fig. 2—-Base diagram of hi-gain triode useful
in untuned RF stages in place of pentodes
such as 6SK7 and similar types.
Leave No. 1 and 7 socket wires
alone.. Lift No. 2 heater temporarily. Move cathode from No. 5 to
2. Also move any leads from No.
3 to 2, cutting any jumper between 3 and 5 on socket. Move
grid from No. 4 to 3. Move plate
from No. 8 to 5. Connect floating
heater (removed from 2) to 8.
No. 7 screen may be left as is on
the socket as it is unused in case
of the SF5 types.
To increase sensitivity of circuit
shown in a previous issue of Radio
& Television Retailing, connect a condenser of approximately .0002 mfd.
as shown in Fig. 3 between the aerial
terminal and the "hot" AC lead at
the rectifier plate. Do not use. a larger
value here as hum may be introduced
on carrier. This small condenser will
just about double the sensitivity in
all cases. The circuit shown uses a
12SK7 or 12SJ7 in place of the
12SA7, and of course a 6SK7 or
6SJ7 can be used for the 6SA7 type.
Battery Set Tubes
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Some of the scarcest battery types
are the 1A5 and 1T5. These may be
easily replaced with the 3Q5 type by
shortening out one half of the 3Q5
filament with little loss in audible
output. Fig. 4 shows the slight
change necessary. Just lift any wires
using No. 8 as a tie point and tape
up. Then bridge No. 7 and 8. The
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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Fig- 3.—Use of smatf capacitor to power line improves oufput on loop sets where 'SK7 or 'S,I7
has replaced regular converter.
same arrangement can be used for
the 1Q5, except that the filament
halves of the 3Q5 are paralleled
as shown in the diagram.
About flashing filaments of 50L6
and other types, would suggest to
servicemen using such brute-force
methods that on actual test, the resistance of some of these tubes has decreased by half, which means the
equivalent of line voltages of 130
to 140 impressed on the series string
as far as current drain is concerned,
thus shortening the lift of the other
tubes.
These tube substitution service instructions are from M. G. Goldberg,
operator of Beacon Radio Service,
St. Paul, Minn.

will only be tried by those individuais who are familiar with radio
servicing theory. Blindly following
substitution rules is sure to get you
into trouble sometimes; there are so
many circuits, and besides someone
else may have already made some
wartime substitutions. You can't
service sets these days unless you
know what it's all about. We hesitate
to say that any given substitute will
never work—perhaps it will work
fine in some unknown set made by
John Doe of Podunk, but some will
stand so little chance of working

satisfactorily that the information is
definitely misleading.
"In some recommendations power
output tubes have been similarly
abused but in this case substitutions
are made without change of bias voltage. It is mentioned that the tone
may be different but is called
'reasonably good.' No mention is
made that the plate current may be
nearly double normal, and in these
days of scarce batteries as well as
tubes, this point surely would not
escape, an up-to-date service man. We
believe, that all of you would rather
take a few minutes more and change
the position of the grid return so as
to get a set operating correctly and,
incidentally, sounding better. Wc
consider some of the other power
output tube substitutions that have
been recommended rather questionable too; 6G6G in place of 6F6G;
and 6K6G in place of 6L6G,
"Just a few more itemized
criticisms to give an idea of the things
to watch out for in lists of this
nature.
"6J5 and 6P5 may substitute for
6L5 in parallel heater circuits only.
<<6SS
7 may substitute for 6K7 in
parallel heater circuits, and by use of
f 42-ohm resistor across the heaters
use
^
^ in series circuits,
5^J4G may substitute for 5Y3 if
t: e
^ heater winding of the transformer will stand an additional
ampere.
5W4 may substitute for 5U4 only
r e oa(
^ ^ ^ 's reduced to somewhere
nea
r the rated load for 5W4 (lOO
rrta.) whereas 5^4 'S rated for 225
ma
- Very poor life otherwise,
{Continued on page 66)

Fig. 4—Recommended changes for using 3Q5 In place of 1A5 and 1T5. Same tube can be
used for 105 with above notes.

ManufactuTcrs* Substitution
Charts Dependable
• The widespread adoption of tube
substitution has kept many sets operating during the past months.
Thoughtless interchanging produces
bad results and care should be exercised. The following paragraphs
quoted from latest issue of Sylvania News emphasize the points to
be considered.
"The replacements that have been
recommended as a wartime expedient
in the form of charts or otherwise
by the various tube, manufacturers
are the results of probably the best
engineering advice that could possibly
be procured on this subject. It is assumed that these recommendations
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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measuring

mighty muscles
of midget motors

• The might of this midget motor is no
secret to this special dynamometer used
in the Utah laboratory. It accurately
measures the horsepower; actually predetermines the successful performance
of this Utah motor in its many vital
functions in actual use.
h's complete testing service is

playing an important part in the war
effort today, and is scheduled for an
equally important role tomorrow ... in
adapting war-born electronic and radio
developments to commercial and consumer needs. ^ ^ ^
Every Product Made for the Trade, by
Utah, Is Thoroughly Tested and Approved

f

\
J|||

J

| %

Keyed to "fomorrow's" demonc/s: Utah transformers/
speakers, vibrators, vitreous enamel resistors, wirewoond controls,
plugs, jacks, switches and small e/ectn'c motors.

Utah Radio Products Company, 810 Orleans Street, Chicago 10, 111.
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Getting off to a fast start in the post-war
scramble . .. may largely depend on trustworthy delivery schedules from your source
of supply.
As the industry well knows—when wartime limitations came, every Hamilton
customer received fair and equitable
protection. Since then, every single one
of Hamilton's war-assignments has been
carried out on time, or ahead of time.
This fixed policy—extended to post-warwill enable a restricted number of Hamilton
outlets to plan soundly, act swiftly—make
a BIG SPLASH in their communities.
OLYMPn
tec. U. S. PAT. OFf.
a
FM

AM
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WESTON
S&HAditiol
Before costly and intricate amplification is included in tomorrow's
circuits, check the SENSITROL and other WESTON Sensitive
relays. More than likely, you'll find amplification unnecessary . . .
that a tiny Sensitrol relay will give you the positive control you
seek. For SENSITROL Relays, which in pre-war days controlled
at values low as 2 microamperes, now provide positive control at
input values of a far lower order. This extreme sensitivity, plus the
other virtues of the Sensitrol such as its cost and weight saving,
and its trouble-free operation, may be just the thing to round-out
or make entirely practical the device or circuit you have in mind.
Why not obtain all the facts on "what's ahead" in sensitive
relays and indicating instruments by contacting WESTON today.
Check with them, too, for all war instrument requirements.

RELAYS
in pre-war days provided
positive control at energy
levels low as 1 microamperes . . . today are many/
many times more sensitive!
^Sensitrol — A registered trdde-mark designating the contdcl-making instruments
and relays, the contacts of which are magnetic, as manujactured exclusively by the
West on Electrical Instrument Corporation.

Laboratory Standards .,. Precision DC and
AC Portabtes .. . instrument Transformers
. . . Sensitive Relays . . . DC, AC, and
Thermo SwitcKboord and Pane) Instruments. WESTON

Specialized Test Equipment . . . light
Measurement and Control Devices ...
Exposure Meters...Aircraft Instruments...
Electric Tachometers...Dial Thermometers.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 581 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.
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nOMT.TniNG dcfiniiu about Clarion radios for post0 war can now be revealed.
Here are seven of many important reasons why you as
a Dealer will soon suy:
"Ves, Clarion is the radio for me."
1 Startling new developments in FM receivers with exclusive Clarion features.
2 Engineered to assure trouble-free performance and
long life.
3 A radio built to defeat destruction caused by DAMPNESS ... FUNGUS and all adverse weather conditions,
4 A new high degree of selectivity.
5 Super-sensitivity to capture the weakest signals.
6 Precision engineering. New close tolerances.
I

7 Smartly designed cabinets of enduring beauty.
These are a few of the features that will give the Clarion
line the turnover and profit you are looking for.
Write for the name of the Clarion distributor in your
territory. Don't miss the complete Clarion profit story.
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Conversions
{Coniinued from page 6l)
"1LC6 may substitute for XLD3
—sometimes, but it may be necessary
to add .a screen resistor in order to
get good sensitivity.
"The use of an r-f pentode for
a converter of the 6SA7 type by using the control grid for the oscillator grid and the suppressor as the
control grid is so likely to give poor
sensitivity that we cannot recommend it for general use.
"The substitution of the high-mu
diode triodes 6T7G, etc. for the lowmu diode triodes, 6V7G, etc. and
vice versa, will also give poor performance in many cases."
iVeir Tube Symbols

New industrial and ultra-high frequency tube symbols described below. Symbols 1 and 2 are
for mercury lubes, 3 and 4 are magnetrons, and 5 and 6 are Klystrons.

The development -of new tube of electrons. A more elaborate type
types and the modification of certain of magnetron of the split-plate type
older forms has created the need for is shown in 4. A transmission-line
new symbols.
type of internal tank circuit is shown
In the accompanying illustration, along with end plates for electron
symbol 1 is a mercury pool tube with control.
ignitor and control grid. Symbol 2
Symbols 5 and 6 represent two
represents a mercury pool tube with types of velocity modulated tubes
an exciter, control grid, holding anode commonly called Klystrons. A single
and main anode.
. cavity tube with cathode, grid, cavity
A resonant type magnetron used grids, and reflecting electrode is
as an ultra-high frequency oscillator shown in 5- The grounded half loop
is shown at 3. This tube usually is a pickup coil for taking high freconsists of an axial filament and con- quency energy from the cavity. A
centric plate. The high frequency double cavity tube with input and
tank circuit is often built within the output loops is shown at 6.
glass tube. An external magnetic
An electron multiplier type photofield is used to control the motion tube is shown in 7-

Replatting t*T on
RS2 R124S RE75
'
'
'
_
.
.
.. .
Transtormer No. 70100 is supplied
as a
" alternate to No. 10415 power
transformer by KCA for models K32,
^45)
Installation ot
new
transformer requires certain circu t c an es
' h | » replacement of 1st audio
tj2") an" tub® socket with a
5? tube and suitable socket, and
m nor
'
mechanical changes,

Change 226 Tube to '36
*
TtfP® ond Rewire
Unsolder leads (do not clip) from
defective power transformer and remdve from chassis. Secure new transCircuit lor using transformer 70100 (RCA) on RCA models R32, R52, RE4S, and RE75
former to chassis and mount in upSec notes at right for details.
right position with terminal board
facing the choke. Remove terminal
cover from replacement transformer
and put aside until all connections
have been soldered. Solder all connections to their respective terminals
as shown in schematic diagram below.
Note that filament leads from 1st
audio tube are connected in parallel
to filament leads from 227 at the
transformer terminals. Unsolder all
leads from 1st audio socket (226)
including the three leads from hum
control. Hum control circuit is not
used with the alternate rst audio tube
(56). Drill out the two end rivets
from 226 socket section and using a
sharp chisel cut off the 226 section
close to adjacent rivet. Install a five
prong socket for 56 tube and solder
leads in place. The cathode of 56
tube Is connected to the lead formerly
•Kititiiimiiitinm
connected to center tap of hum control. Before end cover can be replaced, slit both holes with a hacksaw
to permit cover to clear cables.
66
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But an olive drab coat and steel reinforced container can't conceal the fact that this is only a militarized
member of the famous Phonola line.
Since 1916 we have built quality phonographs.
This newest Phonola carries on that tradition and will
act as our springboard into peacetime production. The
!/

minute materials can be had we will start making our
postwar line of mechanical and electrically amplified
phonographs—Phonolas of greaterthan-ever beauty, performance and
value. "Watch for them!
WATERS CONLEY COMPANY
Rochester, Minnesota
J
New York Office: 17 E. 42nd Street
Chicaco Office: 224 South Michigan Avenue
/

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
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Marion Claire, starring in "Chicago Theatre of the
Air"r»rpr If'CA—AfiifH/l/. S«fhr«f«vs«8-9 P.M.. CAP.T.

TRAVEL

WITH

TRAV-LER

Listen I Her glorious voice .. . so clear, so close... so natural I
Thanks to the superbly rcaUslic performance of postwarTVav-Ler
Kailios . . . listeners feel they've traveled from armchair to actual
brnarlcasl... enjoving music in all its original tonal purity.
Through war work and constant research,Trav-Ler has achieved
a new measure of clarity and fidclily in both AM and FM radios,
ar- uell as in elrelronie ri'ctnv] players.
Future-minded distrihutors are invited lo"write reganiini
a)

postwar plans for these Trav-Ler products.

radios

riei/Lf^olxt
RECORD

PLAYERS

TRAV-LER KARENOLA RAD/O & TELEVISION CORPORATION . 1028-34 W. VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO 7, ILL
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Service

The intermediate frequency is
455KC. Location of the IF alignment trimmers A, B, C, and D are
shown on the chassis layout diagram.
The oscillator trimmers are F, N,
and K. The IF trap trimmer at the
6A8 grid is E, Trimmer G is the
loop, and M is the short wave 1232
jrrid circuit trimmer.

Notes

Servicing Zenith
Chassis 5810
The Zenith 5810 chassis shown in
accompanying diagram is used in
models 88432, BS433, 88434, 8S449,
8S450, 8S458 to 8S46.2.
An RF stage using a high gain
1232 tube is R-C coupled to the
6A8G converter. The three band
tuning range also provides for push
button selection on be scale. The
push button system connects trimmer
capacitors across the loop antenna
grid coil and at the same time puts
different permeability tuned coils
across the oscillator grid tank, The
DPDT switch, B, is the antenna
selector and is shown in the "loop
position."

80 Tube Gives Blue Light

Mnverse Feedback
The second detector-first audio
stage uses inverse feedback to control tone through the Radiorgan push
button selector switch. The output
audio system uses dynamic coupled
tubes, a 6AF5G and a 25AC5G.
The grid bias for the 25AC5 is
normally positive and plate current
for the 6AF5 is also the grid current
for the 25AC5.
A voltage doubler power supply
is used with Cj9 as the series capacitor. A separate filament transformer
is used for the 1232 since its filament
current drain is higher than for the
other tubes.

SMtEUJEO W4VEM*8WET
E
.00029

1232
N.F.
KJOA TT-Z:

instead of the more customary
variable condenser gang. Two metal
cores moved through two coils, one
core pushing in, while the other was
withdrawing. During this movement,
hum and scraping noises were heard.
An imperfectly connected ground
lead was located, and soldered down
firmly. As an extra precaution, the
metal slide on which the station indication unit moved was greased. No
more hum or scraping noises appeared.

A vacuum rectifier such as the
80, 5V4G, 25Z5, etc., should normally never have a blue glow in it.
If this is seen while the tube is in
the set, the power supply should be
turned off immediately, as a burntout filter condenser is probably the
cause.
When the rectifier tube shows a
blue light while it is being tested in
the tube-checker, it should be discard«d. The blue glow seen in between the filament and plate is due
to gas released during an overload.
Socket voltage and trimmer positions for
The presence of a blue glow on
Zenith 5810.
the glass wall in some other tubes—
the 43, tor instance, is not always
Scraping Noises on Permecause for replacement. When the
ability Tuning System
glow is not down in between the
The complaint on this set was elements, but on the glass walls only,
noisy reception, especially during it is a fluorescent condition resulting
tuning. Examination of the tuning from electron bombardment of the
system showed that it operated on glass. It is common in many power
the principle of variable inductance, amplifier tubes.

6A8G
.0001 CONVEflTER
:sv

6K76
I- f.

6Q7S
OET.-AM P,.ooos

6AFS6
AMP.

25AC5G
PWB.AMP.
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FM (Frequency Modulation) is the
biggest news in recent radio history.
And General Electric, pioneer in this
entirely new kind of radio, is telling
your customers about it in the biggest advertising campaign now being
sponsored by any radio manufacturer.
G-E advertisements—full-color,
full-page^ like the one shown above

—are reaching 38,000,000 readers in
18 national magazines every month!
General Electric built the first commercial FM radio receivers used by
Major Edwin H. Armstrong, the inventor of FM. Today, G.E. has built
more FM broadcasting equipment
than any other manufacturer... owns
and operates its own EM radio station

;.. offers by far the most experience
in the field of FM radio.
After victory, your customers will
want FM . . . and General Electric
will give you the quality-plus postwar radio—w/th FM at its best. G.E.
tells them NOW so you can SELL
them later. Electronics Department,
General Electric, Bridgeport, Conn.

GENERAL ELECTRIC IS BUILDING MORE MILITARY RADIO EQUIPMENT THAN ANY OTHER HOME-RADIO MANUFACTURER
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IRC makes more type# of resistance units. In more shopet, for more appilcollons than any other monufocturerln the world.
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TODAY
¥
The Army-Navy Production Award
for outstanding achievement in producing vitally importanl materials essential to the war effort will be an
added incentive to the management and employees of

WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION to keep producing more
and better equipment for the men who arc doing the
fighting. While yesterday WARD Antennas were accesseries for pleasure, today they are implements of War.

i
■lU—
THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 1523 EAST 45TH STREET, CIEVELAND, OHIO
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Over 160 Pages
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FACTS

"Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION" ts written for
dealers from the dealer's viewpotnt. It is based on
known consumer demand, estobHsbed merchandising
practices, current facts unearthed by store-to-sfore surveys by the special ediforiol staff assisted by technical
experts.
If gives you the facts you must have to cosh in on
the coming demand for television. It enables you to
be among the first — and to get the cream of th©
business.
The edition of "Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION"
will be strictly limited, It is'ovaitoble only to three-year
subscribers {new or renewal) to Radio & Television Retailing. This offer may be withdrawn without notice.
The policy of "first come, first served" prevails. To be
sure of your copy—Rush your acceptance to
Director of Circulation
C AID WELL-CLEMENTS, INC, PUBLISHERS
RADIO
74

&

TELEVISION

Pages of answers to your questions. What will television mean to you? How big is the market? What
can 1 tell my customers about types of sets? Who will
sell equipment? What stations are now operating; on
what frequencies? What stations are planned? How
can I start people thinking of me now as Television
Headquarters in my community?
Here Is the one and only Handbook that brings you
up-to-date answers to all your questions. Based upon
actual field surveys by experienced merchandisers,
"Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION" will help you
get your share of this gigantic market.
"Get Ready Now to SELL TELEVISION" is offered, free
of charge, with new and renewal subscriplions to
Radio & Television Retailing for three years at $2.00.
"SELL TELEVISION" is not for sale. If is not available
with ]-year subscriptions at $1.00.

RETAILING

480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y
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Ortf of «j sprffi of Incldtrntr in to* tiiwi of intmortut composers, tainted for the M^fjnoooxcoIUclion bu Walf«rRtchanii
How America's best loved folk-songs were inspired
His hi mil}- frowned at his! "devotii>n in books of "irwin & Foster, Agenrs." Hut in Today, when wartime tension seems hard to
niusick." So, in IS-16, young .Stephen his spare time :hd would jot down verses in bear, why not summon back the peaceful
Foster was packed off to Cincinnati . , to, Negro dialect—and tunes to go with them past by listening to one of the mellow songs
work in his elder brother's steamboat agency inspired by the colorful new environment in of Stephen Foster as rendered by a Magnavox
which he found himself.
until he outgrew his "strange talent.'
radio-phonograph/ So faithfully, so beautiHut there was melody in the air of that Soon, this young Northerner was composing fully does this iiisifumt-nr reproduce the
world's great music that it has been chosen
Cincinnati waterfront of a hundred years ago folk-songs that seem to have been born and
mm>e of the Muth on the lips of the Mcgro bred in the oh) romantic South —Swdnce Kher above all others by such famous masters as
OU Black Joe. Ceimptuini liaces and Afy
Kreislei and Raclimanmotf — by Ormandy.
roustabouts who manned the gorgeous and
QliI Kctuick) Hume. In tiie words of AlexBecchatn and Horowitz. The Magnavox
Mississippi River -steamboats from Memphis ander
Woollcott. they "are now, and for
and New Orleans.
generations yet to come will be, an enduring Company, Ft!" Wayne -I. Indiana.
Ba» War Bonds for fightinj Power today—Buylne Power Toraoitow
Dutifully, the twenty-year-old boy kept the pan of American life."

n a v o x • y/tf c/t fr/ /y '//■<■<{/ t/y/nfi
PHONOGRAPH
To discos'er the marked superiority of the Magnavox listen to i
Frequency Modulation program over
this imtrumont. Magnavox was an
FM pioneer and the rcprpduction
qualities required to fake full advantage of FM broadcasting are inherent
in the Magnavox radio-phonograph.
fV mManding .'en i(e in u,tr production
Above is one of the Mocnavpx series of odvertisements, dramatizing incidents in, the lives of imrnorlal composers. These oppeor,
full color, in the following notional magazines: Time, National Geographic, House Beautiful, House & Garden and Allantic.
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"Selective

Service

A Complete Posttmir Line ifleuns a "Complete" Service Department
• 'I he postwar retailer who carries a
complete line of electrical household
appliances, in addition to radio and
new electronic devices, will increase
not only his goodwill, but his profits.
The customer will appreciate the
opportunity to buy all the electrical
things he needs, under one roof. It
simplifies the customer's buying problems, since it makes one firm responsible for maintaining all or most of
the appliances in the home.
Having sold all or most of the appliances in a particular home, the
dealer who services his accounts properly, has an "in" of utmost value to
him. When he gets in something
new, the dealer is often able to sell
such an appliance to the established
customer with the least possible degree of sales resistance.
Many retailers have sold oil burm
ers, refrigerators, attic ventilation systems and expensive radio receivers to
their established customers through
nothing more strenuous than a telephone call.
Any dealer contemplating stocking
a complete line must realize, however, that rosy as the picture may appear to him now, there's a "hitch"
to it.
In the service department, this
"hitch" is apt to affect your business
more seriously than may be realized. A retailer stocking a complete line—and this means hundreds
of large and small appliances—must
realize that his entire facilities should
be adequate, so that the service he
will have to render will not be the
acme of perfection toward one appliance and slip-shod toward another.
Versatile Repairers
Where a complete line is stocked,
no firm, however large, can successfully employ a specialized servicer for
each appliance. Therefore, with the
exception of the minimum number of
"specialists" on radio, refrigeration,
laundry equipment, and other similar
devices, the suitable mechanic to hire
must be willing to perform a variety
of services upon a variety of appliances.
"What's one man's meat is another
man's poison" applies to servicers too.

It is only natural for a mechanic
lie to
prefer working on certain equipment,
ment,
and to dislike working on others.
's.
But it just isn't in the wood toa hire
separate men to work on electric
ectn'c
clocks, waffle irons, kitchen mixing
uxing

DON T HIRE

by combining the services of the oil
burner, refrigerator and laundry
equipment men.
The importance to the dealer of
the service man who goes into the
home should not be overlooked. This
man can make or break the retailer's
goodwill, hence he should be chosen
with the utmost care.
Personality Important

IS
SERVICERS

The best mechanic, thoroughly experienced in all branches of his work,
who hasn't a pleasing personality, who
complains to the customer about his
\ p
"boss," and who is "temperamental"
> >•
about the kind or quality of equip^
ment he is called upon to repair, is a
T>^
potential "black-eye" to his employer.
The ideal servicer to the home is
tirsthe fellow who makes friends with
/IK
the customers, doesn't fly off the hanVf
die when confronted with a tough
T)fl
f y?- job and, of course, who is also an
efficient mechanic.
Time and time again in the appliance business we have seen customers
1
demanding a certain repair man, and
preferring to wait until he is availChoose between "Make" or "Break" mechanics
ihanies
rather than accept the services
in your hiring.
of a mechanic far more skilled than
the man they asked for, simply bemachines, coffee-makers, hair-dryers
ryers cause they "liked" the fellow who
re
and hand irons. One fairly large re- didn't have the temperament of a
3r to
tail appliance dealer, who prior
t.0 prima donna or the manners of a
the war carried a great variety
of Frankenstein.
T of
electronic, electrical and mechanical
inical
The smart appliance retailer knows
devices for the home, broke downn his that every article he sells must be
service setup as follows:
backed up by efficient service.
One night man and one day man
on oil-burner service.
[lorr)e
"Bljf Sale" Potential
One man continuously on home
radio.
Many a dealer has lost the chance
One man continuously servicing
icing of selling a one-time customer a highand installing police radio sets.
priced radio, a refrigerator, an elecOne man serviced refrigerators■s ex- trie range, or some other expensive
clusively.
article, because he failed to service
One man serviced laundry exqui'pquip- a small item, such as an electric alarm
ment exclusively.
clock soon enough to suit the cusThree men serviced vacuum cleanlean- tomer, and had no substitute clock to
ers, table appliances, electric docks,
ocks, lend the customer pending completion
sun I amps, electric fans, floor lamps
amps of the repair.
and the many other small appliances
ances
The complete electrical appliance
the firm sold.
line has everything in its favor for
This schedule was more or less
ess a the dealer who is equipped to render
permanent one, but this dealer took service, and is willing to go over all
care of such seasonal rush jobs ass oil- his prospective employees with a fineburner and refrigerator installation,
ition, toothed comb.
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elco Radio products are proved in use
Delco Radio products—millions of units—are proving themselves
in use. In motor cars Delco auto radios have been serving dependably for years. In tanksr ships, aircraft, mobile artillery and field
units, Delco radio and electronic equipment is meeting the stern
tests of battle. Doubly important today is Delco Radio's ability
to combine engineering vision with manufacturing precision.
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Put Your Dollars In Action
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

DIVISION OF
jj\ aJ rJJiJ
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SPRAGUE

TRADING

POST
\mk

A FREE Buy-Exchange-Sell Service for Radio Men

The °tors I
eS,j y/i'h '

i

^

As 3 radio serviceman, no one Has to fell you that a wire wound
resistor is no beffer
than its insulation-—or that that is why Spraguc
Koolohm RcslsfOrs arc "tops" by any test you care to name. Koolohm ceramic insulation is applied directly to the wire and the assembly is then DOUBLY protected by an outer ceramic tube. Koolohms
operate so coot you can use them at full wattage ratings. They are
highly resistant to both moisture and heat. They give you higher
ratings in smalter sizes. KOOLOHMS will not let you down!
URGENTLY NEEDED—G I. it-speed Home
recorder, Nailntwl KC-2oi> rweiu-r, r.M
u-cdvcr, .'mil V.J, fifurdiiii; incur A, C
[iiedrickson, H Vine St., New lldtain,
Conn.
FOR SALE—Tuk«: 10-1111; lll-.TJ:
9-40; 5-ID5; 9-22, 9-32: S-IAH; 5-3CT;
4-34; 4-33; 2-1C6; S-lllii; Z-BKC;
2-60?: 2-RB'; 2-89 and 2C10, !n
icaled cartons. 50% off O.T.A. lUt,
Hraun's, 000 rnrlJand Ate.. Ilndiwler.
N.
URGENTLY NEEDED —Trlplclt. HlcJiok.
or oilier Rnnd V-O-'M, 0. M. Klx, 62
Bo'au St.. Pryor, OWaWANTED—IlallScraAer ".Sky Buddy.'
"Skyri'tcr Mirtne" or "Sky t'liaiiiuiim."
0. K. Mjiimre, Kadio Stalinn WHAM
f^wrenee. Mi<s.
WANTED—FOR TUBES OR CASH —
25.(MlO nfimnieter and lest inuiMmcni
II. I,. Drijiia.iit, General helhi-ry, K.«l
IjHiiliKrUui, N, t;
FOR SALE —Wrsimi volt, mil and
UicriDO-CiiupIe mtlcrs, 3", $i, 2",
nioun* ctne.-aiw u-i. 3-5» hi Bhuv
cori<lcii..'rs, 'Zinf Z.Afm w,», IM'.. SI.Qu:
1 ml. i.niMi w v in;.. T.'.c; T/ln luhrs,
$5 new: al's, $1.51); uiirrnr ipilviiiiniiieter,
JZ'i. I'il"! rnper w/isp S W ?ct,. SI2,
ir.ilnt ;)• 9»)i| MAT power snpplv, $75;
5 vr. riOiMKi imiilliicfs tn.; is), $j "A"
•diniimtiofr. £2.5i»; "B" cHmitiainri.
iIroen Fiver mut-it and pickun. $35.
\1. I! najcjt. It IS:—Slit Si,. Brookijn 2S. N. V
Wanted—Gmwi ii.cd luho tesier, laic
mmiiIc! V <> \|. ilift oilier li-il itvpripiiicni
cud lllhe-, (•.(III IV Wtllfr, Ui||c>;i..1|

FOB SALE OR TRADE—IHinl-Ui-gel liiHc
lypis. IHgcully need com criers—BAT,
DAS, 7As, 12A.S, muf all Jypc rcp(iHci>
Mesa Kadio Slmppc, 2608 Cicil<iiiiw BlHl..
I.oi Angeles in, Calif.
FOR SALE—2 Ifcadrlte D.C, nijlliainpcres
0-5; also 4-St», -l-SII'i. 4-30, 2-i.NV.,
1-12, 1 -TO. 1-137, 1-105. l-SAT, 1-2117
and 1-5YI inlics, 11. nSurliel, 37 Gn|il
Kmri, [liHilingimi, lr. I., X. Y.
WANTED—At:, slfi, eciicrntnr In A-I
working, coniliiinii. wiili instructions: A-U
pack bat (erics, 1 V.A.—-90 VIC; aBn
lA'i. iat. jur., 1X5 tulies, Ellison
Btilio Si-nlcc. I'Ciileflowil, K)'.
CLOSING OUT—All radio tnbi-s ftii.l
mtjccllaimwis tadin pans and supplks. at
rcdiiccd prices. Send 3'.* stamp for list,
rs.dicfl I.. Udell, ri(r> Tuclftb St., Tell
illy. 11id.
FOR SALE—('I) nt'tdel l! F. 50 coititeiwei analj/cr. new Ceticral KHclric
JEM !!y nine lube KM eomcrter, ami
.Superior Mcg-.e meier Icsiing up jo .)<»•
uiegs. Need Wi" and 251)8 liilcilaeK'i Hadtu .SenIre. 31 \V. Hoffmnii
An , l.iinleiiliMrsl., 1,. I., X- Y.
WILL TRADE-—AVesliiiiiiioiisc type L rernrding AC UiUmeter, lir./2'liii., I" per
linitr, fur Sujiremc 301-A udie :ind set
resler or eipilvalent. H. Eliiott. iMl.
i!.\ <>25, JetTcrson City. Trim..
URGENTLY NEEDED—Itadla teu e.|iii|>
iMt'tit. ('.A. amplifier, ciiiiiplcle lUn-stn
tlntt cniiiiiiuniMlof. I id ii'-;. resistors, cotluensers; elinkcs, file. I'anl Kyatiosky, Ivl
'/Thy .Me.. Edsvardsiilli*. I'.t,
FOR SALE—Tlirre new Taylor TW'7.7
tr.in-Kiiulns IlllieS- Ol.'ii W. Uicliie, Bex
.ZX UIi)H|ii!l,ij.|, \

WANTED—Cimimtimcatlons reOeiver in
gnml ciUHlitinn. K. Nevland. 2fW7 U Pasadena .V«e,. Los Angeles 31. Calif
WANTED—For Hiispiliil use; pnitalile
reeiird player; autii. nrurd clianBer; lurtilaldc ami pickup assembly; or other
ptiimn t-tu'l,. 5V3. 12SA7, 12SQ", 237.5
tithes; llaKfcrafttrs SIOII, S20R: V-ft-M;
nilie ciieeker: lest Insts. C. Seymour,
l.ns Angeles yanalKriiim. Duarte, Calif.
FOR SALE—Ecliojtlniiic EC-I lit A-l eon.litInn, 0 tn 75 LK' meter mitlfiivlliT for
«»Ui. Also 7117. 39/41, 12.SU tulit*.
.New earplmtirs, $3.50. Jack I'ldmoMon.
712 Xertli Cory St., Flndlay, Ohio.
URGENTLY NEEDED —ShMro nr otlirr
make erys'a! iiiIIm' wiili ilnnr sitini). I'elo
lliiiol,, Siiulre, tVosi Virginia.
WANTED—(!enrdmck's Service Manual?,
vds. t. 8 ami 5. hwind or unhnuiiil.
Walter C. M.'tr, 210 Kim St., Rdgenmnl IS. PilWmrgli, Pa,
FOR SALE—New Asiatic Fi'lS htglt
liilrlliy pfekup, $11; Antprrlto high (lilcltty
liitud IratiDfonner matdi tow Imp. to griil,
Sll; ilev, hibes—SZ3. 2.1:1. 2A7, 56 awl
."•s. I>. F. Crinkley, 1701 Michigan
Ate., Whiter I'lirk, Fla.
WANTED—Triplctt portable laboratory
:I123-A of N.K.I. Triplctt portable laboratory SI775-B. J. B. JIall, 2316
Thateller Arc,, Pueblo, Coin.
FOR SALE—Tubes. Write for list. Rill's
Kiidlo licpair Shops, 2038 Washington
SI., Kitxliury, Mass,
FOR SALE OR TRADE—Supreme tube
tester 239, witli arlaptcrs, ?20; also a
few radios. Iransfiirmers, speakers, tubes,
etc. Jack Graul, Olncy, OKIa.
URGENTLY NEEDED—detector toll with
sliteld fur RCA-Victor "PX; also .nileinia
euil for Crosley £151. Sorer son's Radio
.Service. .Manleca. Calif.
FOR SALE —1260 handy neon pocket
lest lamps for any radio or electrical appllance, 116 to .>56*. AC Or DC JI.iHi
ea. Suprcmr K.idlo i Klcctric to., 216
Umbllng St.. Uruoklyn 1), X. Y.
WILL SWAP—Itickok 177X slg. generamr, T 53 lube tester, faotnry nuidernigcil;
IMMJ-S Zoru cnrret)l vnlimelcr «111i Socket
sclvclor analyzer. Solar I'll-1-66 comlon-er
tistcr: Superb'f channel aualvzcr. jiiitl
Itiiler wo mints vols. 7 to 12 Inc. Want
Scull KM.-A.M. Phantom Cnwhliiaiiou.
Frank llatllc, 3156 .Xfavflclii Arc.. Sail
Ueiiiarilino, Calif.

WANTED—Cpni-datc tube levicr. ^ig
generator, te<i •-riuipiiieiii and >liop stock
What- lime ynii') Oliver Frailer, Bos 263.
Key a I Oak. Mich.
WANTED—Kcnphotic EC-1 enmitierelat re
eeiver. 1st SuL 0. h. Mills, Sec. If,
2r»C2d AAF Base Unit. Majors Field.
Ufcctiville. Tcxai.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—ROA £7530
magnetic pickup ami and head. Iira.nl
new. What have van? p, Wlegand. 2919
t.Temleiv St., PhUadidphla 21. Pa.
WANTED-—Olnnmeler or riimliltm!Inn *ollAfimnieivr. John H, Shaffer. R.D. £1.
Yni'k, fa.
FOR SALE OR TRADE—Fishing and
hunting Mpiipineiii in trade fur good tube
ifsior, iniilii«-ter. capacity roelcr. or
other test r<|it)piiieiii. Itny Gnndsop, RM
l/C. 536 Sivlh St., Bremerton. Wasli.
WANTED—Used Master Trleplex. Amwlcan Mnf-c irausiitUtcr. Roy Kills, Ureerllcld, 6 bin.
FOR SALE—Clarhm ampllfter 25
operaies on ! Kiv. A.C. or fiv. automoblie
battery, with hullt-lii record player: Shine
mkroplwiw £9850; 12" P.M. speakers Id
(wuiectnrs: iitluchmcnc plug ami Hire for
car baltory: 25' wire and plug on each
speaker: mirroplione cable and floor slam),
Rcmiomy Radio Service, 1669 F. Mint
St., Chariot to. N. Cl.
FOB SALE—'Back nititibers Radio News.
Radio Craft and other radio magazlnw;
also I'npiilar Science and Popular Me
clnnks, JOC ea. Aubrey Kdgcrton, 110
West $lh Avc.. Ilouston 7, Texas',
URGENTLY NEEDED—Tube tester, slg.
general nr, vnltohrametet, au dolyrer,
MeSssncr analyst, and Rider manuais.
Elmo Ceafiny,, 1901 Lynch St., St,
U'uis, Mo.
FOR SALE—Mldtvcsl 20-tube ehtssla and
speaker, motorized tuning. In working
cmdillnn, less tubes. SI 5, f.fl.H.
(J, Ureeolicrg, Radio nrui Ttledslon SerfIce. 821 Porter St., i'ldladdphla 4S, Pa.
FOR SALE OR TRADE—Phllco slg. generator £677. In good fniidlllnn. Waul
Rider niaiiii.ils 7-12 Inc., or wliat have
you? Sol's Radio Shop, 233 E. 169'.h
.St., Bronx. N". V.
WANTED—By boy Overseas, Ilallicrafler's
Sky Traveler. E 0. parnieriler. SI/C,
niMl) 560. c/O I-Tei'l PoM (imee. New
York <Tty.

YOUR OWN AD RUN FREE!
This is Sprague's special wartime advertising service to help radio
men get needed parts and equipment, or dispose of radio materials they
do not need. Send your ad today. Write PLAINLY or PRINT—hold
it to 40 words or less. Due to the large number received, ads may be
delayed a month or two, but will be published as rapidly as possible.
We'll do everything wo can to help you. Remember that "Equipment for
Sate" ads bring best results^
Spraguc reserves the right to reject ads which do not fit in with the
spirit of this service.
WHEN BUYING CAPACITORS—PLEASE ASK FOR SPRAGUE'S BY
NAME, WE'LL APPRECIATE III
HARRY KALKER, Sales Manager

Dept. RTR-94, SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO., North Adams, Mass,
(Jobbing distributing organization of producls manufactured by SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY)

SPRAGUE

CONDENSERS

KOOLOHM
RESISTORS
Otmtosiy. Sprsgne earmot awume any responsibUity. or gsarenfee goods, swvices.
whicli might be ejichaoged trough the above adverHsements
Trademark Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
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Why Zenith's

Policy of

\

"RADIONICS

rxClUSIVELY
Mem* the Finest of Radio tor You

"r Coming New Zenith!
f*
J^l^oiiar.for.DaUar

..X-"ta -

h.y niiffionsof Own-

Zcr

fifctftuse/

THE

BIGGEST

CONSUMER ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN IN ZENITH'S HISTORY!
More Than 98 Million Large-Space Zenith
Messages in Magazines and Newspapers
• Think of it! During Septemher, newspapers from
coast to coast will carry more than 70,000,000 ■dominating Zenith Radio messages.
Acid to this—more than 28,000,000 full-page Zenith
Radio messages in national magazines monthly . . ,
commencing with September issues.
Behind this campaign lies a single basic theme:
/cxx/.s /;/ f\n/io, hvcause 'Zeuilb concentrates an ' 'R A I) /()\tCS F.XCLUSI yH/.Y." No other leading radio manufacturer has such a convincing reason for offering
America the best in radio!
Think what this campaign means to yon as a Zenith

Radio dealer. It means that you are backed by a selling
argument unrivaled in the industry—one that helps "presell" your customers upon the coming new Zenith
Radios. Every ad emphasizes that Zenith's policy of
specializing in "RADIONICS EXCLUSIVELY"—instead
of "spreading itself thin" over unrelated appliances such
as refrigerators and washing machines—promises most
advanced engineering, finest tone, and utmost dollarfor-dollar value.
So . . , keep those two vital words in mind—"RADIONICS EXCLUSIVELY." They pave the way to the day
when you can capitalize as never before upon the most
valuable radio franchise in the world.
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, Chicago 39, Illinois
AH Prorfoctfo;! Now for War or Hehabih'tatlon

for the Best in Radio /

Aeep Your Eye on
HOKB
•it •DIStANCE4RADIO
t, n' mi
RADIO - FM

RADIONIC PRODUCTS EXCLUStVELY>
WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER

TELEVISION • RADAR 'SHORT WAVE • RADIO-PHONOGRAPHS ■ HEARING AIDS
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Strengthen Trade
Co-operation Basis of Their Success
♦ Co-operation pays. Many businesses are pooling activities to enable
them to function during wartime and
to make a profit.
A case in point is the Ziemer Electric Co. and the Wendeland Radio,
Mankato, Minn. Both these firms
are housed in one large store, and
both operate independently. During
wartime this arrangement has worked
out so well that undoubtedly it will
be continued in postwar years.
Arrangement Profitable
Eric Ziemer, owner of Ziemer
Electric Co., who uses the majority
of the space in the large store, says
that the arrangement has worked
exceptionally well the past few years.
George Wendeland handles all the
radio work that comes from Ziemer
Electric Co. customers on a wholesale
basis, and also handles his own work
which comes to him direct. Thus,
between the two sources of income,
Wendeland has plenty of work to
handle regularly.
"With Wendeland taking care of
the radio work, I am free to handle
washing machine, vacuum cleaner,
electric refrigerator and other appliance repairs," says Mr. Ziemer.
"We are really two independent business men operating out of the same
store. My work requires pickup and
delivery of many of the heavier appliances. It also entails many routine
service calls to homes in town and
in the country. Naturally, this
means I must be away from the store
a good deal. Under the circumstances,
Mr. Wendeland can handle any incoming calls for me as well as for
himself. We plan outside service
calls so that one of us remains in the
store. This results in a saving of at
least one extra person, and this factor
is highly important during wartime."
Mr. Ziemer states that he sells
quite a few electric brooders each
Spring to poultrymen in this area.
I
Eric Ziemer devotes his time to sale of (top)
chicken brooders, and repair and sale of
household appliances. His associate, George
Wendeland, handles his own radio repairs, and
all other radio service trade.

Electric brooders come in all sizes,
accommodating from ioo to 1000
chicks. The large sizes sell from $20
to $35) and usually come in knockeddown form from the factory, and
must be assembled by the dealer.
During Winter and early Spring, the
Ziemer store always has several
brooders fully assembled and on display, and this helps to stimulate demand. The brooders are also given
appropriate window display and
newspaper advertising, and farmers
are quick to come in and buy.
Despite low egg prices early in 1944,
farmers bought many brooders and
began to raise quite a few chicks on
a long range production plan, reports
Mr, Ziemer.
Mr. Ziemer who has handled many
washer repairs during the war period,
says tliat these repair bills at his
place range from $2 to $35 on the
larger overhaul jobs, with folks
anxious to have these machines put
into first class operating condition.
The same is true of vacuum cleaners;
Mankato customers are anxious to
have them working properly.
Many appliance service shops in
smaller towns and cities do not
handle refrigerator repairs, largely
because they have no qualified service
man. In Mankato, Mr. Ziemer gets
a lot of such work", because he can
handle any sort of refrigerator repair,
Posttvar Plans
So far as appliance stock is concerned, Ziemer has a few radios,
stoves and ranges left. He has
stocked up heavily on light bulbs,
linoleum and polishes and the like,
so as to make his large store appear
full of merchandise. These articles
sell well, too, he reports.
Mr. Ziemer expects to do a large
appliance business in the postwar era.
He plans intensive inside and outside selling with a large and specially
trained sales and service force. He
believes that his service operations
throughout the war period, and the
resulting contacts made and good will
built, should be a deciding factor in
getting volume appliance business
after the war.
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VVTHILE electrical instruments are delicate by their very
nature, the conditions under which they must serve
are seldom idea!-—these days especially. Before entrusting
them with vital responsibilities, It frequently becomes
necessary to learn just how much abuse they can withstand.
With Simpson Instruments performance can be proved
beforehand right in the Simpson laboratories. Complete
facilities are provided to simulate practically any operating
conditions, and to make an instrument live many, many
years in a day.
Important innovations in design and construction have
resulted. Exhaustive breakdown tests show that the Simpson
Instruments of today are far more rugged than would
have been thought possible just a few years ago.
To users of electrical instruments and testing equipment,
this fact points out the value of Simpson's long experience.
While constant research and testing can isolate specific
problems of design or construction, it's the practical knowhow Simpson has stored up through more than 35 years
that supplies the answers.
^
'

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
SI00-52 18 Kii»zieSt.tGKkcJigo44>lll

j

Buy War Bonds and P Stamps for Victory
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Slmpwi Shock Tott— Inrtiument i« fnounl
■in «i}t)tR$ carriage, ahri dropped agamtl-fa
tow plate. Vertical *c«!e parrajti ihoclt
imbact 16 ba tampatad in maltlpUe of s,
aeceieratioa 0» aravit*.

SUmpt&i
jmirti n three "^llfereBt plane*
Variable »p«ed fegulatot permit*
- rtioft ■ an* dwlred imeniltv.
Model 260
High Sensitivity Tester
Ranges to 5000 volts, both AC and DC,
at 20,000 ehms per voit DC. and |000
ohms per vott AC. Current readings
from I microampere to 500 milliamperei. Resistance readings from '/} ohm
to 10 megohms. Five decibel ranges.
—10 to +52 DB.

TELEVISION
Found—A Publication
NOT Plugging Television
Newshawks, magazine feature editors
and writers not in the electronic fields
positively drool at the mention of television, which is getting free plugs in
newspapers, women's magazines, farm
publications and what-have-you. Everybody and his brother fastens like a leech
onto the fellow who has a few authoritative facts under his hat.
While television is naturally getting
lots of publicity via publications in its
own field, it certainly is being provided
with slews of demand-producing copy all
over the land.
About the only publication we could
think of which, to our knowledge, hadn't
run a boost for tele was "Hobo News."
We called them on the telephone, and
spoke to Mr. Clifford Mack, who
described himself as "society editor."
"No," he declared, "we haven't run a
line on television, but we'll be glad to
do so if someone can show us how it'll
benefit hoboes."
We suggested hoboes might want telesets in "jungles," but Mr. Mack said that
the problem of electric current supply
would be too hard to lick.

Appliance Demonstration Televised

The Westinghouse Laundromat, an automatic-cycle washing machine designed for postwar demand, and Westinghouse refrigerator, were among the home products televised over NBC.
Application by Mallory
P. R. Mallory, Inc., of Indianapolis, has
filed an application for an experimental
television transmitter to operate on Channel 2. The FCC also received a request

from the Philadelphia Inquirer to amend
its application, seeking Channel 4 in
Philadelphia instead of Channel 6.
Allen Dn Mont Honored
The honorary degree of Doctor of Engineering was conferred on Allen B. Du
Mont, president of the Television Broadcasters Association, Inc., and head of the
Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., of Passaic,
N. J., at the 120th commencement exercises held at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, N. Y. Mr. Du Mont told
the large assemblage that technological
advances accomplished during wartime
are equal to 25 years of usual peacetime progress.

TELEVISION RETAILERS' HANDBOOK
Get Ready Notv to
Sell Television
By John L. Stoutenburgh, left, William
E. Moulic, right; William C. Alley
and Jean Mayer. Published by Caldwell-Clements, Inc., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N, Y. 180 pages,
110 Illustrations.

Farnsn ortli Tele Booklet

• Designed to help the retailer merchandise postwar television, this handbook—
pioneer in its field—outlines sales campaigns, tells the dealer how to become
known as the television specialist in, his community; how to demonstrate television successfully and has chapters on trade-in techniques, window-dressing
and financing purchases, both for the dealer and the customer.
There are also articles on the farm market, the vast resources back of television and descriptions of telecasting methods.
In addition to dealing fully with the postwar sales possibilities of television,
the handbook contains valuable information about receivers, transmitters, relaying and installation. Prepared particularly for the radio dealer, it contains
chapters on the probable styling and technical features of postwar receivers, the
effect of television standards on receivers in use, problems of installation and
maintenance of television sets, the technical function of the components in the
electronic television system, a chapter of questions and answers on the subject
of television and a vocabulary of technical television terms.
The results of a survey among radio manufacturers is Included and indicates
the proposed plans for manufacturing television sets as regards to approximate
price and as to whether projection type sets will be built.
A list of television broadcast stations, both planned and In operation, is also
included. The names and addresses of television organizations and associated
groups arc given in the appendix.
The foreword was written by James Lawrence Fly, chairman Federal Communications Commission.
>2

TALK

An attractive booklet titled "The Story
of Electronic Television" la now being distributed by the Farnswortb Television and
Radio Corp. of Fort Wayne, Ind. Written
in simple language, the book is colorfully
illustrated, and is designed to give scientist and layman alike an insight into
this interesting subject. Television yesterday, today, and tomorrow, the meaning of
television, and its place in industry, commerce, and education are a few of the topics coveted.
Joyce Sees Tele Soon

With 63 applications for video broadcasting stations on file, approximately 50
million people throughout the country may
have sight-and-sound broadcasting 6
months to 2 years sooner than even the
most optimistic previous estimates, according to Thomas F. Joyce, RCA executive,
who spoke at the war conference of the
National Assn. of Broadcasters in Chicago.
(Continued on page 85)
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YOUR

CUEJON/,TEL£VISION

Take your cue from DuMont—and you'll be among
the first after victory to ring up Television profits.
DuMdnt will continue to lead the Television
parade as it has in the past by making Television
increasingly practical cotmn era ally, it DuMont
gave Television its first clear pictures by developing the DuMont Cathode-ray Tube (actually the
heart of the Television set). ☆ DuMont pioneering has hastened nationwide enjoyment of Television by designing and constructing 3 of the 9
Television stations in service today ... by operating
station "WABD, New York, for more than 3 years
to explore the magnificent program possibilities of
this great new art. it DuMont's peacetime Television-Radio Receivers —enhanced by exclusive patents and wartime research—are certain to establish
new highs in engineering performance and cabinet

artistry. DuMont sets will be sold only by leading
dealers in each community. There are a few choice
franchises still available. If you are equipped to
display and promote the finest quality merchandise in the Television field, DuMont will be very
happy to talk over its peacetime plans with you.
☆ It was DuMont, back in 1939, who ran the first
ad offering Television sets for sale. DuMont national advertising is still cultivating this market for
you—in ads that take the mystery out of Television,
in ads that whet desire for fine quality sets. Reprints of these ads are available —without obligation—for your customer education .. .to help you
make your store the "Headquarters for Television
Information" in your community.

jALLEN B. DuMONT LABORATORIES, INC,. GENERAL OFPfCES AND PLANT. 2 MAIN AVENUE. PASSAIC. N. J.
TELEVISION STUDIOS AND STATION WABD. 515 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
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Learn Why Another Great Musician
Joins The Unparqlted Acclaim for
Meissner
One by one, they had told him. First,
it was Howard Barlow; then Bruno
Walter, Fritz Reiner, Andre Kostelanetz.
Each of these famous concertm asters had
a strangely similar story to tell. A story
of a wonderful nqw instrument that
could reproduce recorded mus\Q,as it had
never been done before.
And now Artur. Rodzinski was: about
to hear it himself. New York's great
philharmonic director watched without
comment as the record-changer, automatically chose a record from the stack,
gently placed it. on its table, moved
aside for the audition to start. Only a
slight change of expression implied that
this, too, was worth noting.
"They told me about the recordchanger," he explained, "but 1 couldn't
believe it until I had seen it. An amazinc
invention, truiv!"

By now, the music was in lull swing
a familiar recorded classic that now
seemed to take on new stature with each
passing passage. Dazzlingly clear, fullmeasured, challenging — the triumphant
performance could not help but leave
its mark upon all in the tiny group, who
listened with Rodzinski.
"Play that again, please," he said. On
and on, the Meissner played. All at the
push of a button, records were played,
reversed, replaced or repeated. At the
end, Rodzinski said:
"Never have I heard its equal. The
Meissner js music inspired!"
Artur Rodzinski had just heard the
only Meissner radio-phonograph in
existence — the, final laboratory mode!
perfected just before war turned all of
Meissner's skill and knowledge to the
manufacture of vital electronic war
equipment. The instrument is now on
Joan "for the duration" to the music
room of Mt, Carmel hiszh school.

Your own luxurious postwar counterpart of the. Meissner, in days to
come, will likewise include Frequency
Modulation and other fidelity features
well beyond such qualities in home
radio-phonographs now in use. It will
treat you to new Super Shortwave ... a
connoisseur's choice of distinguished
Cabinets , ,. New-Ideas in a host of other
advancements now being engineered
into Meissner electronic equipment for
.our armed forces around the world..
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Reprint of advertisement in The Atlantic, Fortune, Harper's Mogozine, House Beautiful, House & Garden, National Geographic, Town & Country
S4
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(Continued from page 83)
Sees Television as a
i>Iercl«aiifllslug' Force

WHO
WILL BE THE

MEISSNER
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

DEALER
OF TOMORROW?
In fine homes fhroughooL America, people have long been
reading about fhe new Meissner
radio-phonograph. More, they
have written by untold hundreds
to leorn how, when, and where
it wi II be sold.
Rightly so, too, for the world's
great musicians have placed
Meissner reproduction in a
world unto itself. Praises from
such artists as Bruno Walter, Artur Rodrinslti, Fritz Reiner, Rise
Stevens, Andre Kostelanetz, and
many more of like fame, have
fed the bright flame of desire
among countless music lovers.

The ability of television to demonstrate
a product will revolutionize merchandising
methods, according to jack A. Miller, advertising and sales promotion manager of
the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, who
spoke at the Tele vision Seminar of the
Radio Executives Club.
"Like a lot of people in this war," MrMiller said, "television and the science of
electronics have grown up fast. When
peace is declared, television will he a
force—a merchandising force—that must
he recognized."
Postwar Brunswick Set
Will Have Television
Many new electronic features will be
incorporated in the postwar Brunswick
radio-phonograph sets, including advancer!
television and FM, according to an announcement by Herbert L. Weisburgh,
president of Radio and Television, Inc.,
244 Madison Ave., New York, manufacturers of Brunswick Radib-Panatrope.
The new set will have phonograph circuit so arranged that recordings will he
reproduced of frequency modulation quat*
ity. The receiver will have short wave
circuits with spread bands so that foreign
stations can be tuned in clearly.
Other features will include Panatrope
record changer which will play records on
both sides; simplified home recorders and
custom designed cabinets reproduced from
museum pieces. Especially designed and
constructed plywood speaker chamber for
the purpose of eliminating cabinet resonance will he employed.
Distribution will be on an exclusive
franchise basis directly to dealers. Advertising will include national publications and local newspapers.
j Carmine Stresses Value
of Television Researeh

Approximately $25,000,000 has been invested in television research and development by the: radio industry to get television ready for the public, according to
James H. Carmine, vice-president in
charge of merchandising for Phiico Corp.
Speaking before the Radio Executives
Club television seminar he said:
"Probably never before has the product
of a great new industry been $0 completely planned and so highly developed
before it was offered to the public as has
television, Through long years of research
and development, the television art has
been so perfected that the product Itself
and the service it rentiers will be ready
MEISSNER
for the public in a highly-developed state
M*NU'*C;'0»iNO COMfAMV -Mt, CAKMtl .lit.
as soon as the war is over.
■ s-* ■ '
"As soon as television receivers can be
made and sold," he continued, "the public
Please Address Your Inquiries
will eagerly buy them in tremendous quanfo Chicago Office:
tities,"
PALMOLI V E BUILDING.
Mr. Carmine pointed out that a recent
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
consumer survey revealed that 8d per cent
of the people would like to have a television receiver in their homes.
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This rich and ready market is
now waiting for men of vision,
of experience, of reputation—
men who will dominate the
Meissner distribution picture of
postwar tomorrow. To find your
own place in this picture, we
suggest that you write at once to
our Chicago Office. Plans will
then be made for executive contact at the earliest possible date.

Bistribntors Can Gel
Electronic Parts
Relaxation of certain restrictions in
List "B" pt Priorities Regulation 13 which
is anticipated to speed immediately the
distribution of idle and excess component
parts of radio and electronic equipment
into military and civilian use channels
has been implemented through permission
to the radio-electronic wholesale distributors to use AA-s pr better ratings in obtaining from prime war contractors this
material. The change was instituted by
the WPB Radio and Radar Division as
the result of recommendations from the
industry following a Radio Industry Advisory Committee, meeting.
As a result of the revision of the PR-13
it is felt by WPB officials that wholesale
radio distributors will be in a position to
offer substantial aid to the war effortPrior to the relaxed order wholesale radio
distributors were hot permitted to purchase electronic parts of equipment without specific sales authorization from WPB.
Imporfcmt Revisions
The revision, WPB officials explained,
is not intended to allow stockpiling by
wholesale distributors, but is primarily
intended to expedite the movement of idle
and excess parts. The distributors also
will be allowed to fill rated orders for
electronic parts.
The program which is to be bandied
through the Component Recovery Section
of the WPB Radio and Radar Division,
headed by Wesley L. Smith, will result in
stimulating and implementing fulfilment
of prime contractor short range requirements with greatly improved speed and
precision.
Another important revision In PR-13
which will place electronic components
and parts of no military value back into
the civilian use stream permits wholesale radio distributors to purchase from
prime contractors "rejected" components
without priorities and without any governmental reports and paperwork. This
will make these components and parts
immediately available for civilian uses
and any previous requirement of WPB
approval on ''rejected" parts has been
eliminated. This revision of PR-13 reads
as follows:
Clarifies "Rejevfas"
"Rejected components are not restricted
except new and used test equipment. The
term 'rejected' applies to components that
have no military value and must be so
certified as such, in writing, by Army
and Navv inspectors, and records maintained in accordance with paragraph (G)
of this Order (Priorities Regulation
No. 13)."
WPB Division Director Ray G. Ellis
stressed to the prime contractors that it is
of the utmost importance that contractors
continue to report their idle and excess
coinpoueiit inventories on WPB Form No.
3644 so that critical stocks may be thus
properly screened for the benefit of other
prime contractors and the Services prior
to submission for approval for special
-ales authorization under WPB Form
No, 1161.
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NEWS

New Members Elected

New England Dfctribntors
R. D. Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corp., has announced the appointment of
Tracy 8c Co., Providence, R. I., as distributor for all Admiral products.

"The Representatives," of the Chicagoland Chapter have elected John W.
Clarke, Fred R. Ellinger, W. H- Ellinger,
Leroy Eschner, Theodore E. Felletsen, Jr.,
and Royal J, Higgins as new members of
the chapter.

Handle Crosley Products
Appointment of the Richardson-Wayland Electrical Corp., of Roanoke, Va.,
as distributor for the Crosley Corp. in
Central Virginia has been announced.

Taylor Named In Buffalo
The Stromberg-Carlson Co. has announced the appointment of the H. D.
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5 ii ii lira 111 Distributor
Chicago Flexible Shaft Co. has announced the appointment of McDonald
Bros., Memphis, Term., as distributor for
the complete line of Sunbeam appliances.
McDonald Bros, intend selling Sunbeam
along with Philco, I. & H, Grand, ABC,
and other lines as soon as production is
resumed.
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During the past three years Rider Manuals and Rider Books have been providing
"The Extra Hand" needed to replace radio
servicemen who had joined the armed
forces- Now, however, men are being released; more will be available with each
victory.
Thousands of them are trained radio
and electronic equipment maintenance
men who can help you turn out the huge
volume of work you have in your shop.
But they will need authoritative servicing information if they ore to operate of
peak efficiency.
Check your Rider Manuals. Do you have
all thirteen volumes—a set for each bench?
Cheek, too, the list of Rider Books at the
right. These are chock full of helpful hints
on civilian set maintenance? should be
made available to all your new men.
PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY

Will Represent Sliurc
Waiter and Harold Berggren are the
newly appointed representatives of Shore
Bros., Chicago, to contact and serve
manufacturers in the Chicago area, St.
Charles, 111., and northern Indiana territories. The Shu re Co. has many new
product developments resulting from extensive wartime research in Army-Navy
production.
Many Dealers Attend
Walker-JImleson Meet
The first dealer council meeting of
Walker-Jimieson, Inc., held In Hammond.
Indiana, was attended by virtually every
radio service dealer in the district. The
meeting was opened by Russ Jiraieson,
manager of dealer sales, and Ralph
Walker, president, gave the welcoming
address. A round table discussion was
held at the conclusion of the meeting,
during which dealers took part In talks
on the postwar future of the service business, and new lines of merchandise.

sT"5

Men

Taylor Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., as area
distributors of the Stromberg-Carlson
postwar radio line.

RIDER MANUALS (13 VOLUMES)
Volumes XIII to VII
511,00 each volume
Volumes VI to III. ...... 8-25 each volume
Abridged Manuals I to V {I volume] .. .$12.50
Automatic Record Changers and Recorders 4-00
OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED
The Cathode Ray Tube at Work
Accepted ouihor I ly on subiec!
$3-00
Frequency Modulation
Gives principles oi FM rodio.. ,
1.50
Servicing by Signal Tracing
Basic Method of radio servicing.
3.00
The Meter at Work
An elementary ted on meiers
1,50
The Oscillator at Work
How to use. test ond repair
2.00
Vocaum Tube Voltmeters
Both theory and prociice
2_.00
Automatic Frequency Control Systems
— oba automatic tuning systernt
1.25
A-C Calculation Charts
Two to five times os fast os slide rule
7.50
Hour-A-Doy-with-Rider Series —
On "AKernoting Currents in Radio Receivers"—
On ''SesoitOACe ^-Alignment"—
On "Aotomaiic Volume Control" —
On "D-C Voltage O'siribulion"
90c each
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC.
404 Fourth Avenue, New York 15, N. Y.
Eroart Division Rocte-Inlerncniondf Blect/ic Corp
13 £, 'tOth Street, New York City Coble: ARLA8

McCSee Leaves the WPB
Charlie H. McGee, Sr., of the Radio
and Radar Division of the War Production Board, in Washington, has resigned
as Chief of the Orders and Appeals
Section of the Domestic and Foreign
Branch of the Radio and Radar Division
of WPB, to return to private industry as
a manufacturers' representative in Washington.
Crosley Corporation
Southern Distributor
Appointment of the Woodward, Wight
6 Co., Ltd., 1. C. Deckbar, president, as
distributor of The Crosley Corp, in southern Louisiana, southern Mississippi, southwestern Alabama and northwestern
Florida, has been announced. This is in
line with Crosley's policy of strengthening
its distribution system.

Ray Lubar Joins Simon
James fl. Simon, president, Simon
Distributing Corp., Baltimore and Washington distributors for Ilotpoint and
Motorola, announced the appointment of
Raymond (Ray) Lubar to an important
sales position in the Simon organization.
Ray Lubar is one of the most widely
known radio and appliance executives in
Baltimore and Is commencing immediately
on postwar plans for the Simon Company.
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Jensen Radio Prepares
Acoustics Booklet Series
To meet the need for dependable and
useful information on the selection, installation and use of loud speakers and
reproducers, Jensen Radio Mfg. Co. has
prepared a series of technical monographs
to help the amateur and the professional
in the field of acoustics.
The first of the series, "Loud Speaker
Frequency Response Measurements," is
ready now. It explains how laboratory
technicians can use measured frequencj'
response as essential data in their development and design work, and describes
some of the equipment and methods that
may be used. Number two of the series
is entitled "Impedance Matching and
Power Distribution in Loud Speaker
Systems."
Copies of all issues will be sent free
on request to men of the armed services
and to libraries and technical schools.
Others who want the treatises may obtain them from radio jobbers and dealers,
or by sending 25 cents for each copy
to Jensen Radio Mfg. Co., 6601 So.
La ramie Ave., Chicago 38, 111.
Appointed l>y Admiral
Ross D. Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corp., Chicago, announces the appointment of the following distributors to
handle Admiral products:
Peaslee-Gaulbert Corp., Atlanta, Ga.t
and Jacksonville, Fla., Monroe Hardware
Co., Monroe, La., Kaemper-Barrett, San
Francisco, Cal.
New Emerson Wholesalers
Charles Rabbins, vice - president in
charge of sales of the Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp., New York City, has
appointed the Dixie Radio Supply Co.,
Columbia, South Carolina, to be the
Emerson Radio distributor in Columbia
and contiguous territory. Also appointed
as Emerson Radio distributor is the James
Supply Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Represents Bell Sound

,

How to Decide Things Now!
It takes time to call a conierence, time for each, man to clean
up his desk, time for them to gather in another office. Teletalk
Amplified Intercommunication Systems allow busy executives
to hold a conference of a number of key men without any of
them leaving their desks.
With Teletalk the flip of a convenient key puts each man
within sound of the others' voices. Ideas are exchanged
rapidly, decisions are arrived at NOW ... no confusion, no
waiting, no running to and fro.
This is but one of the hundred and one ways that Teletalk
brings a new tempo to every business establishment. . . large
or small ... in these war-busy days when time counts so
much, when manpower cannot be wasted.
Make Teletalk a source of new revenue to you by demonstrating to your customers how Teletalk easily pays for itself
in a few months by saving time, conserving energy, and
eliminating confusion. It is easy to install, operates from the
light circuit. It will operate for years on a minimum of
maintenance.
If you are not now handling Teletalk in your community, get
in touch with us at once. Learn the profit-building possibilities it holds for you. Write us today.
l.i'tr.veil -nder tj. S- P-Ufn's nf
EUiittr Company. Iium p.uaifl. onj A m.—
iCan Tytephone nrnt TeUyraph Company

S

Mcl Foster, 601 Cedar Lake Rd,, Minneapolis,
has been appointed factory "rep" for Bell
Sound Systems, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, He
will cover Minn., No. and So. Dakota, Iowa
and northern Wisconsin.
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iolcnpaul Warns Jobbers

Blckford of Buffalo Signs With KCA Victor

Don't pyramid orders! That is the
warning issued to radio parts jobbers by
Charles Golenpaul who heads the jobber
sales for Aerovox Corp, of New Bedford,
Mass. "Most manufacturers average about
the same on jobber deliveries, and it is
possible that pyramided orders may come
home in a sudden flood now that the war
is reaching a final phase," he adds.
Segel Opens Vcw Branch
To improve coverage of the New England market, Henry P. Segel, head of
Henry P. Segel Co., of Boston, Mass., has
announced the opening of .a branch office in Hartford, Ccmt.

Frank M. Folsom, vice-president in charge of the RCA Victor division, congratulates Paul Wolk,
who with his brother Louis, heads newly organised Biekford of Buffalo company which will
handle RCA Victor products in the Buffalo, N. Y. area. With them is Thomas F. Joyce, general
manager of RCA Victor's radio, phonograph
and television department, left, and M. F.
Blakeslee, eastern regional manager.

IsssiSi;;

Visits Operatlio Jobbers
Fred D. Wilson, sales manager for the
commercial sound division, Operadio
Manufacturing Co., St. Charles, III., is
completing an extensive trip throughout
the West Coast and is currently visiting
Operadio representatives and distributors
in California. Mr. Wilson is assisting
Operadio's West Coast representatives in
providing war plants with plant-broadcaster systems and Flexifone inter-communication units.
Zenith Advertising Stresses
"Badlouics Exclusively"
"Radionics exclusively," is the theme
of Zenith Radio Corp. new fall advertising campaign, and a summation of the
company's entire postwar production and
sales plans. Beginning in newspapers
August 27 and continuing through the
fall, Zenith copy tells how the radio
listeners of America will profit by this
vast new science of radionics developed
during the war. Having concentrated its
experience and skill on radionics only,
Zenith thus promises to bring all users
the results of work by its highly trained
specialists.
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known appliance distribntors.
To Distribute Emerson
Annovmcemeut lias been made by
Charles Kobbins, vice-president of Emerson Radio and Fbonograph Corp., New
York, of the appointment of Neidhoefer
& Co., Milwaukee, Wis., and Auto Equipment Co., of Denver, Col., as distributors
of Emerson Radio products in those territories, Both distributors maintain complete service departments for the assistance of dealers.
New Arvin Wholesalers
The formation of three new companies
to distribute lines of Arvin radios, small
electrical appliances, metal laundry tubs
and other products manufactured by
Noblht-Sparks Industries, Inc., have been
announced by Sam Salmahson, president of
Salmanson & Co., N. Y. One of the new
Arvin-Salmanson companies will serve
all of New England, another the New
York metropolitan area, and the third
the Baltimore and Washington areas.
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"Alley Bfeehanics" Get
the Tubes, Dealer Says
Editor, Radio
Television Retailing:
Why can't we get any radio tubes
(good numbers) from our local distributors? We have been in the radio business, sales and service, since 1933, and
have never before seen conditions as they
now exist. The "alley mechanic" can get
tubes which we cannot get, although most
of these "alley mechanics" don't even
have merchants' licenses to do business.
How can these fellows get scarce tubes
from the distributors when we can't?
Since Jan., 1944, we have received only
56 tubes from our local distributors. Do
these distributors want the radio dealer
to quit servicing? Or what is wrong?
BRNTON D. Borkkrr
Boenker? Home Supply Co.,
2729 A . Union Blvd.,
St. Louis, Mo.
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Old Man Ceatra/ab
Old Man" i« right
{or he is a real
old tinier". There
is no substitute foe
experience, and
the "Old Man
now, as in the past
twenty-two years.
is still your bestbet
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As host of the occasion, James H. Carmine,
ieft, vice-president in charge of merchandising
for Philco Corp., welcomes John S, Garceau,
chairman of the Radio Manufacturers Assn.
advertising committee, to a meeting of committee members held near Philadelphia.
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American Capacitors are giving peak performance
in front line battle areas ... they have to be tough!
They are precision engineered to meet the most
exacting demands. American Electrolytic and Paper
Capacitors, incorporating new plastic designs,
cover oil standard capacitance values and
working voltages.

AMEHIOAN

CONDENSER

CO.

Important Industry Meet
IVext Month in Chicago
The forthcoming Electronic Parts &
Equipment Industry Conference will take
place at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, October
19-20-21. Sponsors of the event include
the Radio Manufacturers Assn., parts
division; the Sales Managers Cfub (Eastern Division), the Association of Electronic Parts & Equipment Manufacturers
(formerly the Sales Managers Club,
Western Division) ; and the National
Electronic Distributors Assn.
Reservations at the hotel arc limited,
and blanks should he obtained early by
writing to the Electronic Parts & Equipment Industry Conference. P.O. Box
5070-A, Chicago So, III.
IteiHlix Aviation to Make
Home Sets for First Time
The Bendix radio division of Bendix
Aviation Corp., a large producer of communications equipment for aircraft and
military uses, will for the first time manufacture and market a line of home radio
sets as soon as the military situation permits, it was announced by Ernest R.
Breech, president.
Home radios will he manufactured in
the company's plants in Baltimore, and
production of these radios will mark
Bendix Aviation Corp.'s first entry Into
the consumer manufacturing field.

Popttlar Price Line
W. P. Hilliard, general manager of the
radio division, explained, "Bendix
Home Radios will be offered to the public at popular prices through carefully
selected distributors and retailers, with
the support of national and local advertising and sales promotion programs designed to acquaint the public with improvements in home radio reception, recorded music, and cabinet design developed by Bendix Engineers."
Meanwhile the company is establishing
the necessary distribution and sales channels in order to assure smooth transition
to peacetime production, merchandising
and employment,
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To get there "Fustest with the Mostest" is the secret of
MECK'S post-war plan.

COMBINATIONS

Concentrating our whole production capacity in the pro2 duction of fast selling table-model radios, combinations
and record players, guarantees sufficient merchandise and
the rapid turnover required for profitable retail operation.
The big volume market in radio has always been and al3 ways will be in the table-model line. Post-war this market
will be even greater because of the tendency of the public
to wait awhile before buying a large, expensive set.
The greatest single selling feature in table-model sets is —
eye appeal. MECK cabinet designs, created by America's
foremost designers, are the result of a national survey on
the selling points of table-model radios.

RECORD

PLAYERS

Distribution through independent distributors exclusively
5 — no direct factory deals to favored retail accounts.
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HOMER G. SNOOPSHAW says:
"Sure keeps me busy checking these Burgess ads in 30
important magazines! They do a swell job of telling folks
what Burgess war batteries mean to their fighting sons
overseas, and why there must be fewer batteries for
civilian uses here at home. Sometimes folks forget that
dry batteries are war batteries/' '

Traccy Sees Speedy
Industry Reconversion
At the annual stockholder's meeting of
Majestic Radio &■ Television Corp., Chicago, £. A. Tracey, president, informed
stockholders that in his opinion, in view
of the war's progress, resumption of
civilian radio production could conceivably start by November, but that the first
quarter of 1945 seemed a real probability.
He pointed out that it appeared likely
the radio industry could reconvert in sixty
days, and that Majestic intends to manufacture a radio line ranging from the
popular price small sets to the more
elaborate console phonograph combinations and television sets.
Ken-Rad Conducts Survey
The Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corp,,
Owensboro, Ky., producers of radio tubes,
is interviewing radio set manufacturers
in an effort to familiarize itself more with
the latter's future needs. The interviews
are being conducted in personal visits by
L. R. O'Brien, the company's director of
sales.
Calls on Jobbers, Dealers
lit Southern Territory
Frank J. McCloskey has been appointed
southern regional sales representative of
the Stromberg-Carlson company to serve

A'C;
BURGESS

BATTERIES

BURGESS ADS ARE APPEARING IN:
American Magazine, Pathfinder, Grit, Air Trails Pictorial, Boys" tile.
Country Gentleman, Progressive Farmer, Field and Stream, Sports
Afield, Outdoor Life, Prairie Farmer, The Indiana Farmer's Guide,
Kansas Farmer, Missouri Ruralist, Wisconsin Agriculturist & Farmer,
Wallaces' Farmer & Iowa Homestead, Popular Mechanics, Popular
Science Monthly, Communications, Efectricai Equipment, Electronics,
Modern Industry, Factory Management and Maintenance, The Instrument
Maker, Instruments, Hearing News, Radio Amateur's Handbook, QST,
Radio Craft, Radio News, and 1,629 weekly newspapers. Burgess
Battery Company, Freeport, Illinois.:
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Frank J. McCloskey
as another strong link joining the company and its distributors and dealers.
In his new position, Mr. McCloskey will
contact distributors and key dealers of the
Stromberg-Carlson radio, FM and television lines in the southern area.

9Z

Wcston Personnel Changes
With postwar planning in view, announcement of changes in the engineering department of the Weston Electrical
Instrument Corp., Newark, N. J., have
been made by Caxton Brown, presidentJohn H, Miller has been promoted to
chief electrical engineer j Frank X- Lamb
has been made assistant chief electrical
engineer, and Karl M. Lederer is now
assistant director of research.
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Stromberg Appointment
The Stromberg-Carlson Co. has announced the appointment of the Motor
Supply Co. of Phoenix, Ariz., as the southwest distributors for the company.

Crosley's George E. Smith Honored

mm

Ckorge E. Smith, extreme right, vice-president and treasurer. The Croslcy Corp., Cincinnati,
shown receiving from Col. Merrill G. Beck, Signal Officer of the Sth Service Command, a Ccrtificate of Appreciation from Maior General H. C. Ingles, Chief Signal Officer, for "outstanding
services to the U. S. Signal Corps." Behind Mr. Smith is Powel Crosley, Jr., president, the
CrosteY Corp.. and _ behind^^Coloney Beek^^is - ^ < ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

Centralali Rouse Organ
Issued to Jobbers
The first issue of Centralab's monthly
house magazine, planned exclusively for
jobbers, has made its appearance. Called
"Cemralab Jobber Outlook," it contains
a helpful numerical index of all items
that Centralab has manufactared for stock
at the present time. Other articles give
helpful hints to the radio parts jobber.
Copies of the bulletin may be obtained
by writing to Centralab, Milwaukee i,
Wis.

Reward Sentinel Workers
A new Navy bomber will be named
"The Eria Sentinel," as a reward to
Sentinel Radio employees, Evanston, III.,
for oversubscribing their war bond quota.
Sentinel employees have purchased a total
of $115,000 in War Bonds, which is an
average of $153 per person.
IVame Gcrlinger Company
E. A. Tracey, president of Majestic
Radio & Television Corp., Chicago, has
granted the Majestic Radio distributor
franchise for the Toledo, Ohio, area to
the Gerlingcr Equipment Co.
Anslcy Radio Bond Awards
Go to 3 for Prize IVamc
Ansley Radio Corp., Long Island City,
N. Y., makers of the Ansley Dynaphone,
has announced three first-prize winners in
the contest for a name fftr their newly
created house organ. The winning name,
"Dynaforum," was chosen from names
submitted by Ansley dealers and friends
throoghout the coantry. Three different
people sent in the same winning name,
so the first prize of a $50 war bond will
be sent to C. E. Busch, St. Louis, Mo.;
F. P. McMorrow', Cleveland, Ohio, and
Edgar W. Neyholm, Minneapolis, Minn.

SUotM'tycr
(^teowo-yrrtoe
Model 600-1/ X^cou
COMMUNICATION
MICROPHONE
(REPLACING MODEL 600-C)
FOR MOBILE RADIO TRANSMITTERS AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

Resisfonf to high humidify, wide temperature ranges, mechanical shock and
Roc Resigns; Trnesdell
vibrationCrosley Sales Manager
Frequency
curve scientific ally designed for hlghesl ariuulation through in/erAppointment of L. C. Truesdcll as sales
ference and background noise
manager of the manufacturing division of
the Crosley Corp. has been announced by
The new flecfro-Voice Model 600-0 is available in high or low impedance output
J. H, Rasmussen, Crosley commercial
lightweight, can be held for long periods without fatigue
manager. Mr. Truesdell assumes responsibility fop the Crosley distribution
Shock-proof, high impact molded phenolic cose
set-up following the resignation of B. T.
Press-to-folk switch fswitch-lock optional) for relay operation, with choice of
Roe, manager of distribution. Mr. Roc
wilt join the J. N. Ceazen Co., Los
switching circuits
Angeles, Crosley distributor, as vice-presiTo ,h. growing liM ol El.r.ro-VoKe dcvtlapmcnr., w, now If y0ur
qu0nti»y n«dv can be tilled by
dent and general manager.
add fte Model 600-D whuh mo/ be adapted lo a number ""V <"Jr Standard Model Mioaphonc, wilb or withof enenfial civilian opplirotionv Built to rigid wailime epeci. «u» minor modifirotiom.
pleate conioif your nearett
Mr. Roe has contributed much toward
I.ration,, it reflect* the poimlaliing care of the Electro-Voice r*
n.'1'!-.
the expansion and strengthening of the
deiign iDboiotory. EJedro-VoUe Mlciopbone* tetve you belter
'TR PACKS A WAR PUNCH . . .
Crosley distributor organization. While
. . for longer periad* of time.
SAVE EVERY SCRAP
Mr. Truesdcll will continue with his
former responsibilities as assistant commercial manager, he will cow have, in
addition, direct charge of all field
operations.
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ftejolns Emerson Company
William Vassar, formerly with Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corporation
has returned to the company as administrative assistant to Dorman D. Israel,
vice-president in charge of engineering
and production.
New Permo Display Card
Permo, Inc., 6415 Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago z6, III., is now furnishing dealers with a new and improved counter
display card for Fideiitone DeLuxe Floating Point phonograph needles. These new
packages of one dozen Fideiitone needles
are each carefully mounted inside an envelope and locked to the card on an
ingenious slotted panel.

Schaefer Gets Post
in Westinghoase Radio
Appointment of Harold W. Schaefer as
assistant manager of the newly formed
radio receiver division of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,
has been announced by Walter Evans,
vice-president. Mr. Schaefer will be in
charge of the division's engineering and
production activities.
Engineering and development work is
already under way. Mr. Evans explained
that "because of wartime manufacturing
restrictions, a large portion of the approximately fifty million seta in use at the
start of the war are either wearing out
or becoming obsolete, and postwar demand will offer a market far above the
industry's prewar volume."

Zenith Enlarges Its
Auto Radio Division
As a further move in its program of
aggressive postwar expansion, Zenith
Radio Corporation is enlarging its automotive set division, according to an announcement by J. J. Nance, vice-president
and director of sales.
The division will be headed by Walter
H. Dyer, who recently resigned from a
similar position with RCA,
Emerson Sponsoring
Weekly Radio Program
Broadway's great comedy hit, "You
Can't Take It With You," went out over
a nationwide Mutual hookup, under the
the sponsorship of the Emerson Radio and
Phonograph Corp., commencing August
27. The weekly program is being used as
a vehicle to publicize the postwar plan
for Emerson Radio dealers known as the
"PDQ" plan. The public, by means of
the commercial messages in the program,
are being advised to call on their neighborhood Emerson dealer to register now,
and secure a "PDQ" certificate for a new
set, once civilian production is resumed.
Hallxcrafters' School
The educational policy of the Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, which encourages
employees to make radio a career, and
advises courses that will further the workers' particular interests, has become extremely popular. A model classroom in
the plant is used for the trainee school,
and after employees have successfully
completed advanced courses they are frequently promoted to positions of greater
responsibility.
Electro-Voice Mfg. Co.
Plans for Postwar Now

AFTER

THE

WAR - - - the name to look for

in RADIO

ANTENNAS

Today, BRACH produces only for Victory. But after the
war, Brach will be ready with trained craftsmen and still
more "know-how" to turn out superior antennas and
other radio and electrical products for which dealers and
public have been patiently waiting.

A tour of the various governmental
agencies and leading radio parts distributors in key cities in the East, just
concluded by Albert R. Kahn, president
of the Electro-Voice Mfg. Co., inc., South
Bend, Ind., R. E. Stekman, vice-president, and R. W. Augustine, production
manager, has resulted in the formulation
of a plan for postwar merchandising.
Suggestions were received from dealers,
distributors, jobbers and governmental
agencies.
New CE Representative
W. L. Fattig has been appointed sootheastern district representative of the General Electric Co.'s Electronics department
and under district manager C. J. Hendon,
it has been announced by A. A. Brandt,
general sales manager of the department.
Aero Needle Campaign

94

The Aero Needle Co,, Chicago, has
seven magazines and fifteen newspapers
listed for its fall advertising campaign.
Burton Browne, president, announced
that trade publication and direct mail
advertising has also been increased.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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DESIGNED
for
WAR
USE
^

©HMDTI
EXPERIENCE
MAKES

A

DIFFERENCE

You get the benefit of Ohmite
experience in meeting many
different requirements ... in
pioneering new developments . . in producing a wide range of
types and sizes to best meet each
need. Add to this, the long
service-record of Ohmite Resistors
. . . their proved ability to
function under the most severe
operating conditions.
Such experience is invaluable
in helping you solve your
resistance-control problems.
Send for Ohm's Law Calculator
Figures ohms, watts,
volts, amperes—easily. Solves any Ohm's
Law problem with

Ray C, Hutmacher, named district manager the
Melssner Mfg. Co., Mt. Carmel and Chicago.
The company is creating a national sales organization.
IVoblitt-Sparks Industries
Preparing Postwar Lines
Among the many manufacturers working with zeal toward postwar reconversion plans is Nobljtt-Sparks Industries,
prominent in peace time for "its Arvin
products such as radios, bathroom electric
heaters, metal chrome dinette sets, outdoor metal furniture, and hot water car
heaters. For more than two j'ears the
company's facilities have been devoted
100 per cent to the production of war materials, and company olficials are proud of
the four Army-Navy "E" Awarck made
to four of its plants.
For the postwar, Noblitt-Sparks has
added several new products to its other
lines. Electric irons, other fast-selling
table appliances, and movable twin-rinse
tubs are a few such items. All the oldtime Arvin products have been redesigned, ami a complete new line of Arvin
radios will be offered, according (o an
official announcement.
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REFLEX ^
SPEAKERS
ARE THE
ACCEPTED
STANDARD
FOR ALL
WAR
USE
Every high
f iciency spe»ker In Univwflty'« exfentlVQ
line of speoeh
power reproducers h»« a
vital part In
the WAR program.

Submit your spee I a I loudspeaker
problem direct to
our engineering
department.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4873 Flournoy Slroef ♦ Chicago 44, lilinoit
IH1M D f i
RHEOSTATS • RESISTORS • TAP SWITCHES
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HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT
COMMUNICATORS

RECORDING SUPPLIES

E3 We hove a good supply of steel-base recording records,
■ oil fresh, new and first quality. Pre-war prices.
Glass-base and aluminum base transcription recording
records of the highest quality are delivered fresh at once.
We con tell you how to get recorders and such equipment
for war-plants and special customers, none for the public as yet.
Inter-office communicators are a good sales item for every dealer,
labor-saving, time-saving, they are widely approved by priority boards,
priorities are easy to get, the equipment is readily available from Hatry
and Young.
If we can help you do the thing you think you can't, by all
means get in touch with us. We have it and con save you
time and make you money.
Radio repair parts of all kinds in stock for you.
S/ec/iVJff'ct O/tf'ciahih
——

Prominent Men at
May's Postwar Meeting
1500 mctropotkan New York and northern New Jersey radio and appliance
dealers attended the first postwar meeting as guests of the D. W. May Corp.,
1 E. 42nd St., New York City, in the
grand ballroom of the Hotel Commodore,
Aug. t6.
In addition to witnessing a display of
electronic and electrical appliances, the
dealers heard a number of prominent men
in the field discuss postwar merchandising. The speakers included Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, vice-chairman of the Radio
Technical Planning Board; Ernest H.
Vogel, vice-president Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp., John H. Ganzer, vicepresident Coolerator Co., Paul J. Daniels,
general sales manager Barlow & Seelig
Mfg. Co., makers of Speed Queen laundry
equipment.
Also, Larry R. O'Brien, sales director
of Keh-Rad, Warren L. llasemeier, vicepresident Wilcox-Gay Corp., Albert E.
Kramer, vice-president Health-Mor Sanitation Systems, Inc., Gerald Ilulett, vicepresident Electromaster, Inc., H. E.
Nickerson, vice-president Glenwood Range
Co., and Anthony Hubeny, president
Hubeny Bros., makers of Capitol kitchen
cabinets and sinks.
D. W. May presided throughout the
meeting. The guests enjoyed refreshments
and a floor show.
Majestic's Popularity and
Sales Showing Impressive
Majestic sales for the first two months
of the new fiscal year (June and July,
1944), will total more than 30 per cent
of the corporation sales for the full year
ending May 31, 1944. E. A. Tracey,
Majestic's president, reported that a survey made for the company revealed that
the Majestic Radio name was familiar
to 88 per cent of the homes interviewed.
Majestic's first postwar line of radios will
incorporate FM and engineering plans
include television in the company's line.
Starting In Voung!

TOM
IS

THUMB

TURNING

FABLE INTO FACT!
Every hour of every day, hundreds of Tom Thumb
workers are bringing to life the spirit of the little man
who was known in fable for his marvelous powers.
But it's no midget's job here in the Tom Thumb factory. It's "all out," do-your-damnedest — TO WIN.
The same marvelous powers that made Tom Thumb
radio so famous will go to work FOR YOU just as
soon as dealer shipments are again possible. In the
mcantinu^—chins up I
Make yoar plans NOW to get on the TOM THUMB bandwagon.

Automatic
RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
122 Broohline Averue, Boston, Mass.
96
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Mike Stolfi, Sr., tries to solve the radio service
manpower shortage by offering to help his
daddy, Mike Stolfi, one of Stamford, Connecticut's leading radiomen.
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Installs Two-Way System
A new two-way radiotelephone communication system operating on Frequency
Modulation has been delivered and installed in the Panama Canal Zone within
the record time of three weeks, announced
Paul F. CJalvin, president of the Galvin
Manufacturing Corp., which installed the
equipment..

mm

ITazlcton Firm Is Chosen
Appointment of Lehigh Valley Distributors of H azleton, Pa., as distributor for
the Crosley Corp. in the northeastern part
of Pennsylvania, has been announced.
Lehigh Valley Distributors is directed by
O. J. Mannen, who has had many years
experience in electrical merchandising.
Merit Award to Soitora
The Art Director's Club of Chicago has
announced the presentation of the Merit
Award for the outstanding advertising
photography of 1943 to Sonora Radio &
Television Corp. for its advertisement
beaded "Their Song." The ad has been
run in American Magazine, Life, Esquire,
Time, American Home, Redbook, Cosmopolitan, American Weekly, Click, and
Look magazines.
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GIVE

Reeordlo Is Popular
The American Safety Razor Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., has added another unit
to its Gcra Blade reporter group. The
operator, using Wilcox - Gay Recordio,
records several hundred messages weekly
from civilians to men in the service, as
well as from the service men visiting New
York. Located at the "Fighting Coast
Guard Exhibit," Radio City, out-of-towners are welcome to use this free voice
recording service.
Speed Fleeted President
William C. Speed, one of the founders,
vice-president and a director of Audio
Devices, Inc., and the Audio Manufacturing Corp., has been elected president
of both companies following the resignation of Hazard E. Reeves, former president. The companies manufacture and
distribute Audiodiscs, one of the leading
professional recording blanks.
Solar Capacitor Issues
Helpful Hints Booklet
The Solar Capacitor Sales Corp., 2S5
Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y., has just
issued a booklet containing helpful hints
on the uses of Solar "preferred-type"
capacitors, and containing a bandy electrolytic replacement chart.
Explained are problems of placing
capacitors in slightly different chassis locations when it Is impossible to obtain
originals, and of the limited number of
electrical ratings available which will
also make it necessary sometimes to connect units in series or parallel when
replacing defective capacitors.
RADIO 0 Television RETAILING • September, 1944
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BETTER

BREAK

You see more proof of it every day — post-war demands
for sound equipment of ail kinds offer the biggest opportunity you've ever had! New developments and applications
in sound have sprung up in every phase of wartime activity
-—on the battle front, on the production front, and on the
home front. Sound will have dozens of new important roles
in every business and Industry—in
dustry — in every type of Bell Sound Equipment Includes
building — in addition to
Electronic Sound Devices
all services it rendered
before. So be sure you
Intercommunicating Systems
get lined up now for the
best possible "break" in
Industrial Voice-Paging
selling sound to these
and
Broadcasting Equipment
markets. Get full details
on the complete line of
Permanent and Portable
BELL Sound Equipment
today -—• and you'll be
Amplifying Systems
ready to pocket your full
Recording and Discshare of tomorrow's profitable sound business!
Playing Units
See us at the Industry Operating Sequence Recorders
Conference, at the Hotel
Stevens, Chicago, OctoElectronic Controls
ber 19, 20, 21.

SALES MANAGER
Fox compact, aggressive, well financed New
York radio and television home receiver manufacturer now doing a substantial war volume.
Only very high calibre, experienced man considered with imagination, contacts, ability to do
big volume, and at least 5 years' experience in
sale of home radios. Very substantial salary and
bonus to right man. Give complete written resume of past experience with dates and earnings.
Write U. S. Television Mlg, Corp., 106 Seventh
Ave.. N. Y. C.
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^ STRENGTH
GRIP EASY HANDLE

Se-i

FREEDOM from SHOCK
pfus
INDIVIDUALITY
furnished! by 173 types

Wrm the Trena
More music lovers than ever are buying Fidetiione
Dc-Luxe Floating Point phonograph Ncctilcs. Fidclitone Is oot-scHing all other long-life needles. Identify
your store as a place, where Fidcliconcs art sold by.
using Fidelitbne displays, literature, counter cards.
I Suggest a Fidcjitone DcLuxe when a eustomcr asks
I for needles, .and watch your sales soar.
I PER MO, Incorporated
H 6415 Ravcnswood Avc, Chicago 26. Illinois,

WRITE FOR CATALOG
VACO

CO.

329 E. ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO 11, ILL.
Canadian Branch Whse, ■ 560 King St. W., Toronto 2, Ont.
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Corporation
3571 W. 62nd. SI.
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Stewart-Warner first new postwar distributor,
Butler Bros., for St. Louis and Dallas, Tex.
areas. Left to right: J. R. Brandenburg,
Stewart-Warner radio dirision; C. E. Gonther,
Butler Bros., and Floyd O. Masters, manager
Stewart-Warner radio division.
Galvin Offers Displays
for Haiulic-Talkle Sets
A new window and store display,
depicting the Motorola "Handie-Talkie"
and its uses, has just been prepared by
the Gatvin Manufacturing Corp. A
doughboy, carrying a real Handie-Talkie,
without die inside chassis, is mounted on
the full color display, sturdily built of
plywood, and about five feet high. Four
battle scenes on illuminated glass plates
are shown
the right side of the
display.
Appliances Planned for
"One-Package" Kitchens
Plans for future appliance merchandising of "one-package" kitchens are now
being made. Harry E. Warren, advertising manager of the Edison General
Electric Appliance Co., predicts that,
"most of the individual appliances will
he very similar to those designed for sale
in 1942, with the big difference being in
the manner in which these appliances are
fitted into rooms."
He also feels that all-electric groups of
appliances sold for kitchen remodeling
will jump to immediate postwar leadership over al! other types of household
equipment.
The Hotpoint planning guide, "Your
Next Kitchen." has brought more than
80,000 dimes since April.

The result of precision engineering, painstaking production and
inherent stamina. This is the battle-tested background you get with
every Cinaudagraph Speaker. If
delivery is slow, please remember
the armed forces have first choice.
Watch Cinaudagraph Speakers
after Victory!

^inaudagraph Speakers, Jne«
3911 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Export Div., 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.
't/fe Sfiwieb SP/iead&t

in a^i/ J/te tyiiyUcl"

RADIO TUBE
ADAPTORS
WIRES
mm bv
FOR

toncenlmling upon VICTORY
lor the duration.

Aerovox Wins "E" Award
The Army-Navy "E" Award was
presented to the New Bedford and
cornish
Taunton, Mass., plants of Aerovox Corp.,
WIRE COMPANY, inc.
for its outstanding production of capaciIS Park How. New Yolk City. New York
tors. I.t. Col. Kenneth D. Johnson, Signal
Corps, brought greetings from the Under
Secretary of War to the 5,000 workers,
officials, and guests who attended the
ceremonies.
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We manufacture Radio Tube
Adaptors and sell at wholesale
prices only. Any type adaptor made
to order. All types in stock now.
Here are some of the adaptors we
have:
For
Use
80,5X3.83
5U4G
12A8
TAB
12SQ7
TC6
125K7
14A7
35Z5
3SZ3
12SA7
HAT
T2SA7
7A8
IA7
1 LAG
1A7
1LC6
3SZ5
12J5
IAS
UA4
TAT
ICS
Lots of twelve
S.54 each
Smaller lots
$.60 each
Plus 10% Federal Tax
All orders must be accompanied
with Signed Limitation Order
L-265.
Mall order business only.
Manor
Elecfric & Appliance Co.
3236 SOUTHPORT AVENUE
CHICAGO 13, ILLINOIS
99
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Electronic Manufacturers
Elect New Officers
The Electronic Products and Equipment Manufactvirers Association elected
the following new officers during the
meeting at the Electric Club of Chicago:
Chairman, E. G. Shalkhauser of Radio
Manufacturing Engineers, Inc., of Peoria,
Illinois; vice-chairman, J. A. Eerman
of Shure Brothers, Chicago; treasurer,
H. A. Staniland, Quam-Nichols Co., Chicago, and J. ^Arthur Kealy, executive
secretary pro-tern. Correspondence should
he addressed to Office of the Secretary,
Kenneth C. Prince, 77 West Washington
St., Chicago.
Electric Industry Plans
To Expand Its Markets
The ninth annual conference of the International Assn. of Electrical Leagues
will be held at the Book-Cadillac Hotel,
Detroit, Mich., on September 20, 21 and
22. The theme of the conference will be
to find ways and means of putting plans
Into action to expand the electrical industry's markets, which will result in
providing more jobs in the industry after
V-Day.
GlamouM

Don't throiv atvay your old
tubes! This new, improved
technique by the R T S Labora*
lories does the following:
1. REACTIVATES THORIUM
2. CONNECTS OPEN FILAMENTS
3. CLEARS SHORTS
& MICROPHONICS
The R T S Process restores practically any type of tube including
50L6
12SQ7

12SA7
35L6

12SK7
35Z5, etc.

Pick out all your "Dead" tubes
(Make sure glass, base and prongs
are intact—-"Flashed", "Exploded"
or "Open Cathodes" not «ccc/>/a6Ze).
Send all your "Dead" lubes to our
laboratory with your packing list
... In a few days we will returnthem fully reprocessed with our
GUARANTEE for 30 DAYS Efficient
Performance.
Every tube fully checked not only in tube
checkers but also in set for playing.
SOff Each .... $1.00 on
1 Volt tubes includmg 3Q5
Parking slip must accompany each order.
UTS Reprocessing service
now in use by many firms
of national prominence.
Approved by O.P.A.
fllS RADIO TUBE SERVICE CO. INC.
680S 20lh Avenue, Brooklyn 4, M. Y.

SeJJs Discs
{Continued from page 37)
on Guadalcanal," 10" x 20", vermilion, black and white; Bing Crosby
and the Andrews Sisters, "Is You Is
Or Is You Ain't Ma' Baby," vermilion, black and white; "Since You
Went Away" poster featuring Jerry
Wald in brown, green and white;
"Lili Marlene," purple, black and
white, featuring Hildegarde.
Columbia presents the following
populars for September: "Out of Nowhere," Teddy Wilson and Lena
Horne, No. 36737; "It's Funny to
Everyone But Me," Frank Sinatra
and Harry James, No. 36738;
"Write Me Sweetheart," Roy Acuff,
Okeh 6723; "Bad Acting Woman,"
Big Bill, Okeh 6724: "The Very
Thought of You," Ray Noble, No.
36546; "The Moment I Laid Eyes
on You," Cab Calloway, No. 36751;
and "Pristonero Del Mar," Xavier
Cugat and Orchestra, No. 36752.
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TEAMWORK AT SEA DEPENDS ON

The "skippfr" keeps in cronstant tuuoh with
other destroyer oflleers through Operadio
electronic intereommunication. lo busy war
plants the saute system ... Opcrmlio-built
FLF..\IFO\t:,., gives alert executives instant
couiaet with key men. For pcaeelime, Operadio is planning even better electronic
products, designed for bigger sales and built
for outstanding service!
oPERaDIo
OPKKAIMO MANUPACTUKINR CO.. ST. CSl ARI£S. 11X.

tvbe

Jazx He-issues
A big repressing is slated for September and the first part of October
by Columbia of their hottest in fa122 different types of completely
mous jazz albums. The first group
wired Adapters permit the use of
available tubes in place of those
of these is promised for delivery about
now scarce or entirely out of the
the third week of September and inmarket.—No need to rewire sets
clude Sets C-27 through 31, 38, 40,
—Convert your present stock of
41, 43, 44, 46, 51, 57, 61, 66, 73.
slow moving tubes into types that
are unobtainable or harcf-to-get.
Among the artists are Eddie South,
King Louis, Bessie Smith, Duke Ellington, Earl Hines, Dorsey Brothers,
im
{Continued on page 102)
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flLECTRICITY
For Any Job —Anywhere
For a dependable source of electricity on projects
remote from commercial power. Onan Electric
Plants are proven leaders in the field. More than
hall of the armed Forces' total requirements for
Power plants are built by Onan.
Gasoline driven. - . . Single-unit, compact design.
. . . Sturdy construction. . . • Suitable for mobile,
stationary or emergency service.
i>i'er 6.r> moiieU, tangin.z in shtts from 350 to 35,000 waits,
50 la 800 orls.i, I Kl to 660 volts. A.C.—0 to -3000 volts,
IJ.C.r—■llso ilual /I.C.-D.C. outfiui (v/>«.
Descriptive literature sent promptly ou request.
D. W. ONAN & SONS,
2023 Royalston
Avenue,
Minneapolis 5,

SOLDERING IRONS
are widely used in industrial plants throuoliout
the country. They are designed to withstand
the strain of continuous service reauired of
factory tools.

SPOT SOLDERING MACHINE
designed for treadle operation for adyancement of iron and solder, leaving
operator's hands free for handling of
product.

MIA

SOLDERING IRON
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS
prevent overheating of .soldering
irons between soldering operations. Irons do not deteriorate
when being used. The idle period,
causes oxidation and shortens life.
SOLDER POTS
ruggedly coiistructed pots of
various sizes designed for
continuous operation and so
constructed thai they are
easily and goicltly serviced,
should elements have to be
replaced.
]\'ritr for Catalog

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC.
.2344 WEST ELM STREET, DEEP RIVER, CONN.

The Service Men's Sesf Friend
RADIO SERVICE
$3.00
SUPPLEMENT NUMBER ONE
$1.00
About 1,200 lube substitutions and
much other important information.
We hove IN STOCK, odopters to make more than 100 of these
substitutions. Quick, convenient, !ow priced. Ask for list oirmail.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

WARTIME

city radio company
504-6 E. WASHINGTON ST..
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

BARGAIN BULLI TIN
Radio and Elecfrical Parts
SAVE Time—Money—Worry!
10,000 Items—Ready for shipment.
EXTRA SPECIAL—Sensational Vibrator Supply
ior Farm Radios. Complete and ready to install.
Priced right.
FACTORY OUTLET for Job Lots and distress
items. First come—-first served.
BIG BARGAIN LIST—just off the press.
Write for your copy TODAY.
McGEE RADIO & ELECTRIC CO.
R-944, 1225 McGee St.
Kansas City, Missouri
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ONE SMALL TOOL
DOES ALL THESE JOBS
k . .EASIER.. BETTER. - FA STER
95|i
t JA
( 1
p 1
Pi

• With Vibro-tool you mark
identification on even the
hardest steel , . . engrave on
glass . . , cut or slice into
cardboard, rubber, cloth,
thin woods and plastics
. . . hammer, file, chisel
instantaneously, electrically! Anyone can
operate it!
if3»

V:
120 reciprocal strokes per second;
60 cycle. 110 V. A. C.; weighs
slightly over 1 lb. Thousands in use
in all types of plants, for workers.
foreman, inspectors, to £
\
cut costs and speed up O
mm
work. Order today, or
J
send for detailed literEn^llfg
N«di«
Ct/Utng pofterns front
Engroving Needles
cordfeoord.
ature.
(HANDICRAFT DIVISION)
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
194 N. Wabash Avenue
Chicago III.
101

M.r.B. M/.
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ALLIANCE RESUMES PRODUCTION on One Standard Model
• We are now able to return to production of one standard variation of Alliance
Model 80 Phono-motor, according to the following definite specifications and on
the production plan explained below.
STANDARD SPECIFICATION No. 811-Turntable No. Y-278-S2; 110 Volt, 60 cycle, 9 Model 80
Production must bo on the following practical baeie under present condition* where there
■re no large volume priority order*—-namely, by accumulating a sufficient quantity ef
small order# with neceseary priority and making periodical single production runs at
such time •• the quantity of accumulated orders is enough to make this practical. Priority ■
order* (currently only order* of AA-3 or higher, with GOVERNMENT CONTRACT
NUMBER and MILITARY END USE, or where certified to be used in Sound Sy*tem«,
Intercommunicating or Paging System*, a* exempted from order M-0-C) must allow
delivery time required to obtain a minimum practical production run; to procure
material for all order* in hand, and make one production run of the one type standard
unit only, for shipment on the various accumulated orders. * Check the above
against your requirements, and if you have proper priority, communicate with us.
REMEMBER ALLIANCE—Your Ally In War as in Paata!
AFTER THE WAB IS WON. WE WILL TELL YOU ABOUT SOME NEW AND STARTUNG IDEAS IN PHONO*MOTORS
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(Con/inued from page loo)
Louis Armstrong and Teddy Wilson,
a good representation of boogie
woogie for your jazz collector customers.
"Doubling on the Ivories" is the
name of a new Victor Musical Smart
Set, No. P-149, starring Whittemore
and Lowe in a collection of sophisticated rhythm. Attention Indiana,
Georgia and Tennessee dealers:
Whittemore and Lowe will make
guest artist appearances—September
30th at Loews Victory Theatre,
Evansville, Ind.; November 7th,
Brenau Auditorium, Gainsville, Ga.;
January rjth, Grove Theatre, Oak
Ridge, Tenn.
Shades of World War I, but of
current flavor is Victor's Fats Waller
disc "Oh! Frenchy," No. 20-1595,
and is a good tie-in with Smart Set
P-151, "Fats Waller Favorites,"
Duo of recordings of "Hawaiian
Sunset" offers Sammy Kayc's version,
No. 20-1590, and Vaughn Monroe's
interpretation. No. 20-1591, and is
accompanied by bright Victor 2-color
streamer.
Advice on Store Plans
Victor's miniature self-selection fixtures are a big help in planning rearrangement of your store. Because
they were extremely popular at the
recent NAMM Chicago convention,
record dealers may now submit their
floor plans to Victor Records department at Camden, N. J., direct, or to
their distributors, for suggestions on
store remodeling.
Capitol's newest are "What A Difference A Day Made," No. 167, featuring popular Andy Russell; "The
Trolley Song," No. 168, by the Pied
Pipers; The King Cole Trio sings
"Gee Baby, Ain't I Good To You"
on No. 169; and Eddie Miller's
Band plays "Stomp, Mr. Henry Lee"
on No. 170. New Capitol album is
A-4 "Hawaii," starring Harry
Owens and his Royal Hawaiians.

Artist Activities
Stan Kenton is scheduled for personal appearances in eastern theatres.
His latest, "Her Tears Flowed Like
Wine," No. j66. The King Cole
Trio is also appearing in the east, and
Andy Russell is well known for his
performancexon the Old Gold program airing over NBC Sunday evenings at 10:30.
Musicraft releases album No. 64,
"Boogie Woogie in Blue," highlighting Harry Gibson of New York's famous "52nd Street" of noted nightspots.
Sonora reports excellent reception
of its Enric Madriguera album.
RADIO & Television RETAILING • September, 1944

IN THESFhkht

Mmici 504-A
Tubv a<«I Set Teller
The lead honker
the V Flight ii pretty
sure to be one of the oldest and wisest birds
in the flock. Where he leads the others follow.
In the test Instrument
field, too, the leader must have years of
experience and know-how ... to pioneer
new departures fn engineering . . . and de*
sign . . . and to PROVE them.

M,542
Potki'i Multiineier
That's one of the reasons why Supreme-built
instruments have done and are doing such
an outstanding job in the V Fight. The experience and research of over 15 years are
built Into every Supreme instrument.

l 592
Speed Teller
When considering postwar service equipment, It will pay you in accuracy, dependability, durability and long-run economy, fo
go along with a leader whose products are
pledged "Supreme By Comparison."
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Across the USA
{Continued from page 27)
with tubes, the result of much advance preparation. He has been
operating under a no piefc-up or delivery system, with a few minor exceptions, for the past two years. The
work comes in from former radio
dealers, now in other appliance lines,
from old customers, and some advertising. Standard time for turning out
work is from two to three days.
"I've managed so far to fix everything that has come in," Mr. Porter
says. "Of course, the worst bottleneck is tubes."
Radio Centre
(Continued from page 29)
tube replacements and minor repair
jobs. All repairmen are paid on an
hourly basis and most of them are
employed for a full 8-hour day. The
shop closes at 6 too P.M. A charge
of 75c is made for estimates, a minimum checking fee if set is not left.
Tubes are obtained from several
sources. Zerael uses several jobbers:
Dale Radio in New Haven; both
Hatry & Voung and Post & Lester
in Hartford; H. L, Dalis m New
York. The men make their own tube
adaptors when caught up on their
work. Repairing on a large scale
can develop many similar techniques
that might otherwise be unprofitable.
Refrigerator repair is also done at
this store. Three of the 16 men on
the repair force are refrigerator specialists. Radio Centre is headquarters for the only local Kelvinator
service in New Haven.
In addition to all this, Louis Zemel
does a large business in the sale and
maintenance of milk coolers. Through
his own ingenuity and efforts he went
after and obtained this business, which
is the largest of its kind in the state.
The Commercial Milk Producers
Association is a cooperative organization among the Connecticut farmers
who sell milk. There are approximately 1,500 members and they use
wet milk coolers, costing $235 and
up, which they buy from Zemel
through the association.
Air conditioning is also a part of
Radio Centre's business, but this is of
necessity limited at this time due to
lack of available equipment.
Postwar plans for the Zemel brothers are to occupy the neighboring
store and to expand all departments.
"Meanwhile, records have proved
to be a real money-maker. Stock supply is improving," says Mr. Zemel,
"and self-service keeps the help problem out of the picture."

CAPACITORS

JOBBERS!
Our product! ore
d / t t r i t> ■ted by ExeJ vs Tve
Territory orrangement
only. Write
for attractive proposition.

BUY
MORE
BONOS

Dumont Electrolytic tubulars for
the duration have
the following special features . .
and are guaranteed to give the
same high quality
performance for
which all Dumont
Electrolytic Tubulars hove 0 reputation.

SELF HEALING
LONG LIFE
ECONOMICAL
VARNISHED
TUBES
DOUBLE SEALED
SMALL SIZE
FULLY GUARANTEED

Planning ior
Tomorrow
{Continued from page 30)

MAKING

PLANS

deep. Under the mezzanine floor, on
the right, Warner plans to locate his
repair shop, with a side door through
which to bring in the large work. On
the left, the record and sheet music
department will run half way back
underneath, and under the staircase
there will be two small listening
booths, the use of which the owner
will discourage as much as possible,
except to certain customers.

tuiMstn
f issa. Ig

ROLLING ON TO

FOR
AFTER THE WAR?

It's a pretty safe bet your post war plans
will include small appliances.
Pre-war days proved the profit opportunities of tins merchandise—good traffic
builders . . . fast turn over . . . easy to
handle.
Naturally you will want the "lop" line
in home, juice extractors—Juice King.
For the present and until Victory, the
large juice King plant is working 100%
for Uncle Sam on precision instruments
for the Army Air Force.
In the meantime. Juice King is carrying on with its national advertising in
these leading women's magazines: Ladies
Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, Better Homes and Gardens,
This Juice King advertising today is
building sales for you tomorrow—Keep
your eye on Juice King.
NATIONAL DIE CASTING COMPANY
600 .Norlh Albslf Avenue
Chicago 12, llllnoU

Juitt

S?
ima
home juice extractor
Hr
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Seeh Franchises Early
In the other rear half of the left
side, beyond a partition, there will be
a stock room and receiving department. The electric appliance display
centered in the main floor is designed
to be seen from the open entrance and
will be used to feature leaders. Fluorescent lighting will be used.
Warner is bending ever}' effort
nowadays toward getting suitable tieins with merchandise sources, and
says "I believe it would be a wise
move on the part of any established
retailer now to begin to get his franchises in order for future delivery on
radio and appliances."
Don's Dependable Service today
carries sheet music, records, instruments and music accessories, as well
as greeting cards, small gifts and novelties.
Disc Specialization
Though Don Warner has to jump
up frequently from his bench to wait
on record customers, he manages to
obtain a fair sales volume in discs.
Warner specializes in hot jazz and
rare, discontinued numbers, and has
built up quite a trade In these. He
accumulated a large stock prior to gas
rationing by taking trips of two
weeks' duration each year.

* Claroalal continues lt> be engaged 100%
In the most imporlanl job oi all—winning the
war—on land, sea and in the air.
Bui alter victory has been won, Claiostal
promises the trade—serricomon. jobbers and
others—that CiaroBlal products for Initial and
replacement uses alike, will once more be
generally available for peacetime pursuits.
Meanwhile, let's keep 'em rolliagl

ClWfOSTM

^SfANDARD ;TYI*
»of,,'Amperife Regulators replace.o
types ^ofc-AC-DC Ballast Tubes. now'f
.mperjtBs Vre real REGULATORS.
ateatW Automatic Starling Resistor
ts initial 'surge and soves pil
■ • Ask Your ioBber.-''

A (iFuture Partner"
David Warner, the proprietor's 12year-old son, looms right now as a
sure-bet for a future partner. He devotes much of his spare time to helping in the shop, and is able to remove
any type chassis, and makes nearby
deliveries and pick-ups. This enters
prising youngster has a first-hand
knowledge of the store's record and
sheet-music line and keeps up on all
WAY TO REPLACE
that is new. Warner, Senior, describes young Dave's duties as "janitor, clerk and technical assistant,"
BRLLHSTS
and, above all, as a "future partner"
In that big business Don Warner exWRITE FOR REPLACEMENT CHART
pects to have when the Victory has
AMPErite (a 5*1 IROADWAT. NIW YO«*. H. T.
been won.
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OVERHEAD
{Continued jrom page 33)
profits up. Maybe a move to cheaper
luarters or to a better site is the
inswer. Maybe you can secure a
'ent reduction. In studying the rent
utuation, it is well to determine if
-he neighborhood has changed favoribly or unfavorably as it affects your
justness.
If you own the property you ocjupy, you are faced with the same
jroblems as outlined above.
donation Problem
Advertising is another problem
y or thy of the dealer's utmost condderation. Advertising can cost you
:oo much money in relation to your
jross business as any other factor. On
:he other hand, you may not be spendng enough in display and in adverising to get all there is out of the
jotential business sources in your ter'itory.
One way to clamp down on unnec:ssary advertising expense is to deermine what advertising actually is
—the ability to differentiate between
1 "donation" and an "advertisement."
In most localities dealers are run
agged with purveyors of alleged advertising. The independent retailer
s often the "goat" in feeling obligated
o buy space on various civic, social
md religious "programs," often sold
hrough professional space salesmen,
■ince he feels that, in many instances,
.\e would offend the members of the
jrgam'zation promoting them.
Questionable advertising "projects"
vhich actually are "donations"—-and
jow to handle them is a proposition
hat has long feazed the local mer•hant, and the advice to stay away
rom them all, while it may sound
ike very sound advice, isn't a rule
vou can stand on flat-footed. You
nust estimate the weight of the club
luch schemes hold over your head,
ifou must determine whether a cer;ain number of people will boycott
vou if you fail to contribute to the
'cause" via an "advertisement."
This advice is-—don't go overboard
rn "donations." Analyze carefully
all advertising propositions offered
you.

definite aid in
I saleshelp ever c
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Now available of yoor ,
jobber. WRITE TO- k
DAY for complete A
details and our better than usual discount
to servicemen.

r Contains 3 Jensen Concert Needles
retailing at $1 eoch and 3 Jensen
Genuine Sapphire Needles at $2.50
each. Install the needle that augments your work, assures full clear
lone of the instruments you repair.-

AM PL!CALL
ifd
h

Getting things done faster with AMPLJCALL Paging and Two-Way
Communications Systems is enabling thousands of industrial plants
to save many man-hours daily ... actually multiplying their manpower!
And the stand-out quality and flexible design of AMPLICALL equipment is enabling RAULAND jobbers to build up a profitable business
right now. RAULAND national advertising, aimed at the nation's topflight^ industrial executives, is also backing up jobber sales efforts,
bringing them many new contacts.
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Know Your Fads
However, the-whole sum and substance of successfully keeping down
THE RAULAND CORPORATION • CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
>verhead and maintaining the necesElectroneering it our business
tary turnover of stock rests on the
dealer's possession of all facts, underSACK THE
BUY MORE
Jtandably prepared, so that having
ATTACK
WAR BONDS
been provided with the means of
being able to put his finger on unnecessary overhead he can take steps to
intelligently eliminate it.
RADIO • RADAR - SOUND . COMMUNICATIONS • TELEVISION
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Admiral Corp. Announces
Key Executive Changes
r
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CO. Chlciflo
Cottage QUAM
Grove NICHOLS
at 33rd Piwct,

SPEAKERS

Ross D. Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corp., Chicago, announced the following
changes in executive positions which were
approved by the board of directors.
J. B. Huarisa was elected executive
vice-president in charge of production and
engineering for all divisions of the company. Huarisa was formerly vice-presi-
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YOU SAVE LIVES
WHEN YOU SUPPORT
ALL WAR LOAN DRIVES!

flHi UUiKAl (Nifffff
Awarded to the J. P. Seebvjrg Carponofion for ovtitonding production war
motorioH in each a# h» four plant*
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There are a few businessmen, a lot

in direct proportion to the reduced

of typewriter executives and plenty

costs of manufacturing which result

of arm-chair strategists who say that

from skilled product development

the distributor is a dying duck be-

and volume sales. And remember

cause his is an uneconomic function.

this...the distributor is an important

But the fact remains that the cost of

factor in both of these vital phases of

distribution has always diminished

a successful merchandising operation!

Kere Is What Your (Viotorola Distributor Will Do Fur A u

i
Id toopcr.uinn willi [ho
i;. S- A rial v Signul Corps.
Mrxorohl linginoers h;ivo
dt-vclopi-d anti arc producing in cjuantiiv the
very versatile and nnw fa*
ntous \\ a!kie- l alkie. I'his
is a ComploK- i-wav l-M.
I'or [a hie Kadioielo phone
sy.siem. batters - powered
stud carried p.ick-lasltioh
on the fighter's hack.

He will introduce the PostWar Motorola
I'-M Radios and Automatic Phonograph
Radios hy exhibiting the complete line
in his showrooms.

He will help educate your Salespeople...
give them facts about the radios they self.
He will reduce the loss of sales which
« result from poor demonstration.

He will carry a complete stock in all
price brackets so you can order and get
delivery from day to day. He will carry
parts for replacement and servicing.

He will provide you with sales-stimulating ideas and advertising promotions.
1 le will strengthen your entire radio sales
department.

He will help train yonr Servicemen...
teach them about I -M. Television (when
it is available), and how to service automatic phonographs.

He is your responsible, ready-able-andwilling trouble shooter ... a man with
. (Jj an organization you can reach with a
five-cent telephone call.

'Dcatrc&ccto'c
GAIVSN

cd TZeadty
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